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NOVELNY 2019-2020 Offerings (Provided at No Cost)

NOVELNY
Statewide Access to Electronic Information
From the New York State Library

What is NOVELNY?

Provided by the New York State Library, NOVELNY is an online virtual library connecting New Yorkers to 21st century information via libraries and library systems statewide. NOVELNY is an electronic resource access project that enables libraries across New York State to give their communities online access to the full text of thousands of journals, newspapers and other references. Currently, NOVELNY provides online access to the following database products:

BRITANNICA DIGITAL LEARNING

Britannica Academic – The rich combination of the venerable Encyclopedia Britannica plus Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, magazines and periodicals, and many other research tools provides the variety of reliable sources that students need to consult when conducting thorough collegiate research—all from one resource. Articles provide high-quality, comprehensive, trusted information with balanced, global perspectives and insights that users will not find anywhere else.

Britannica Escolar – Discover the leading knowledge-building resource that is universally trusted for accurate and age-appropriate content in Spanish. New features make it more valuable than ever for native Spanish speakers, bilingual students, and students learning Spanish.

Britannica School – A source for all grades (Pre-K-12) and all reading abilities. Offers thousands of up-to-date, curated, and curriculum-relevant articles, images, videos, audio clips, primary sources, maps, research tools, recommended websites, and three separate databases—Elementary, Middle, or High.

GALE, A CENGAGE COMPANY

Academic OneFile with InfoTrac Collections – A source for peer-reviewed, full-text articles (numbering in the millions) from the world’s leading journals and reference sources. With extensive coverage of the physical sciences, technology, medicine, social sciences, the arts, theology, literature and other subjects, it is both authoritative and comprehensive. Includes full-text coverage of the New York Times back to 1985 and The Economist back to 1983.

Business Insights: Essentials – This comprehensive database brings together a wide variety of global business information including company profiles, industry-market research reports, investment/brokerage reports from Thomson Reuters, and financial reports, as well as business magazines and newspapers. It contains full text from over 8,100 periodical titles.

Computer Database – Provides access to business and technical publications in the computer, electronics, and telecommunications industries.

Educators Reference Complete – Resource for educators and education students. Provides access to periodicals covering pre-school to college and most educational specialties. Also contains federal and international reports and publications, including full-text for many titles cited in ERIC.

Expanded Academic ASAP – Resource for academic research includes scholarly journals and selected general interest titles in a wide variety of subjects. Ideal for smaller academic libraries and high schools.

General OneFile with InfoTrac Collections – A source for news and periodical articles on a wide range of topics: business, computers, current events, economics, education, environmental issues, health care, hobbies, humanities, law, literature and art, politics, science, social science, sports, technology, and many general interest topics. Millions of full-text articles, many with images.

General Reference Center Gold – General-interest sources include magazines, children’s magazines, newspapers, almanacs, encyclopedias, dictionaries, and reference books.

Health Reference Center Academic – Provides access to the full text of nursing and allied health journals, plus select consumer health information sources, and thousands of health-related multimedia.

Informe Académico – Spanish interface provides access to Spanish- and Portuguese-language scholarly journals both from and about Latin America.

InfoTrac Newsstand – Offers over 2,000 full-text newspapers that include several New York State newspapers.


Kids Infolinks – Contains over 550 age-appropriate magazines for grades K-5. Also includes Merriam-Webster’s Elementary Dictionary, maps, flags, seals, charts, graphs, and over 600 videos to support STEM topics.

Opposing Viewpoints in Context – Contains a range of perspectives on many important issues, with over 21,000 pro/con viewpoints. Includes a variety of resource types: reference, news, primary sources, multimedia and more.

Research in Context – Resource for students in grades 6 to 8. Offers magazines, newspapers, primary sources, over 12,000 videos and more on a variety of topics. Supports national and state curriculum standards in language arts, social studies and science.

NOVELNY is funded by federal Library Services and Technology Act Funds from the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS).
Job Resources

The Job Seekers page novelanewyork.org/jobseekers.php provides links to various job resources.

What other resources are available?

The Current Events page at novelanewyork.org/event.php provides a link to selected newspaper resources.

Who is eligible to participate in NOVELny, and what benefits do they receive?

Participation is available to all not-for-profit member libraries of library systems in New York State, and Charter Schools to the extent permitted by negotiations and contractual limitations. Every $1 the State invests results in a minimum of $35 worth of access at the local level. NOVELny may be accessed from any eligible library in the state. Libraries may also choose to offer library users remote access to NOVELny from their homes, schools or workplaces 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Every New Yorker can search NOVELny from www.novelanewyork.org via geoIP authentication without entering a driver license number as long as they are in New York State.

How can my library register to use NOVELny databases?

To participate, libraries need to complete the online registration form. Online registration forms are located in the Librarians section of the NOVELny web site: www.novelanewyork.org. As of 2017 over 3,900 libraries and library systems registered to use NOVELny.

Is training offered for the databases available through NOVELny? If so, is there a fee?

The vendors offer online training resources and webinars. Librarians can also arrange training sessions directly through the vendors. There is no fee for training. Please see novelanewyork.org/training.php for more information.

What are the origins of NOVELny?

The Board of Regents, at their July 13, 2000, meeting, adopted the final report of the Regents Commission on Library Services, Meeting the Needs of all New Yorkers: Library Service in the New Century, as Regents policy. Recommendation one in this report is to “Create NOVEL, the New York Online Virtual Electronic Library, to deliver high-quality, reliable digital information to all New Yorkers.”

NOVELny is funded by federal Library Services and Technology Act Funds from the Institute of Museums and Library Services (IMLS).

How is NOVELny funded?

NOVELny is supported with temporary federal funds through a Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) grant to the New York State Library by the Federal Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS).

What other services are provided to NOVELny users?

The New York State Library hosts the NOVEL-DB e-mail list to post announcements concerning database issues, contract dates, database training sessions, and other information useful to NOVELny-registered libraries. See the web site www.novelanewyork.org or e-mail avrmnovel@nyserd.gov for further information.

A Help Desk, also provided by the New York State Library, is staffed Monday through Friday to respond to questions about the databases offered through NOVELny. Additional information may be found at the NOVELny Help Desk web page at novelanewyork.org/helpdesk.php.

A marketing toolkit is available at www.novelanewyork.org to help library staff and library supporters publicize, explain, and demonstrate the features of NOVELny. The kit includes materials for downloading and printing, and other helpful components that are appropriate for a variety of audiences.

Web Site: www.novelanewyork.org
Facebook Page: facebook.com/NOVELny

New York State Library
Office of Cultural Education
The State Education Department
The University of the State of New York

For more information please contact:
Office of the State Librarian
New York State Library
Cultural Education Center, Room 10C34
Albany, NY 12230
Telephone (518) 474-5930
Web address: www.nysl.nysed.gov
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ABDO Zoom

Our PreK-2 Abdo Zoom content is also offered in four online databases: STEAM, Animals, Animales (in Spanish), and Biographies. Your young readers will love exploring their favorite content in-depth in a controlled, safe environment.
Artstor

Artstor specializes in digital collection solutions for universities, museums, schools, and libraries. Our ever-growing Digital Library offers high-quality images for education and research from museums, photo archives, scholars, and artists around the world, and JSTOR Forum is a set of tools to manage digital collections and make them more discoverable.

The Artstor Digital Library's world-class collections bring arts, the humanities, and social studies to life in the classroom. Our images are accompanied by authoritative data and are supported with teaching resources and tools that make the presentation and study of world cultural heritage quick and easy. And, unlike textbooks, we are continuously growing and evolving – putting an unequalled breadth of educational, rights-cleared images at your fingertips.

Website:  http://www.artstor.org/content/secondary-schools
BrainPOP

Our flagship resource, for upper elementary and middle schoolers. Award-winning and proven educational resource including hundreds of standards-aligned animated topics. Covers STEM, Social Studies, English, Arts & Music, and Health.

**User friendly:** All content is accessible online. No downloading, maintenance or installation required.

**Compatible:** Works on PC/Mac, with projectors or interactive whiteboards. Can be used 1-to-1, in small groups or in whole-class settings. Also works on tablets or smartphone mobile browsers.

**Newsela Integration:** Provides engaging, high-quality, nonfiction news articles right at students’ reading levels.

**Challenge:** Interactive exercise that tests student knowledge of a BrainPOP topic.

**Closed Captioning:** Supports students with special needs and assists with reading practice and note-taking for all learners.

**Accessible:** Available 24 hours a day and 7 days a week from home or school.

**My BrainPOP:** Lets teachers customize assessments, incorporate gaming into instruction, spur meaningful reflection, and keep track of learning.

**Make-a-Movie:** The newest edition to our suite of creation tools empowers teachers and students to make their own BrainPOP-style movies.

**GameUp:** Educational games portal for the classroom. Includes SnapThought which allows students to take screenshots and write comments on key moments of game play within a selection of GameUp titles.

**Make-a-Map:** An innovative new concept mapping tool.

**The Mixer:** a tool that lets you create and share custom, BrainPOP-style quizzes. It’s a great way to tailor assessment and meet all your students’ needs.

**Usage statistics:** Login counts are available by request or can be generated by campus administrators.

**Variety:** 800+ topics and growing.

**Engaging:** Students with varied learning styles respond enthusiastically to BrainPOP’s compelling characters, clever writing and unique voice.

**Primary Source Activities:** Centers on a passage of text, photo, or video related to the given topic.
Formative Assessment: Online or printable quizzes measure comprehension before or after a lesson.

Differentiated Learning: Diverse content and resources allow teachers to meet multiple students’ learning styles.

Award-Winning: Among the many educational honors BrainPOP has received are those from the Association for Library Service to Children, the Association of Educational Publishers, Forbes, District Administration, and Homeschool.com.

BrainPOP Español
BrainPOP in Spanish. Ideal for native Spanish speakers, Spanish language students, and bilingual and dual language programs in grades 3 and up. BrainPOP Español – content translated into Spanish. Great for Spanish speakers or English speakers learning Spanish.

User friendly: All content is accessible online. No downloading, maintenance or installation required.

Compatible: Works on PC/Mac, with projectors or interactive whiteboards. Can be used 1-to-1, in small groups or in whole-class settings. Also works on tablets or smartphone mobile browsers.

Closed Captioning in Spanish: Supports students with special needs and assists with reading practice and note-taking for all learners.

Accessible: Available 24 hours a day/ 7 days a week from home or school.

Usage statistics: Login counts are available by request or can be generated by campus administrators.

Variety: 500+ topics and growing.

Engaging: Students with varied learning styles respond enthusiastically to BrainPOP’s compelling characters, clever writing and unique voice. Aligned to BrainPOP videos: Alignment list is available.

Formative Assessment: Online or printable quizzes measure comprehension before or after a lesson.

Differentiated Learning: Diverse content and resources allow teachers to meet multiple students’ learning styles.

BrainPOP Francais
BrainPOP in French. Ideal for native French speakers, French language students, and bilingual and dual language programs in grades 3 and up.

Same features listed above for BrainPOP Español.
**BrainPOP Jr.**
Award-winning educational resource aligned to standards of Kindergarten through 3rd grade. Gently encourages young learners to ask questions and form their own ideas. Covers STEM, Reading & Writing, Health, Social Studies, and Arts.

- **User friendly:** All content is accessible online. No downloading, maintenance or installation required.
- **Compatible:** Works on PC/Mac, with projectors or interactive whiteboards. Can be used 1-to-1, in small groups or in whole-class settings. Also works on tablets or smartphone mobile browsers.
- **Closed Captioning:** Supports students with special needs and assists with reading practice and note-taking for all learners.
- **Accessible:** Available 24 hours a day/ 7 days a week from home or school.
- **My BrainPOP:** Lets teachers customize assessments, incorporate gaming into instruction, spur meaningful reflection, and keep track of learning.
- **GameUp:** Educational games portal for the classroom. Includes SnapThought which allows students to take screenshots and write comments on key moments of game play within a selection of GameUp titles.
- **Make-a-Map:** An innovative concept mapping tool powered by Ideaphora®.
- **Usage statistics:** Login counts are available by request or can be generated by campus administrators.
- **Variety:** 250+ topics and growing.
- **Developmentally Appropriate Content:** The animated movies and interactive features on BrainPOP Jr. cover everything from tally charts to short vowels.
- **Interactive Features:** Writing, drawing and discussion prompts; interactive games; literary connections; activity sheets; and more.
- **Formative Assessment:** Online or printable quizzes measure comprehension before or after a lesson.
- **Differentiated Learning:** Diverse content and resources allow teachers to meet multiple students’ learning styles.
BrainPOP ELL
Innovative and award-winning ESL/ELL program based on animated movies and interactive features. Proficiency-based English language learning program appropriate for all ages. Suitable for all nonnative speakers - starting at beginner's level. Cover vocabulary, grammar, listening, reading & writing.

**User friendly:** All content is accessible online. No downloading, maintenance or installation required.

**Compatible:** Works on PC/Mac, with projectors or interactive whiteboards. Can be used 1-to-1, in small groups or in whole-class settings. Also works on tablets or smartphone mobile browsers.

**Closed Captioning:** Includes read aloud and closed captioning.

**Accessible:** Available 24 hours a day/ 7 days a week from home or school.

**My BrainPOP:** Lets teachers customize assessments, incorporate gaming into instruction, spur meaningful reflection, and keep track of learning.

**GameUp:** Educational games portal for the classroom. Includes SnapThought which allows students to take screenshots and write comments on key moments of game play within a selection of GameUp titles.

**Make-a-Map:** An innovative concept mapping tool powered by Ideaphora®.

**Usage statistics:** Login counts are available by request or can be generated by campus administrators.

**Versatile:** Can be used with all grades, language level-based, assumes no prior English knowledge.

**Focus on language skills:** Lessons include activities for listening, speaking, reading, writing.

**Interactive:** 90 lessons, each includes 3-5 min movie with eight interactive resources, animated visual presentations of vocabulary and grammar, flash cards, listening and repeating, progressive reading and writing activities, games, and pre/post assessment options.

Creative Coding
Students apply their understanding of BrainPOP topics across the curriculum through an array of coding projects. Creative Coding is for all students and all subjects.

**Simplified & scaffolded introduction to code:** Uses a project-based approach

**Integrated:** Coding projects are integrated into all content-areas - seamlessly fits into your current curriculum.

**Non-intimidating and approachable for teachers:** Integrate coding into what you’re already teaching.
Equity of Access to Computer Science Instruction: Engages all learners who otherwise may not be drawn to coding.

Student Agency: Learners can choose to work on a topic that’s motivating to them

Meaningful: Children build knowledge by creating personally meaningful projects and provides the foundation for further exploration and learning.

Sparks imagination: Express ideas and demonstrate knowledge using coding.
Capstone/PebbleGo

Bundle 'A': Any ONE English OR Spanish PebbleGo Module
Product: Choose 1 PebbleGo English Module: Science Social Studies Biographies Animals Dinosaurs OR Choose 1 Spanish PebbleGo Module: Ciencia (Science) Estudios Sociales (Social Studies) Biografías (Biographies) Animales (Animals). Note: Bundled Pricing is for English OR Spanish Databases purchases. Purchase up to 4 additional modules in another language with special pricing available. www.pebblego.com

Bundle 'B' Any Two English OR Spanish PebbleGo Module
Product: Choose 2 PebbleGo English Module: Science Social Studies Biographies Animals Dinosaurs OR Choose 1 Spanish PebbleGo Module: Ciencia (Science) Estudios Sociales (Social Studies) Biografías (Biographies) Animales (Animals). Note: Bundled Pricing is for English OR Spanish Databases purchases. Purchase up to 4 additional modules in another language with special pricing available. www.pebblego.com

Bundle 'C': Any THREE English OR Spanish PebbleGo Modules
Choose THREE PebbleGo English Module: Science Social Studies Biographies Animals Dinosaurs OR Choose 1 Spanish PebbleGo Module: Ciencia (Science) Estudios Sociales (Social Studies) Biografías (Biographies) Animales (Animals). Note: Bundled Pricing is for English OR Spanish Databases purchases. Purchase up to 4 additional modules in another language with special pricing available. www.pebblego.com

Bundle 'D': Any FOUR English or Spanish PebbleGO Modules
Choose FOUR PebbleGo English Module: Science Social Studies Biographies Animals Dinosaurs OR Choose 1 Spanish PebbleGo Module: Ciencia (Science) Estudios Sociales (Social Studies) Biografías (Biographies) Animales (Animals). Note: Bundled Pricing is for English OR Spanish Databases purchases. Purchase up to 4 additional modules in another language with special pricing available. www.pebblego.com

Bundle 'E': Any Five English OR Spanish PebbleGo Modules
Choose FIVE PebbleGo English Module: Science Social Studies Biographies Animals Dinosaurs OR Choose 1 Spanish PebbleGo Module: Ciencia (Science) Estudios Sociales (Social Studies) Biografías (Biographies) Animales (Animals). Note: Bundled Pricing is for English OR Spanish Databases purchases. Purchase up to 4 additional modules in another language with special pricing available. www.pebblego.com

Bundle Four: PebbleGo Next

Bundle One: PebbleGo Next

Bundle Three: PebbleGo Next
Bundle Two: PebbleGo Next

PebbleGo Animales (Animals)
PebbleGo Animales Spanish Animals version is a database designed for K-2 researchers. It features hundreds of articles that support animal classification behavior and habitat lessons. www.pebblego.com

PebbleGo Animals
PebbleGo Animals is a database designed specifically for K-2 emergent readers and researchers. It features hundreds of articles that support animal classification behavior and habitat lessons. PebbleGo Animals is correlated to life science standards and contains animal audio and video carefully leveled text educational games and innovative read-aloud capabilities. www.pebblego.com

PebbleGo Biografías (Biographies)
PebbleGo Biografías Spanish version of Biographies help K-3 students learn more about current and historical figures that have influenced the United States. Articles include all U.S. presidents and important inventors explorers African American Hispanic American women and more! A timeline is included with each subject. Leveled text educational games lesson plans and videos support educational research concepts for your youngest researchers.

PebbleGo Biographies
PebbleGo the award winning pre-K-3 database for reading and research now offers Biographies! Your youngest researchers can learn more about current and historical figures that have influenced the United States. Like PebbleGo Animals and PebbleGo Earth and Space this latest PebbleGo database includes built in reading and research tools. Leveled text educational games and videos support science concepts for your youngest researchers.

PebbleGo Ciencia (Spanish-Science)
PebbleGo Ciencia Spanish version of Science for grades K-3 includes concepts like weather seasons Earth science and space. PebbleGo Science is correlated with state and national standards including Next Generation Science Standards. Leveled text educational games lesson plans and videos support educational research concepts for your youngest researchers.

PebbleGo Dinosaurs
PebbleGo Dinosaurs for grades K-2 features 125 articles for students to explore their favorite prehistoric animals. Dinosaurs are categorized as Beaked Long Necks or Bird-Like and sub-categorized by factors such as body type.

PebbleGo Estudios Sociales (Social Studies)
PebbleGo Estudios Sociales Spanish version of Social Studies for grades K-3 features 150 articles that introduce young researchers to the world around them. Twelve different categories including: Long Ago and Today Families and Maps make a make a diverse array of topics easy to find. Leveled text educational games lesson plans and videos support educational research concepts for your youngest researchers.
PebbleGo Next Biographies
PebbleGo Next Biographies for grades 3-5 will help students learn more about current and historical figures that have influenced the United States. Articles include all U.S. presidents and important inventors, explorers, African American, Hispanic American, and women and more! Tools to develop research skills such as reach report template, a project or activity related to the topic, and critical thinking questions.

PebbleGo Next Science
PebbleGo Next Science for grades 3-5 will include articles more than 150 articles that correlate to Next Generation Science Standards. Tools to develop research skills such as reach report template, a project or activity related to the topic, and critical thinking questions.

PebbleGo Next Social Studies
PebbleGo Social Studies for grades 3-5 will include articles more than 150 articles that correlate to Social Studies Standards. Launching in Fall 2017. www.pebblegonext.com

PebbleGo Next States & American Indian Studies
PebbleGo Next State & American Indian Studies for grades 3-6 will include articles on all 50 states plus D.C. and Puerto Rico. Articles will explore geography, food, language, history, and timelines. Tools to develop research skills such as the ability to cite your source and report format, downloadable. www.pebblegonext.com

PebbleGo Science
PebbleGo Science for grades K-3 includes concepts like weather, seasons, Earth science, and space. PebbleGo Science is correlated with state and national standards including Next Generation Science Standards. Leveled text, educational games, lesson plans, and videos support educational research concepts for your youngest researchers.

PebbleGo Social Studies
PebbleGo Social Studies for grades K-3 features 150 articles that introduce young researchers to the world around them. Twelve different categories including: Long Ago and Today, Families and Maps make a diverse array of topics easy to find. Leveled text, educational games, lesson plans, and videos support educational research concepts for your youngest researchers. www.pebblego.com
Cavendish Square Publishing

America in the 20th Century
9780761498599 Digital Database - Charts the decade-by-decade progress of the United States through the volatile twentieth century

Ancient and Medieval World
9780761498812 Digital Database - Examines world history from the emergence of the earliest humans about two million years ago through the end of the Middle Ages

Aquatic World
9780761498216 Digital Database - Offers valuable research opportunities on the anatomy and classification of aquatic species as well as detailed information about aquatic habitats

Birds of the World
9780761498551 Digital Database - Looks at the diversity populations ecosystems behavior reproduction heredity and anatomy of birds around the globe

Civil War
9780761498834 Digital Database - Details the key individuals and battles of the American Civil War as well as the social economic technical and political background of the conflict

Colonial America
9780761498827 Digital Database - Charts the birth of a nation from the first colonies to the fight for independence and on to the creation and ratification of the constitution to govern the new nation

Diseases and Disorders
9780761498728 Digital Database - Details more than 250 infectious diseases mental disorders and noninfectious diseases and disorders

Drugs and Society
9780761498674 Digital Database - Examines a wide range of issues concerning addiction treatment and the societal impact of drug abuse

Earth and Physical Sciences
9780761498049 Digital Database - Provides essential information about chemistry physics and earth and space science for student researchers

Economic Literacy and Personal Finance
9780761498780 Digital Database - Helps users to understand economic matters both personal and global and to prepare for the financial realities of today and tomorrow

Explorers and Exploration
9780761498186 Digital Database - Profiles the many explorers who opened up new territories and offers historical geographical and motivational perspectives on their accomplishments

Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020

Revised 05/28/19
Exploring American History
9780761498742 Digital Database - Details the emergence and growth of the young American nation from its colonial beginnings through to Reconstruction after the Civil War

Exploring Ancient Civilizations
9780761498162 Digital Database - Covers the period from approximately 6500 BCE to 500 CE and brings to life a fascinating range of ancient civilizations

Exploring Earth and Space Science
9780761498353 Digital Database - Features information on the fields of astronomy physics geography geology and more

Exploring Life Science
9780761498346 Digital Database - Examines topics that are relevant to life science in the twenty-first century and does so in a readily accessible and highly visual manner

Exploring Mammals
9780761498421 Digital Database - Employs high-quality photographs and lively drawings to introduce the behaviors and life cycles of more than 90 mammals

Exploring Technology
9780761498360 Digital Database - Provides a one-stop easily accessible examination of the history of innovation and invention as well as important breakthroughs in technology

Exploring the Middle Ages
9780761498179 Digital Database - Covers one thousand years of history (from 500 to 1500) not only in Europe but around the world

Facts About Drugs
9780761498094 Digital Database - Provides young adults with the basic facts and gritty details of drugs and drug use

Family Health
9780761498070 Digital Database - Offers quick access to key information on all aspects of family health care

Food and Nutrition
9780761498568 Digital Database - Helps young people make healthful and safe personal choices about all aspects of food and nutrition

Gods Goddesses and Mythology
9780761498476 Digital Database - Explores prehistoric and classical gods and goddesses as well as contemporary myths found in literature and popular culture

Great American Writers
9780761498759 Digital Database - Introduces readers to the lives and works of nearly one hundred of the most talented North American writers of the present and the past
Great World Writers
9780761498766 Digital Database - Examines the lives and works of nearly one hundred of the most influential international writers of the modern era

Growing Up With Science
9780761498025 Digital Database - Provides young readers with valuable information in all branches of the middle school science curriculum

Habitats of the World
9780761498438 Digital Database - Offers an inspirational account of the world's land freshwater marine and human habitats

Health Encyclopedia
9780761498629 Digital Database - Assists young people looking for information to help make the right decisions about their health and lifestyle

How It Works
9780761498056 Digital Database - Offers students and general readers authoritative comprehensive coverage of science and technology and how things really work

Insects and Spiders of the World
9780761498582 Digital Database - Creates a fascinating journey of discovery both around the globe and around the backyard into the world of insects spiders and arthropods

International Wildlife
9780761498209 Digital Database - Focuses on the physical features and lifestyles of species from every branch of the animal family with special attention given throughout to taxonomic relations

Inventors and Inventions
9780761498735 Digital Database - Offers a wide-ranging exploration of inventions and provides a vividly illustrated account of their creators

It's My State
9781502603487 Digital Database - A definitive research digital resource containing comprehensive coverage of each state's history people geography economy government and more. Explore all 50 states Washington DC and Puerto Rico

Life Sciences
9780761498001 Digital Databases - Includes coverage of life science topics such as agriculture anatomy biochemistry biology genetics medicine and molecular biology

Man Myth and Magic
9780761498841 Digital Database - This comprehensive digital resource covers religion mythology and the unknown and provides up-to-date information on rites customs and beliefs of ancient and modern cultures and societies
Muslim World
9780761498818 Digital Database - Provides a rich and balanced view of all aspects of the Islamic religion and its varied manifestations through time and around the world

Open For Debate
9780761498704 Digital Database - Explores the past present and future of many social policy topics that are always subject to debate shedding light on the pros and cons of each

Peoples of Europe
9780761498155 Digital Database - Provides a comprehensive examination of the peoples of Europe including their ancestors their foods family life festivals music dance crafts and sports

Peoples of Africa
9780761498100 Digital Database - Provides a comprehensive examination of the peoples of Africa including their ancestors their foods family life festivals music dance crafts and sports

Peoples of Eastern Asia Australasia and the Pacific
9780761498124 Digital Database - Provides a comprehensive examination of the peoples of Eastern Asia including their ancestors their foods family life festivals music dance crafts and sports

Peoples of the Americas
9780761498117 Digital Database - Provides a comprehensive examination of the peoples of North and South America including their ancestors their foods family life festivals music dance crafts and sports

Peoples of Western Asia
9780761498131 Digital Database - Provides a comprehensive examination of the peoples of Western Asia including their ancestors their foods family life festivals music dance crafts and sports

Popular Contemporary Writers
9780761498773 Digital Database - Explores the lives and works of nearly one hundred of the world's most-read popular writers of the present and recent past

Renaissance and Reformation
9780761498285 Digital Database - Provides a sweeping but detailed look at the people events and achievements of these critical periods in European and world history (from 1300 to 1700)

Reptiles and Amphibians
9780761498223 Digital Database - Covers a range of representative reptile and amphibian species in depth and makes science accessible to students and the general reader

Sex and Society
9780761498643 Digital Database - Looks at sex in today's society and examines topics as diverse as relationships parenting social and cultural issues health and making smart personal choices

Supreme Court Milestones
9780761498308 Digital Database - Discusses some of the most momentous cases in the history of the United States Supreme Court

Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020
Revised 05/28/19
Technology and Applied Sciences
9780761498018 Digital Database - Focuses on technology and applied sciences in support of the science classroom curriculum

The Elements
9780761498339 Digital Database - Discusses the origin, discovery, special characteristics and importance of the 117 known elements from aluminum to zirconium

The Old West
9780761498391 Digital Database - Examines the people, history and customs of the American West while also looking at the lore of the West represented in modern popular culture

Wildlife and Plants of the World
9780761498414 Digital Database - Incorporates coverage of common everyday plant and animal species with lesser-known exotic species from around the world

World & Its Peoples: Eastern and Southern Asia
9780761498322 Digital Database - Covers the geography, government, history, economy, culture and daily life of 22 countries and five territories in eastern and southern Asia

World & Its Peoples: Europe
9780761498650 Digital Database - Discusses the geography, government, history, economy, culture and 51 countries and territories on the European continent

World & Its Peoples: Middle East, Western Asia and Northern Africa
9780761498315 Digital Database - Covers the geography, government, history, economy, culture and 37 countries and territories in the Middle East, Western Asia and Northern Africa

World & Its Peoples: Sub-Saharan Africa, Australasia and the Pacific
9780761498803 Digital Database - Examines the geography, government, history, economy, culture and more than 70 countries, dependencies and states of Sub-Saharan Africa and the nations of the vast Indian and Pacific ocean regions

World & Its Peoples: The Americas
9780761498469 Digital Database - Provides full coverage of the geography, government, history, economy, culture and daily life of 39 countries and territories plus 18 smaller islands of the Caribbean region

World War I
9780761498681 Digital Database - Explores the conflict proclaimed by some to be 'the war to end all wars' including the events leading up to the conflict, the course of the war and its social and economic aftermath

World War II
9780761498698 Digital Database - Provides a telling account of the Second World War, the seminal event of the twentieth century and features numerous archival photographs and detailed maps
CountryWatch

Country Watch Resources are a great vehicle for cross curriculum study of current events, simultaneously addressing the subject areas of Social Studies, History, Humanities, Math, Economics, World Affairs, Current Events Political Science and Foreign Languages.

**CountryWatch** ([http://www.countrywatch.com](http://www.countrywatch.com)) Premium unlimited access to the Country Reviews, Country Wire, Data, Maps, the Global Guide and the Political Intelligence Briefing and Wire for Grades 6 - 12.


**CountryWatch Video Profiles Series** ([http://videos.countrywatch.com](http://videos.countrywatch.com)) Unlimited access to 24 short video documentaries for 24 high profile countries for Grades 6 – 12.


System Requirements: CountryWatch is supported by Internet Explorer 5.0 and above, Netscape Navigator 7.0 and above, Firefox, Opera, Chrome and Mozilla on PC platforms.
Discovery Education

Discovery Education is the global leader in standards-based digital content for K-12, transforming teaching and learning with award-winning digital textbooks, multimedia content, professional development, and the largest professional learning community of its kind. Serving 4.5 million educators and over 50 million students, Discovery Education’s services are in half of U.S. classrooms, 50 percent of all primary schools in the U.K., and more than 50 countries.

Accelerate student achievement in your district by capturing the minds and imaginations of students with the fascination of Discovery, tapping into students’ natural curiosity and desire to learn.

Whether you are looking for a digital media library service, help in transitioning classrooms to a 21st-century learning environment, or to replace textbooks with modern digital resources, Discovery Education offers a continuum of solutions to meet your district’s specific needs. All content is aligned to state standards, can be aligned to custom curriculum, and supports classroom instruction regardless of the technology platform. In addition, we offer a variety of professional development opportunities to ensure effective implementation in the classroom.

You know your needs. We know our services. Together we can create an effective solution.

Learn more about:

- Techbook™ — an award-winning, interactive, digital textbook series
- Streaming Plus — our comprehensive digital streaming service
- STEM Connect — our interdisciplinary, supplemental K-8 STEM resource
- Professional Development — customized professional learning experiences
- Community — connecting educators with each other and new avenues for learning
- Events — professional learning opportunities, scheduled throughout the year
Individual Databases

**Academic Search Complete**  [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/academic-search-complete](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/academic-search-complete)  Grade level(s): High School

Designed for academic institutions, this database is a leading resource for scholarly research. It supports high-level research in the key areas of academic study by providing journals, periodicals, reports, books and more.

*Academic Search Complete* offers an enormous collection of full-text journals, providing users access to critical information from many sources unique to this database. In addition, it includes peer-reviewed full text for STEM research, as well as for the social sciences and humanities. Scholarly content covers a broad range of important areas of academic study, including anthropology, engineering, law, sciences and more.

*Academic Search Complete* offers access to video content from the Associated Press, the world’s leading news agency. Videos relevant to the search terms appear in a carousel in the result list. With footage from the early 1900s to the present and updated monthly, this collection of videos covers a wide variety of topics.

**Academic Search Premier**  [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/academic-search-premier](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/academic-search-premier)  Grade level(s): High School  

A popular resource found in many scholarly settings worldwide, *Academic Search Premier* is a leading multidisciplinary research database. It provides thousands of acclaimed full-text journals, magazines and other valuable resources.

*Academic Search Premier* offers access to video content from the Associated Press, the world’s leading news agency. Videos relevant to the search terms appear in a carousel in the result list. With footage from the early 1900s to the present and updated monthly, this collection of videos covers a wide variety of topics.

Top subjects include biology, chemistry, engineering, physics, psychology, religion, philosophy, technology and veterinary science.

**Academic Search Ultimate**  [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/academic-search-ultimate](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/academic-search-ultimate)  Grade level(s): High School

Developed to meet the increasing demands of scholarly research, *Academic Search Ultimate* offers students an unprecedented collection of peer-reviewed, full-text journals, including many journals indexed in leading citation indexes.

*Academic Search Ultimate* offers access to resources cited in key subject indexes. The combination of academic journals, magazines, periodicals, reports, books and videos meets the needs of scholars in virtually every discipline ranging from astronomy, anthropology, biomedicine, engineering, health, law and literacy to mathematics, pharmacology, women’s studies, zoology and more.

*Academic Search Premier* offers access to video content from the Associated Press, the world’s leading news agency. Videos relevant to the search terms appear in a carousel in
the result list. With footage from the early 1900s to the present and updated monthly, this collection of videos covers a wide variety of topics.

**Advanced Placement Source**  [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/advanced-placement-source](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/advanced-placement-source)  Grade level(s): High School

Designed to meet the extensive needs of high school students enrolled in various Advanced Placement or International Baccalaureate courses, this database offers a world of knowledge for students who seek to achieve academic excellence. Covering a wide array of subject areas from the arts and multicultural studies to the STEM subjects, **Advanced Placement Source** offers students the essential research materials to achieve academic success in honors, AP or IB programs. Content includes thousands of full-text academic journals and magazines, as well as millions of photos, maps and flags. The database is available via the EBSCOhost or Explora interfaces, from desktops and mobile devices.

In addition, most records in the database include Lexile® Measures, which provide educators with an estimate of the search result’s reading difficulty and the approximate reading ability level required for comprehension.


This full-text database covers the history and culture of the United States and Canada from prehistory to the present. With hundreds of full-text journals and books, this database is a key reference tool for students and scholars of U.S. and Canadian history. Strong English-language journal coverage is balanced by an international perspective on topics and events. Abstracts are available in English, which were originally published in a variety of languages. **America: History and Life with Full Text** covers all key journals in the discipline, state and local history publications, and selected articles from scholarly journals in the social sciences and humanities. In addition to standard search features, the database allows for searching by time period, an essential feature given the extensive range of its coverage.


**AP Images Collection** is a primary source database from the Associated Press, one of the oldest and largest news organizations in the world. Winning multiple photo Pulitzer Prizes, the AP has long been recognized for its news coverage and groundbreaking photography. This comprehensive collection grants access to images that have contributed to the organization’s unrivaled legacy. With photographs, audio sound bites, graphics and text spanning centuries, **AP Images Collection** captures the greatest events in history and brings them to life. Available photographs total in the millions, with thousands added daily. Additional graphics include maps, graphs, charts, logos, flags, illustrations and more. Accessible through a variety of searches – from keyword and category to color and concept – imagery in this collection is readily available whenever you need it and can be used to enhance research reports, theses, PowerPoint presentations and more.
**AutoMate** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/automate](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/automate)  Grade level(s): High School

Powered by the automotive experts at MOTOR, **AutoMate** provides the most accurate, authoritative and up-to-date service and repair information for thousands of domestic and imported vehicles. All content comes from the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) and includes step-by-step repair information, diagrams, maintenance schedules, parts and labor estimates, service bulletins and recalls.

Designed for touch-enabled devices such as laptops and tablets, **AutoMate** offers a user-friendly search experience and access to a wealth of information to help users diagnose, repair and maintain today’s complex vehicles. Diagrams and images can be easily magnified and printed.

**AutoMate** contains the following:

- **Service information optimized** for the most common maintenance and repair operations
- **Technical service bulletins and recall notices**
- **Component location diagrams** for most domestic and imported cars and light trucks
- Precise and comprehensive **wiring diagrams** for all systems
- **Maintenance schedules** and estimated labor times for the most commonly performed operations in a mechanical repair shop
- **Engineering specifications/standards** for the most common repairs and adjustments
- **Diagnostic Trouble Codes** (DTCs), flowcharts and step-by-step diagnostic instructions covering powertrain, chassis, body, and network communication
- **Part numbers, diagrams and pricing** for thousands of the most commonly replaced parts, including manufacturer-suggested retail price to help users validate the cost of repairs and identify all iterations of a part number or part status (current, superseded, split, discontinued)

MOTOR Information Systems is the world’s premier supplier of automotive data. Since 1903, MOTOR has been providing customers with accurate, thorough and timely service and repair information to satisfy all of their automotive needs. MOTOR is a division of Hearst Business Media, a Hearst company.

**Biography Reference Center** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/biography-reference-center](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/biography-reference-center)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

Containing many of the top-ranked biographical reference collections and magazines, this resource offers a comprehensive collection of full-text and unique narrative biographies, providing superior coverage for several of the most popular and heavily researched biographies and genres.

Available via EBSCOhost or its own user-friendly interface, users can browse **Biography Reference Center** by several key categories, including occupation, nationality, publication and an extensive selection of genre categories – including actors, artists, athletes, authors, current world leaders, explorers, scientists and many more. Results can also be limited by Lexile level and source type, including concise and detailed biographies, interviews, obituaries and related articles.

**Education Research Complete** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/education-research-complete](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/education-research-complete)  Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School

Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020

Revised 05/28/19
Designed for educators, administrators and those seeking professional development resources, this bibliographic and full-text database covers scholarly research relating to all areas of education, including curriculum instruction, administration, policy, funding and related social issues. Topics covered include all levels of education from early childhood to higher education and all educational specialties, such as multilingual education, health education and testing. This database also includes full text for books, monographs and numerous education-related conference papers.

**Education Source**  
Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School

Developed through the merger of high-quality databases from EBSCO and H.W. Wilson, and including many unique sources not previously available, this database covers scholarly research and information to meet the needs of education students, professionals and policy makers. This massive file offers the world's largest and most complete collection of full-text education journals, and encompasses an international array of English-language periodicals, books and monographs, conference papers, yearbooks, citations and more.

As the complete source of education scholarship, *Education Source* covers all levels of education — from early childhood to higher education — as well as all educational specialties such as multilingual education, health education, and testing.

**ERIC**  
[https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric)  
Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School

The Education Resource Information Center (*ERIC*) is an authoritative database of indexed and full-text educational literature and resources, including millions of records and links to full-text. Essential for education researchers of all kinds, it features journals included in the *Current Index of Journals in Education and Resources in Education Index*, as well as books, conference papers, curriculum guides, policy papers and more.

**Film & Television Literature Index with Full Text**  
Grade level(s): High School

*Film & Television Literature Index with Full Text* is the pinnacle resource for researchers of film and television, providing the most comprehensive, balanced collection of full-text and bibliographic coverage from scholarly and popular sources, and spanning the entire spectrum of film and television studies. Within *Film & Television Literature Index with Full Text*, users have access to a wide variety of resources, including full-text film and television journals, international periodicals, monographs, yearbooks, conference papers and much more.

Updated on a weekly basis, this database provides full text for hundreds of journals and books, as well as cover-to-cover indexing and abstracts and selected coverage for hundreds of publications. Variety movie reviews from the early 1900s to present and a vast image collection from the MPTV Image Archive are also included.
**Historical Abstracts with Full Text** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/historical-abstracts-with-full-text](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/historical-abstracts-with-full-text)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School  
*Historical Abstracts with Full Text* is an exceptional research database covering world history from the 15th century to the present. Coverage extends to related disciplines such as archaeology, anthropology and sociology.  
Representing scholarship from more than 90 countries, this authoritative database provides selective indexing of historical articles from thousands of journals in a wide variety of languages. Coverage includes world history, military history, women’s history, history of education and much more.  
In addition to standard search features, *Historical Abstracts with Full Text* allows users to search by time period. This is a major advantage given the extensive range of its coverage.

**History Reference Center** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/history-reference-center](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/history-reference-center)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School  
Designed for academic research, this database features full text for thousands of primary source documents and informational texts, including reference books, encyclopedias and non-fiction books. Featured content comes from leading history publishers and includes full text for many of the most popular peer-reviewed history journals and periodicals.  
*History Reference Center* is available via EBSCOhost or its own dedicated interface, featuring a variety of resources to help educators prepare students to meet curriculum goals, such as lesson plans and rich multimedia content to enhance delivery. Additional key content also includes historical documents, biographies of historical figures, historical photos and maps, and historical video footage.

**Home Improvement Reference Center** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/home-improvement-reference-center](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/home-improvement-reference-center)  Grade level(s): High School  
Through a collection of comprehensive full-text content, this database provides users with detailed, user-friendly “how-to” information covering all manner of home improvement/repair projects. Featured full-text content includes an extensive collection of reference books (including major works from Creative Publishing International), as well as leading home improvement magazines. Additional resources include images not found anywhere else online and videos of popular home repair projects. All content is organized in a powerful, easy-to-use manner so that users can quickly gain the information they need. Users can also choose to browse all content using a convenient A-Z browsing tool.  
Available subjects span a wide variety of topics, from remodeling, decorating and outdoor improvements – to maintenance, electrical work, plumbing and more.

**Humanities Source**  [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/humanities-source](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/humanities-source)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School  
Developed through a merger of high-quality databases from EBSCO and H.W. Wilson, and including many unique sources that were never previously available, this database offers worldwide content pertaining to literary, scholarly and creative thought. As the most comprehensive resource available in its field, *Humanities Source* provides full text—plus abstracts and bibliographic indexing—for the most noted scholarly sources in the humanities.  
Including feature articles, interviews, obituaries, bibliographies, original works of fiction, book reviews, and reviews of ballets, dance programs, motion pictures,
musicals, operas, plays, and much more, *Humanities Source* is a valuable collection for students, researchers and educators interested in all aspects of the humanities.

**International Bibliography of Theatre & Dance with Full Text**
[https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/international-bibliography-theatre-dance-fulltext](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/international-bibliography-theatre-dance-fulltext)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School
This database is the definitive research tool for theatre and dance studies. In addition to all comprehensive indexing of the *International Bibliography of Theatre & Dance* (IBTD), it contains full text for top performing arts journals.

IBTD began as a project initiated by the American Society of Theatre of Research, and since 1984, the Theatre Research Data Center (TRDC) at Brooklyn College has published 14 volumes. These volumes comprise a fully indexed, cross-referenced and annotated database of journal articles, books, book chapters and dissertation abstracts on all aspects of theatre and performance in 126 countries. *IBTD with Full Text* contains author-supplied abstracts, author-supplied keywords and author affiliations. As experts in the subject area, TRDC continues indexing various titles for the database as well as coordinating international contributors.

**Literary Reference Center**
This rich full-text database provides a broad spectrum of information on thousands of authors and their works, across literary disciplines and timeframes. As a result, it gives students, professors and researchers a foundation of literary reference works to meet their research needs.

Combining information from major respected reference works, books, literary journals and original content from EBSCO, *Literary Reference Center* features an expansive collection of author biographies, plot summaries and work overviews, full-text essays from leading publishers, literary reference books and monographs, cover-to-cover full text for literary magazines and journals, book reviews from the most prestigious publications, poems from hundreds of sources, short stories, classic texts, author interviews and much more.

Available via EBSCOhost or its own dedicated interface, *Literary Reference Center* contains a collection of informational texts on numerous literary genres, themes and forms, as well as critical essays on specific works and authors. Students can also find helpful research guides, a citation tool and literary glossary.
In support of education, *Literary Reference Center* also features lesson plans and a link to EBSCO’s Curriculum Standards Module, a tool that can help teachers correlate EBSCO content quickly and easily to Common Core-, state- or Canadian province-specific curriculum standards. The module provides browsing of specific benchmarks, many which have recommended search strings for successful content retrieval.

**Literary Reference Center Plus**
This comprehensive, full-text database provides the most relevant information on thousands of authors and their works across literary disciplines and timeframes — giving students, professors and researchers a complete foundation of literary reference works to meet any and all of their research or instructional needs.
Combining information from major respected reference works, books, literary journals and original content from EBSCO, *Literary Reference Center Plus* features an expansive collection of author biographies, plot summaries and work overviews, full-text essays from leading publishers, literary reference books and monographs, cover-to-cover full text for literary magazines and journals, book reviews from the most prestigious publications, poems from hundreds of sources, short stories, classic texts, author interviews and much more.

In addition to all of the content in *Literary Reference Center*, *Literary Reference Center Plus* includes full-text resources focusing on plays/drama, poetry, religious literature and children's literature. Furthermore, it includes volumes of fantasy/science fiction, contemporary literature, world philosophy and religious literature and literary study guides covering American Literature, English Literature, and literary genres.

Available via EBSCOhost, *Explora* or its own dedicated interface, *Literary Reference Center Plus* contains a collection of informational texts on numerous literary genres, themes and forms, as well as critical essays on specific works and authors. Students can also find helpful research guides, a citation tool and a literary glossary.

With interactive study guides, students can explore novels and plays by American and British writers and understand the characteristics of different genres and various techniques used by writers. Study guides are available for *Animal Farm*, *Romeo and Juliet*, *A Midsummer Night's Dream*, *Macbeth*, *Hamlet*, *Lord of the Flies*, *The Catcher in the Rye* and *The Great Gatsby*, as well as “Irony, Parody, and Satire” and “Novels and Short Stories.”

In addition, the *Introduction to Literary Context* series helps teachers guide students through literary works such as *The Cask of Amontillado*, *Frankenstein*, *The Bell Jar* and *Heart of Darkness*. *Literary Reference Center Plus* also features dozens of lesson plans and a link to EBSCO's Curriculum Standards Module, a tool that can help teachers in the U.S. and Canada to correlate EBSCO content quickly and easily to Common Core, state- or province-specific curriculum standards. The module provides browsing of specific benchmarks, many which have recommended search strings for successful content retrieval.

**Middle Search Plus** https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-search-plus Grade level(s): Middle School

Designed for middle school libraries, this database contains full text for popular middle school magazines, full-text biographies and historical essays. In addition, it includes primary source documents, reference books and a vast image collection.

Middle Search Plus contains primary source documents and reference books such as the *Funk & Wagnalls New World Encyclopedia* and the *Encyclopedia of Animals*. Full-text magazines include *Sports Illustrated Kids*, *Scholastic News*, *National Geographic* and dozens more.

All full-text articles are assigned reading level indicators (Lexiles) that provide educators with an estimate of the result's reading difficulty and the approximate grade-level reading ability required for comprehension. Lexiles help teachers meet the needs of students with varying reading abilities and interests and allow students to read along at their own pace.

**MLA International Biography with Full Text** https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/mla-international-bibliography-full-text Grade level(s): High School

Produced by the Modern Language Association (MLA), the electronic version of the bibliography dates back to the 1920s. The database contains millions of citations as well as full text for 1,000 journals.

The *MLA International Bibliography* covers scholarship in a broad range of Humanities disciplines
related to global literatures and languages. Coverage includes materials published in more than 100 countries and in more than 50 languages, in the areas of literatures and languages from around the world.

Subscriptions include full access to the *MLA Directory of Periodicals*, which provides detailed information on more than 6,000 journals and book series that fall within the scope of the bibliography.

In addition to the bibliography, the database includes the *MLA Thesaurus*, the association's controlled vocabulary used to assign descriptors to each record in the bibliography. It also provides a searchable directory of authors' names with links to brief descriptive notes. The *MLA Thesaurus* includes names of persons, languages, groups, genres, stylistic and structural features, themes, sources, influences, processes, theories and other related topics.


Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

With millions of articles from newspapers, newswires and news magazines, this database provides a comprehensive full-text collection of the world's major news content. In addition, it offers millions of television and radio news transcripts and ongoing daily updates from popular news sources. A *Newspaper Source Plus* also brings critical news content with ongoing updates throughout the day with its *News View* component. Updates throughout the day include popular sources such as the Associated Press (AP), Business Wire, CNN Wire, PR Wire, UPI (United Press International), Xinhua (China) and more. Example Newspapers include:

- *Christian Science Monitor*
- *The Sydney Morning Herald* (Australia)
- *The Times* (UK)
- *Toronto Star*
- *USA Today*
- *The Washington Post*
- *The Philadelphia Inquirer*
- *Star Tribune* (Minneapolis)

**NoveList**


Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School

With data on thousands of fiction titles, this readers' advisory service is a source of trusted reading recommendations, helping those of all ages discover great books to read. It includes comprehensive series information and read-alikes for titles, series and authors, as well as professional reviews, reader reviews, articles, lists, genre overviews, discussion guides and more. NoveList tags books with appeal factors, a unique way to characterize the specific reasons why readers enjoy books and a key to effective readers' advisory.

Additionally, NoveList features professional resources for librarians, such as educational materials about...
readers’ advisory, books and genres. Librarians, teachers, parents, book discussion leaders and others will find materials helpful for their work with readers.

Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School

NoveList Plus features all the functionality and content of NoveList, but with the added benefit of nonfiction and audiobook recommendations. Like NoveList, the content in NoveList Plus meets the needs of readers of all ages.

The nonfiction included in NoveList Plus is meant to appeal to readers reading for pleasure. Therefore, EBSCO does not include every kind of nonfiction — no textbooks or instructional books, for example. However, NoveList Plus does include biographies, narrative nonfiction and other kinds of creative nonfiction that readers of all ages enjoy. Nonfiction is important to students, parents and teachers, as many classroom assignments rely on nonfiction.

NoveList Plus is also an ideal solution for librarians, parents, and teachers looking for Common Core resources, because nonfiction is a key focus within those standards. Specifically, you can use NoveList Plus to:

- Get Common Core connections by grade/unit
- Find fiction and nonfiction books that meet Common Core standards
- Download quick lists of recommended books by topic
- Get help for teaching with books

**NoveList K-8**  
Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School

NoveList K-8 helps young readers discover the right books for reading success, offering a comprehensive source of trusted reading recommendations for children’s fiction. With content chosen specifically for younger readers, NoveList K-8 includes series information and read-alikes for titles, series and authors, as well as professional reviews, reader reviews, articles, lists, discussion guides and more. NoveList K-8 tags books with appeal factors, a unique way to characterize the specific reasons why readers enjoy books and match the right book with the right reader.

Special features for students and teachers include reading lists by topic and grade level, curriculum connections, educational articles, Lexile reading levels and more.

NoveList K-8 also has professional resources for librarians such as educational materials about readers, books and genres. Librarians, teachers, parents, book discussion leaders and others will find materials helpful for their work with readers.

**NoveList K-8 Plus**  
Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School

NoveList K-8 Plus includes the same types of content as NoveList K-8, but with the added benefit of nonfiction titles for younger readers, greatly increasing the amount of titles available in the database. Nonfiction is very popular with young readers and the nonfiction content available in NoveList K-8 Plus
is meant to appeal to those looking to read for pleasure. The narrative nonfiction titles in NoveList K-8 Plus appeal to readers who want to read engaging true accounts. Because the new Common Core State Standards rely heavily on nonfiction reading, NoveList K-8 Plus is a useful resource for elementary and middle school librarians and teachers looking to find appropriate texts for their students. NoveList K-8 Plus allows librarians, teachers and parents to find Common Core connections by grade and unit.

Grade level(s): High School

This full-text database provides a historically rich collection of hundreds of thousands of classic and contemporary poems, as well as short stories, biographies and authoritative essays on such topics as poetic forms, movements and techniques. This includes contemporary content from the finest publishers and dozens of authors and estates, as well as major respected reference books and literary journals.

*Poetry & Short Story Reference Center* comes with its own dedicated interface that allows users to browse content by categories such as most studied poems, poets, short stories and themes. In addition, it offers supplemental teaching and learning guides featuring lesson plans and tips for assignments specifically crafted for this database. "Poetry Off the Page" lesson plans align with NCTE and Common Core curriculum standards.

Added-value content also includes thousands of dramatic works, audio recordings of poets reading their own works and the works of others, podcasts from *The Poetry Foundation*, showcases highlighting current and emerging poets, high-quality videos and more.

Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

Containing resources that present multiple sides of an issue, this database provides rich content that can help students realize and develop persuasive arguments and essays, better understand controversial issues and develop analytical thinking skills.

*Points of View Reference Center* contains hundreds of topics, each with an objective overview, point (argument) and counterpoint (opposing argument). Each topic also features a *Guide to Critical Analysis* which helps readers evaluate the controversy and enhances students’ ability to read critically, develop their own perspective, and write or debate an effective argument on the topic. Subjects covered include:

- Citizen’s Rights
- Earth and Environment
- Global Issues
- Human Rights
- Medicine and Ethics
- National Debate Topics
- Society/Culture/Arts
- Substance Abuse

Available via its own user-friendly interface or EBSCOhost, *Points of View Reference Center* provides a balance of materials from all viewpoints, with main essays, leading political magazines from all sides of
the political spectrum, newspapers, radio and TV news transcripts, primary source documents and reference books. The database also offers guides for writing position papers, developing arguments and debating.

*Points of View Reference Center* also includes access to EBSCO's Curriculum Standards Module, which helps educators correlate EBSCO content quickly and easily to Common Core- or state-specific curriculum standards. The module provides browsing of specific benchmarks, many of which have recommended search strings for successful content retrieval.

Additionally, *Points of View Reference Center* features alternative content delivery options to support Individual Education Programs, such as Text-to-Speech for HTML articles, as well as rich multimedia content, student research guides and citation help.

**Primary Search** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/primary-search](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/primary-search) Grade level(s): Elementary School

A database designed specifically for elementary school libraries, *Primary Search* contains full text for popular children’s magazines and a vast image collection. Students can learn about a variety of topics, such as endangered species, famous musicians, fitness, space exploration and more. Featuring content from *Funk & Wagnall’s New World Encyclopedia* and *American Heritage Children’s Dictionary, 3rd Edition*, *Primary Search* provides students with easy-to-read encyclopedic entries written specifically for kids.

All full-text articles, many available in color PDF, are assigned reading level indicators (Lexiles) that provide educators with an estimate of the result’s reading difficulty and the approximate grade-level reading ability required for comprehension. Lexiles help teachers meet the needs of students with varying reading abilities and interests, and allow students to read along at their own pace. In addition, this database provides access to a robust collection of more than one million relevant photos, maps and flags to aid kids in learning.

**Professional Development Collection** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection) Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

This database provides a highly specialized collection of electronic information especially for educators, professional librarians and education researchers. Featuring the most beneficial and significant collection of full-text education journals in the world, *Professional Development Collection* features extensive peer-reviewed journal content, journal indexing and abstracting, and educational reports.


This full-text database is an essential tool for psychologists, counselors, researchers and students, providing extensive coverage for a broad range of subjects in the fields of psychology, behavioral sciences and related disciplines.

*Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection* provides access to hundreds of full-text journals and offers particularly strong coverage in child and adolescent psychology, as well as various areas of counseling, including anthropology, emotional and behavioral characteristics, mental processes, observational and experimental methods, psychiatry and psychology.
Read It! (formerly English Language Learner Reference Center)
https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/read-it  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

This multi-purpose information resource is designed for middle and high school students, as well as anyone new to the English language. This database will help ELLs succeed academically and in everyday life by providing assistance as they conduct research, build background knowledge and develop study skills.

Customized content and practice tests in Read It! are designed to support English-language proficiency and comprehension in topics including literacy, researching, note-taking and academic writing. The intuitive, easy-to-use interface — as well as reference materials created specifically for ELL students and their educators — also make it simple for users to find the content they seek.

Read It! content covers a wide range of subject areas — including science, math, history, civics, life skills and literature — and is written at an appropriate level, using vocabulary and sentence structure that is helpful to non-native speakers. Additional content includes thousands of ELL-specific foundation articles focusing on topics covered in the U.S. curriculum, supplemented by hand-selected content to help users broaden topic knowledge and hone English language skills.

In addition, Read It! links to EBSCO's Curriculum Standards Module, a tool that can help educators correlate EBSCO content quickly and easily to Common Core-, state- or Canadian province-specific curriculum standards. The module provides browsing of specific benchmarks, many of which have recommended search strings for successful content retrieval. Content includes:

- Nonfiction articles and reference texts
- Images
- Comprehension tests
- Step-by-step research guides
- "Read Out Loud" text-to-speech tool that enables students to highlight and listen to text
- ELL reading levels
- Lexile® Measures to indicate a text's level of reading difficulty
- Links to related articles leading students to further content that increases topic comprehension

Referencia Latina https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/referencia-latina  Grade level(s): High School

This comprehensive Spanish-language database offers content from a variety of sources, including an extensive collection of images, health reports, and full text for reference books and general interest magazines in a broad array of subject areas. Additionally, the resource covers a full spectrum of Spanish-language scholarships inside and outside academia.

Daily updates ensure availability of the most current articles from several prominent Latin American newspapers, including El Comercio (Perú), El Mercurio (Chile), El Tiempo (Colombia), El País (Uruguay), El Nacional (Venezuela), La Nación (Argentina), and La Nación (Costa Rica). In addition, popular full-text magazines include People en Español, Entrepreneur México, Contenido and Impacto Latin News.
Referencia Latina’s intuitive, theme-based Spanish-language interface is designed to make content readily accessible to non-English users with limited online research experience.

This database is an essential tool for researchers and students of theology and philosophical studies, providing a full-text source of content pertaining to the topics related to and discussed in disciplines of religion and philosophy.
With hundreds of full-text, scholarly journals, Religion & Philosophy Collection provides an in-depth collection of resources covering topics such as world religions, major denominations, biblical studies, religious history, epistemology, political philosophy, philosophy of language, moral philosophy and the history of philosophy. Religion & Philosophy Collection also provides coverage of key theological and philosophical resources spanning over 100 years.

This comprehensive research database provides easy access to a wealth of full-text, science-oriented content. Designed to meet every student researcher’s needs, Science Reference Center contains full text for hundreds of science encyclopedias, reference books, biographies, periodicals, essays and more. In addition, the database includes an extensive amount of science videos, animations and a vast collection of images from sources such as UPI, Getty, NASA, National Geographic and the Nature Picture Library.
Topics covered in Science Reference Center include biology, chemistry, earth and space science, environmental science, health and medicine, life science, mathematics, physics, science and society, science as inquiry, scientists, technology and wildlife.
Science Reference Center is available via EBSCOhost or a dedicated interface that allows students to browse topics by category and have quick access to science experiments, a citation tool and helpful research guides. The database also features lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and Common Core State Standards (CCSS), as well as a link to EBSCO’s Curriculum Standards Module.

Through a collection of comprehensive full-text content, this database provides users with detailed yet user-friendly repair guides for all manner of small engines. All content is organized in a powerful, easy-to-use manner so that users can quickly gain the information they need.
Small Engine Repair Reference Center offers assistance in providing routine maintenance (tune-ups, brake service, etc.), as well as extensive repairs (engine and transmission disassembly). Featuring a unique, user-friendly interface, it allows users to search by product type, brand, model/engine type, specific area of model/engine type and model numbers. PDF full text is available for all documents. Content includes:

- Full-text reference books with original photos and illustrations to guide users through every job
- Information on decades of engine models
- The full collection of Clymer repair manuals, with new and updated content added regularly
**STM Source** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/stm-source](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/stm-source)  Grade level(s): High School

*STM Source* is the most complete full-text database designed specifically for the needs of research and development (R&D). It includes a wealth of scientific, technical and medical resources for R&D teams, product management and engineers.

*STM Source* provides access to vital information to drive innovation. Titles include industry-leading academic journals, magazines, reports, books and monographs, trade publications and other valuable sources. Cover-to-cover full text includes images, tables, charts and other graphical content.


Designed to meet a wide variety of vocational and technical research needs, this collection provides full-text coverage for trade and industry-related periodicals, including *Modern Machine Shop, Pediatric Nursing, Wireless Week, Drug Store News, Reeves Journal, Restaurant Business, Advertising Age* and many more. *Vocational & Career Collection* offers vocational and technical libraries top-quality resources for servicing high schools, community colleges, trade institutions and the general public.

**ABC-CLIO Databases**


Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

Available in both academic and school versions, *American Government* connects contemporary issues with the foundations of government, comparing the political and economic systems of the U.S. with those of other countries.

To meet the needs of curricular standards for American Government courses, the database is aligned with major textbooks as well as state-specific standards and Common Core. In addition, curricular elements are organized by topic, including the three branches of government, rights and liberties, as well as local, state, national and international systems.

An essential resource, the database supports students and teachers researching the history and workings of the U.S. government, and includes current events coverage that provides trustworthy, unbiased information, moving students toward active, informed, thoughtful citizenship.

Content includes:

- Primary and secondary sources, including documents, images, maps and audio/video recordings
- Biographies of key figures in government and contemporary politics, including current and past presidents, Supreme Court justices, governors, senators and representatives
- Activities on fundamental concepts such as "Origins of U.S. Political Parties," "How a Bill Becomes a Law," and "Mass Media and Politics" that invite learners to examine issues from all angles
- An "Analyze" section to help develop critical thinking skills by posing questions such as "Are civilian courts an effective avenue for trying suspected terrorists?"

Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020

Revised 05/28/19
**American History**  [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/american-history](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/american-history)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

Available in both academic and school versions, American History moves student researchers beyond the simple memorizing of names and dates toward a deeper understanding of America's fascinating, complex story, investigating the people, events and themes of our nation's evolution. This includes coverage of the nation's earliest origins, westward expansion, social movements, internal conflicts and defining moments.

Integrating American politics, science, culture, philosophy and economics, this authoritative database explores the ongoing development of the United States. Aligned with major textbooks and research-driven best practices, American History offers a uniquely complete American history library collection and also serves as a dependable online resource for research-ready reference, projects and exam preparation.

Created in collaboration with scholars, educators and librarians, American History provides students with citation information at their fingertips and a highly visual and engaging interface. Content includes:

- Primary and secondary sources, including photos, government documents, maps and audio/video clips
- Topical overviews and biographies of famous figures
- Chronologically and thematically organized content, linking reference, curriculum and analysis of current events
- Support for different learning styles using a variety of approaches, while meeting all standards-based curriculum requirements
- Examinations of the connections between past and future events, with special coverage of issues of continuing relevance

**American Mosaic: The African American Experience**  [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/the-african-american-experience](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/the-african-american-experience)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

The American Mosaic: African American Experience gives voice to the African American experience from its African origins to the present day. Available in both academic and school versions, The American Mosaic: African American Experience covers history, biographies, literature, arts, music, popular culture, folklore, business, slavery, the struggle for civil rights, politics, sports, education, science, medicine and more.

Developed by African-American librarians and subject specialists and organized by era, this vast and accessible database covers the topic of African American history and its relation to U.S. history through published articles, essays, objects and artifacts, ideas and movements, images, documents and other historical and culturally valuable sources. The database also includes an "Analyze" section which poses key questions to stimulate critical thinking. Content includes:

- Primary and secondary sources, including overview essays, biographies, slave narratives, speeches, court cases, quotations and more
- Topical overviews and biographies of famous political and social figures, as well as fascinating contemporary figures
• “Era” designations from the year 500 to the present
• Transcript excerpts, which provide the user with a birds-eye view of the Civil Rights Movement
• Basic and advanced search options to return the most relevant results

**American Mosaic: American Indian Experience**  
https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/the-american-indian-experience  
Grade level(s): Middle School, High School  
The American Mosaic: American Indian Experience provides in-depth historical accounts and cultural information about the indigenous peoples of North America. Available in both academic and school versions, this online collection includes a variety of content, as well as easy-to-use search and browse features to facilitate research at every level.  
This indispensable resource highlights areas ranging from the Inuit of Alaska to the Seminole of Florida, and covers the time period of pre-contact through the colonial era, and into the 21st century.  
The American Mosaic: American Indian Experience was designed, developed and indexed under the guidance of Loriene Roy, the first Native American President of the American Library Association, and a team of American Indian librarians and scholars. Content includes:

• Primary source documents and media, including treaties, speeches, captivity narratives, traditional stories and a wealth of maps, photographs and video
• Topic Guides designed to spark classroom discussion and research
• "This Day in American Indian History" feature with an extensive timeline, searchable by keyword and time period
• Tribal Communities Resource with at-a-glance and in-depth information on American Indian nations
• Ongoing content updates throughout the year—at no additional cost

**American Mosaic: The Latino American Experience**  
https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/the-latino-american-experience  
Grade level(s): Middle School, High School  
The American Mosaic: Latino American Experience is the first-ever online resource dedicated to the history and culture of Latinos — the largest minority group in the United States.  
Available in both academic and school versions, this resource provides learners with far more than history lessons with facts and figures. It tells of the Latino experience first-hand, through the voices of Latino authors and contributors.  
Featuring volumes of unique content, the database includes primary source documents like maps, images, audio clips, interviews, music files, speeches, documents, links to relevant websites and other material. A collection of primary sources on the Chicano Movement feature vibrant art work, landmark documents capturing key moments in Chicano history, and a compelling body of Teatro Campesino play scripts.  
Users can customize their searches by events, ideas and movements, places and individuals. They can also search by era or browse "The Idea Exchange." With content in English and
Spanish, this premier online resource is truly a virtual library on Latino culture. Content includes:

- Primary sources and rich contextual reference entries on visual art, literature, music and individuals of the Chicano Movement
- Primary and secondary sources, including overview essays, biographies, bracero oral histories, speeches, court cases, quotations and more
- Topical overviews and biographies of famous political and social figures
- Ongoing overviews updates enrich the site throughout the year—at no additional cost

**Daily Life Through History** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/daily-life-through-history](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/daily-life-through-history) Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

Students and researchers can discover details about past eras that make historical accounts relevant and meaningful from their modern-day perspectives. What did people eat, wear or use? What did they hope for, laugh about or sing? These are the kinds of questions inquisitive students of history ask. A truly unique landmark reference product, *Daily Life Through History* explores ordinary life through time and across the globe, bringing the past to life through details and insights that turn flat descriptions of historical characters into real, “just like me” human beings. Available in both academic and school versions, this database supports courses in American history and literature, ties closely to national curricula and standards, and is an outstanding, cross-disciplinary resource for examining historical topics such as food and cooking, celebrations, clothes, romance, work, religion, housing, language and social customs. Content includes:

- Primary and secondary sources, including overview essays, cultural documents, photos, maps, audio/video clips and statistics
- Historical recipes from around the world
- Information from Greenwood single- and multi-volume reference works
- “Analyze” sections that pose intriguing questions, offer various viewpoints on each topic and encourage students to form their own opinions
- Teacher resources and lesson plans for grades 9-12 that are fully correlated to state and National Council for Social Studies standards


News sound bites and traditional databases often merely scratch the surface of the most important issues of our time. *Issues: Understanding Controversy and Society* helps students develop an in-depth understanding of how society shapes and is shaped by controversy. Available in both academic and school versions, this database features authoritative historical context, expert perspectives, and carefully selected primary and secondary sources on the most enduring, significant and timely issues. The easy-to-use interface is designed to lead researchers through the complexities of a wide variety of challenges facing the United States and the world beyond. *Issues: Understanding Controversy and Society* offers many tools that enable students to conduct deep research into historical and modern dilemmas, including:
Investigate Controversial Topics: A rich online resource helping users investigate controversial topics by framing thoughtful questions, revealing the background story behind the issues and providing scholars' perspectives and analyses, allowing students to formulate educated opinions on hotly debated "gray area" subjects.

Primary Source Features: A wide variety of primary sources provides historical context for the issues, opinions of court cases, images, audio and visual files, including animation. Content includes:

- Diverse entries and a carefully edited collection of primary sources, including speeches and transcripts of court cases
- Images and audio and visual files
- A complete historical background and the contemporary status of each issue, providing supporting facts, figures and timelines

Modern Genocide: Understanding Causes and Consequences
Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

Modern Genocide: Understanding Causes and Consequences presents the historical, social, religious, political and economic factors that have resulted in genocide. Users will come to understand the price of prejudice, racism and stereotyping, and the role and responsibility of individual citizens and how their actions (or inactions) can impact these issues.

This database contains reference items covering individuals, events, organizations and places related to genocide. The content also examines the denial movements related to particular genocides, the role of propaganda in persuading the public to participate in genocide, and other mass killings and massacres not considered genocide by UN standards.

In addition, this resource includes primary sources covering human and civil rights issues and presenting the history and events of each genocide. These primary sources illustrate the process and outcome of genocide through memoirs, narratives, domestic and international legal documents, and first-hand accounts depicting the impact of destruction on societies and individuals.

Available in both academic and school versions, this invaluable resource can be used as a springboard for the discussion of human and civil rights issues. Content includes:

- In-depth coverage of different genocides using the "Eight Stages of Genocide" framework by Gregory Stanton, president of Genocide Watch
- Reference items covering important individuals, events, organizations and places related to genocide
- Primary sources, including photographs, maps and videos
- Feature stories that connect current events with historical reference
- Numerous activities created by Sara Cohan, director of the Genocide Education Project, that guide students and teachers through sensitive material

Pop Culture Universe: Icons, Idols, Ideas
Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

Pop Culture Universe: Icons, Idols, Ideas is an irresistible yet authoritative online resource that covers popular culture in America, both past and present. Built on award-winning titles for all levels of
Researchers, *Pop Culture Universe* provides a safe haven for investigating topics that appeal to students — without the bias, advertising, suggestive content or questionable authorship of commercial or fan sites.

More and more, professors and librarians are using elements of pop culture (film, television, music, technology, sports, etc.) in their classroom and research activities. Available in both academic and school versions, *Pop Culture Universe* harnesses the universal appeal of pop culture and history to engage young minds, promote information literacy, and greatly enrich and modernize any school or public library. Highlighted Content Includes:

- **Decades** pages that provide fun and informative overviews of pop culture through the decades, including movies, TV shows, awards, box office stars, fads, fashion, news items, etc.
- **Stories** section that offers informative, at-a-glance articles focused on describing major events and trends in pop culture from the 1900s to the present
- **Analyze** section that guides users through the hot topics and key questions in pop culture
- **Skills Center** that provides proprietary research tutors and wizard to help students and researchers sharpen their skills. Also provides lesson plans and a reading room featuring fulltext professional titles from Libraries Unlimited

**United States Geography** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/united-states-geography](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/united-states-geography) Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

This interactive database offers teachers, librarians, and students a combination of authoritative research sources, standards-aligned lessons and activities, and engaging current events features on all 50 U.S. states. *United States Geography* provides award-winning information in an engaging, visual format that helps students gain a deeper understanding of the places and people that make up the United States. Whether the curriculum requires focusing on an individual state or the nation as a whole, this database has been created in collaboration with scholars, educators and librarians to meet every student’s state geography needs. Content includes:

- Primary and secondary sources and overviews of all 50 U.S. states, providing a portrait of each state’s environment, history, government and economy
- Maps – including political and topographical maps of each state
- Biographies of important political and cultural figures, contemporary and historic Americans, and environmental figures
- Analysis of significant dilemmas, such as "To what extent should the federal government preserve or conserve natural resources?"
- CLIO View, unique to ABC-CLIO, an integrated toolkit that creates custom graphs for easy data analysis

**World at War: Understanding Conflict and Society** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/world-at-war-understanding-conflict-and-society](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/world-at-war-understanding-conflict-and-society) Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

Whether they are investigating how the peace of World War I led to World War II or comparing U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia with the Iraq War, *World at War: Understanding Conflict and Society*
helps students develop a deeper critical understanding of conflict. Available in both academic and school versions, the balanced, expert analysis found in this database models good historical thinking on conflict periods that have defined our world from its earliest beginnings to today, helping researchers draw connections between past and present events. Content includes:

- Complete overviews of wars throughout time, with timelines, causes and consequences, portraits of opponents, and links to supporting facts, figures and primary sources
- Reference entries on important places, events, movements, ideas, artifacts and organizations
- Primary sources, including photos, maps, personal accounts, and video and audio clips
- An "Analyze" section to support student inquiry into historical dilemmas through prepopulated, probing questions

**World Geography: Understanding a Changing World**

Grade level(s): Middle School, High School  
This educational resource develops students' global literacy, focusing on the geographic, political, social, economic and cultural forces that influence our world. Available in academic and school versions, this unique database offers students the ability to research by region, category and country, and make demographic comparisons among each. By emphasizing the unique characteristics of the world's nations and people, *World Geography: Understanding a Changing World* seeks to help students become more informed citizens. Through specialized sections like Overview and Analyze, as well as an Advanced Search feature, researchers, students and teachers will learn about country-specific holidays and celebrations, and read balanced feature stories that offer an in-depth look at international issues such as illiteracy, population growth, common currency, natural resources, GDP per capita and more. Content includes:

- Maps – including political and topographical by country and world region
- Biographies of important political and cultural figures
- Country overviews, each providing a portrait of the nation’s location, people, culture, political history and economy
- Primary and secondary sources, including noteworthy speeches and recipes
- An “Analyze” section that offers historical inquiry lesson focused on key global-political questions
- In-depth stories on relevant issues across the world today

**World History: Ancient and Medieval Eras**

Grade level(s): Middle School, High School  
Ranging from the dawn of prehistory, through the great ancient empires, and to the beginning of the Renaissance, this unique online resource explores history in every corner of the globe. Created in collaboration with prominent historians, *World History: Ancient and Medieval Eras* goes beyond the facts with tools and resources to help students develop a deeper understanding of history and learn how to relate the events of the distant past to the ongoing development of human history.
Overviews and activities are enhanced with thousands of authoritative primary and secondary sources, in-depth explorations, and profiles of city-states, countries and regions of the ancient world. Available in both academic and school versions, the database offers worldwide perspectives on topics ranging beyond Western civilization to ancient Africa, the Islamic world and the East.

Content includes:

- Primary and secondary sources, including selections from the Code of Hammurabi, the Edict of Milan, and Marcus Aurelius' *The Meditations*
- Biographies of important figures such as Alexander the Great, Confucius, William the Conqueror and Eleanor of Aquitaine
- *Era Stories*, such as Athens and Sparta, Alexander's Legacy, The Mongol Empire, and The Black Death
- An "Analyze" section that prompts inquisitive critical thinking by presenting intriguing questions
- Regularly updated feature stories that draw connections between the history being made today and its ancient and medieval origins

Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

**World History: The Modern Era** is a comprehensive electronic library of historical reference materials and interactive curricular units, plus tools for enhancing lectures, creating research lists, developing student activities and addressing different learning styles. **World History: The Modern Era** covers a broad range of topics including the evolution of modern Europe; concurrent developments in Asia, Africa and the Islamic world; the global impact of the Industrial Revolution; and the last 100 years of conflicts and international cooperation. Organized chronologically and thematically, **World History: The Modern Era** is a valuable research tool that can serve as a study aid for test preparation or as the sole content for a world history course. This database is available in both academic and school versions. Content includes:

- Primary sources, including treaties and proclamations, speeches, newsreel footage, biographies and photographs
- Era explorations and numerous interactive study and teaching tools
- Country overviews of nations from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, including important nationstates of the past such as Bohemia and Westphalia
- In-depth coverage of the history of all regions of the world from 1500 to the present, aligned to curriculum guidelines
- An “Analyze” section specifically designed to engage young minds and provide instructors with the necessary tools for lively, historical inquiry lessons

Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

**World Religions: Belief, Culture, and Controversy** is a comprehensive reference resource that makes research on faith and belief across humanity easier and enables a deeper understanding of the
complex issues facing us in the 21st century. Available in both academic and school versions, *World Religions: Belief, Culture and Controversy* contains thousands of authoritative reference items from leading experts, all specifically written to enhance student research and understanding. Engaging scholarly essays present multiple perspectives on enduring dilemmas to provide students with models of sound critical thinking. Topics include matters of belief, practice, celebrations and holidays; important individuals and events; significant and sacred places; and much more. Content includes:

- Overviews of religion, covering topics such as agnosticism, Buddhism, Christianity, Islam, Judaism and Shinto
- Extensive reference entries on religion in every country, including statistics on the number of followers of various beliefs in the past, present and projections for the future
- Primary sources, including images, videos and documents
- Regularly updated feature stories that examine the role of religion in current events
- New reference content added daily
- Peer-reviewed essays on long-standing or current debates that allow readers to examine and learn from professional scholars in the field of religion

**Former H.W. Wilson Databases**

*Art Museum Image Gallery* [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/art-museum-image-gallery](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/art-museum-image-gallery)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

Drawing on collections from distinguished museums around the world, *Art Museum Image Gallery* offers unparalleled access to high-quality art images and related multimedia. Coverage extends to a broad range of times and places, with entries from 3000 B.C. to the present day, and art hailing from cultures all over the world.

Subjects covered include painting, sculpture, drawing, prints, photographs, textiles and ceramics, including outstanding coverage of contemporary and modern artists. Additionally, each image within the database is accompanied by several interesting facts and details pertaining to the work’s origin and current status, including details on the artist, current owner, materials and techniques used, and related works.

The images in this collection offer a wealth of art information to enrich learning in cultural studies, area studies, women’s studies, archaeology, history, religion, literature and more.


This comprehensive biographical database offers in-depth, original profiles from the *Current Biography* and *World Authors* series, as well as thorough periodical coverage for *Biography Index* and specialist content from *Junior Authors & Illustrators*. It provides biographical full-text articles, page images and abstracts from today’s leading magazines and journals, offering the most current coverage of an individual’s life and work.

*Biography Reference Bank* also allows you to quickly find the content you're looking for. Users can
search for individuals based on any combination of occupation, activity, gender, place of origin, birthday and lifespan. Content includes:

- Coverage of more than 719,000 individuals
- Over 3.5 million records
- Links to over 619,000 related full-text articles, as well as abstracts and images from thousands of periodicals
- Over 35,000 images
- Substantive narrative profiles averaging 3,000 words in length

**Book Review Digest Plus** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/book-review-digest-plus-h.w.-wilson](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/book-review-digest-plus-h.w.-wilson) Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School

*Book Review Digest Plus* is an essential library and research tool that brings together book reviews on a wide range of topics, from a variety of sources including newspapers, review journals and popular magazines. Unlike reviews on book-sale sites and the open internet, many of the included reviews are from citable journals, making *Book Review Digest Plus* an invaluable resource for literary and biographical research.

Subject indexing, summaries, annotations and grade level designations also make this a useful tool for readers’ advisory, collection development and curriculum support. Content includes:

- More than 938,000 full-text book reviews
- Nearly 2.2 million review citations
- Citations to every book review from more than 5,000 indexed journals
- Extensive coverage of books for children and teens with a suggested grade range
- Coverage dating back to 1981
- More than 50,000 new reviews added each year

**Children’s Core Collection** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/childrens-core-collection](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/childrens-core-collection) Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School

*Children’s Core Collection* is the ideal collection development, readers’ advisory and curriculum support resource for educators and librarians working with elementary students. Featuring an extensive collection of titles, this rich resource covers fiction and nonfiction works, story collections and picture books recommended for readers in preschool through sixth grade. In addition, it includes professional literature for children’s librarians. Books are searchable by subject, author, grade level, Dewey Decimal number and more. Features include:

- Complete bibliographic data for purchasing guidance
- Coverage of graphic novels
- Full-text book reviews of recommended books
- “Similar Books” and “Other Books by this Author” suggestions in each book record
- Starred Reviews, Book Lists and Awards notations within applicable records
- And much more
Core Collections https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/core-collections Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School
For all of your collection development and maintenance, general reference and readers’ advisory needs, these reliable guides help librarians build and maintain well-rounded collections of the most highly recommended reference, non-fiction and fiction books. With documented selection criteria, four levels of recommendation and an unparalleled level of credibility, the Core Collections products help librarians do their jobs better, faster and with more confidence.
With a solid history of excellence, Core Collections products have earned respect and recognition within the library market as the only collection development tools with clear recommendation levels and documented selection criteria, giving these collections an unparalleled level of credibility and authority as impartial and expert aids.
Recommendation Levels are assigned by the Core Collections editors — librarians with experience in collection development, cataloging, digital content management, metadata and readers’ advisory — and an advisory committee of exalted public, academic and school librarians who are experts in their fields. These comprehensive collection development tools for public, academic and K-12 libraries list thousands of books chosen for their merit, and are available both online and in print.
Online editions of Core Collections contain titles at all recommendation levels and allow advanced search and sorting capabilities as well as links to full-text reviews. “Similar Books” and “Other Books by This Author” suggestions link directly to related titles in the Core Collections product. Starred reviews, awards and industry best lists are also included when available. Core Collections databases also include Lexile® Measures to further assist librarians in selecting books that meet the needs and interests of all readers.
The print editions are abridgments of the databases and contain listings for titles in the top two recommendation levels — most highly recommended and core collection — plus metadata and evaluative excerpts for making collection development decisions. Copies are available from Grey House Publishing and new editions are published approximately every two years.
The products are broken down by the following subjects, and packages of multiple subjects are available:

- **Children’s Core Collection**
  Children’s Core Collection is the ideal collection development, readers’ advisory and curriculum support resource for educators and librarians working with elementary students. Containing more than 48,000 titles, this rich resource covers fiction and nonfiction works, story collections and picture books recommended for readers in preschool through sixth grade. In addition, it includes professional literature for children’s librarians.

- **Middle and Junior High Core Collection**
  For libraries and educators serving readers in grades five through nine, this resource provides indispensable help with collection development and maintenance, curriculum support, readers’ advisory and general reference. With more than 29,000 recommended titles, Middle & Junior High Core Collection covers fiction and nonfiction works for children and adolescents.

- **Senior High Core Collection**
  This selective list of books recommended for young people in grades 9 through 12 is invaluable for collection development and maintenance, readers’ advisory and curriculum support in the high school library and the young adult section of the public library. With more than 29,000 recommended titles, Senior High Core Collection covers fiction and
nonfiction works for high school readers. These collections contain information such as ISBN, price, awards, best lists and book review excerpts for recommended titles.

**Current Biography Illustrated** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/current-biography-illustrated](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/current-biography-illustrated)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School
This 100% full-text database offers the content of *Current Biography* in searchable, electronic format. Covering publications from 1940 to the present, it provides accurate and objective biographies and includes subject commentaries from journalists and colleagues. In addition to new monthly biographies on current newsmakers, obituaries are added upon a subject’s death, and biographies of living people are targeted for update on a regular basis. *Current Biography Illustrated* also contains a searchable collection of tens of thousands of images. Students and library patrons can search by occupation, activity, gender, place of origin, birthday, lifespan, or any combination of these search criteria. Users can also browse indexes to retrieve targeted results. Indexes include biography name, document type, ethnicity, geographic terms, journal name, nationality, occupation and place of birth.

**Education Full Text** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/education-full-text](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/education-full-text)  Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School
Providing full text, indexing, and abstracts for an extensive collection of periodicals, books, and yearbooks, this database covers a broad range of subjects pertaining to education and is invaluable for education students, professionals and policy makers alike. Key content areas include educational specialties, administration, funding and more, featuring coverage on a wide array of subject areas, such as: adult education, continuing education, literacy standards, school administration, teacher evaluation and much more.

**Graphic Novels Core Collection** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/graphic-novels-core-collection](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/graphic-novels-core-collection)  Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School
The growing popularity of this literary form makes it an increasingly important part of your school or public library’s offerings. *Graphic Novels Core Collection* highlights titles for all ages over three recommendation levels. The collection includes descriptive and evaluative annotations, plus cover art – all of which can be used for collection development, readers’ advisory and curriculum support. Features include:

- Comprehensive annotations, including review excerpts and awards the title has won
- Full-text book reviews of recommended titles
- All titles searchable by author, title, subject, genre and grade level
- Applied standards for rating material by age appropriateness
- Cover art, delivering important insights into the suitability of each novel

**Library Literature & Information Science Full Text** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/library-literature-information-science-full-text](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/library-literature-information-science-full-text)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School
This unique resource is essential for keeping pace with all of the latest trends in the evolving field of
library studies. Developed by librarians with librarians in mind, it provides cover-to-cover full-text articles from select publications, along with indexing and abstracts of periodicals, state journals, conference proceedings, books and much more.

A useful tool for study in more than just librarianship, *Library Literature & Information Science Full Text* covers subjects ranging from automation, censorship, government aid, public relations and much, much more. *Library Literature & Information Science Full Text* also provides PDF page images of all full-text articles, including charts, graphs, photos, and other important graphical information with coverage dating as far back as 1980.

**Middle and Junior High Core Collection** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-and-junior-high-core-collection](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-and-junior-high-core-collection)  
**Grade level(s):** Middle School

For libraries and educators serving readers in grades five through nine, this resource provides indispensable help with collection development and maintenance, curriculum support, readers' advisory and general reference. *Middle and Junior High Core Collection* contains fiction and nonfiction works, collections for children and adolescents, plus review sources and other professional aids for librarians and school media specialists. Entries provide complete bibliographic data, price, subject headings, a descriptive annotation and evaluative quotations from a review when available.

Selected and recommended by specialists in library service to young people, listed books encompass a wide variety of topics for youth. Among nonfiction entries, special importance is given to works devoted to technology, personal values, and current social and political issues, with special emphasis on ethnic diversity. Fiction entries encompass a broad spectrum of contemporary and classic fiction and literary works that are of interest to young readers, including many titles that are frequently part of the school curriculum. Features include:

- Content for collection development, readers' advisory and curriculum support
- Detailed descriptive records for recommended books
- Coverage of graphic novels
- Full-text book reviews of recommended books
- “Similar Books” and “Other Books by this Author” suggestions in each book record
- Indicators for Starred Reviews, Book Lists and Awards
- Books searchable by subject, author, grade level, Dewey Decimal number and more

**OmniFile Full Text Select** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/omnifile-full-text-select](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/omnifile-full-text-select)  
**Grade level(s):** Middle School, High School

This full text-only database contains a wealth of essential material for learning and research across the disciplines, including topical coverage on ethnic studies, women's studies, history and more. *OmniFile Full Text Select* covers several core subjects, including applied sciences, art, education, humanities, law, social sciences and technology. Content includes full-text articles from thousands of publications, many of which are peer-reviewed. Additional coverage includes graphical content, podcasts, foreign language article translations, and downloadable MP3 and article read-alouds.
**Readers' Guide Full Text Mega**  
Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School  
This comprehensive tool for educators, students and researchers alike provides unparalleled access to current events coverage, curriculum support and quality full-text periodicals. Coverage extends to virtually every aspect of modern life, including antiques, art, business, computers, home improvement, photography, politics, religion, science, sports, transportation and much more.  
Updated on a daily basis, content in *Readers’ Guide Full Text Mega* includes indexing and full-text for hundreds of periodicals. PDF page images of these full-text articles also provide access to illustrations, photographs and other original graphical data.

**Readers’ Guide Full Text Select**  
Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School  
This 100% full-text database provides searchable full text — as well as abstracting and indexing — for a broad selection of the most popular periodicals. It is the ultimate tool for educators, students or library patrons seeking comprehensive current events coverage, curriculum support or access to quality periodicals.  
Updated on a daily basis, coverage in *Readers’ Guide Full Text Select* extends to virtually every aspect of modern life, including art, business, education, entertainment, fashion, health and medicine, politics, religion, sports, travel and much more.

**Science Full Text Select**  
https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/science-full-text-select  
Grade level(s): Middle School, High School  
Including all of the full-text content from *Applied Science & Technology Full Text, Biological & Agricultural Index Plus, General Science Full Text* and other renowned science content, this database is essential for offering complete coverage of scientific research across an array of disciplines. *Science Full Text Select* offers a broad range of subject coverage, making it easy to keep pace with scientific and technical developments. Subjects covered include acoustics, botany, earth science, robotics and much, much more.

**Senior High Core Collection**  
https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/senior-high-core-collection  
Grade level(s): High School  
This selective list of books recommended for young people in grades 9 through 12 is invaluable for collection development and maintenance, reader's advisory and curriculum support in the high school library. *Senior High Core Collection* contains entries for fiction and nonfiction works, including recommendations, listings of review sources and other aids for librarians and school media specialists. Entries provide complete bibliographic data, price, subject headings, a descriptive annotation, evaluative quotations from reviews and full-text reviews when available. Selected and recommended by specialists in library service to young adults in senior high schools and public libraries across the United States, the books listed encompass a wide variety of topics for youth, with a special focus on contemporary literature and subjects covered in high school curricula. Features include:
- A special focus on contemporary literature and subjects covered in high school curricula
- Coverage of graphic novels
- “Similar Books” and “Other Books by this Author” suggestions in each book record
- Indicators for Starred Reviews, Book Lists and Awards
- Books searchable by subject, author, grade level, Dewey Decimal number and more


Grade level(s): High School
Covering the latest concepts, theories and methods from both applied and theoretical aspects of the social sciences, this comprehensive resource provides full-text and high-quality indexing for a wide assortment of the most important English-language social science journals. Subject coverage in *Social Sciences Full Text* covers a wide array of areas, including addiction studies, ethics, public welfare, urban studies and much more.

**eBook Subscription Collections**

The following eBook Subscription collections are offered on the EBSCOhost platform, and the content is searchable alongside other EBSCO databases. These collections are available on an annual subscription basis with unlimited simultaneous user access, at a fraction of the cost of purchase. Subscription packages include a large number of titles across a broad range of subject areas, with new titles added frequently (at no additional cost).

**eBook Academic Collection** Grade level(s): High School
This growing subscription package contains a large selection of multidisciplinary e-book titles, representing a broad range of subjects, and is a strong complement to any academic collection. The breadth of information available through this package ensures that users will have access to information relevant to their research needs. The overall collection includes titles from leading university press and academic publishers. All titles are available with unlimited user access, and titles are regularly added to the collection at no additional cost.

**eBook Education Collection** Grade level(s): High School
The eBook Education Collection features quality e-books supporting students and faculty in the Education discipline. Titles range from introductory texts for undergraduate coursework to more complex and detailed works for advanced students and scholars. Also included are support materials for student teachers and professionals working in K-12 and higher education classrooms, covering topics from curriculum building to student behavior and dynamics. All titles are available with unlimited user access, and titles are regularly added to the collection at no additional cost.

**eBook High School Collection** Grade level(s): High School
Designed specifically for high school students and educators, this collection offers an easy, cost-effective...
way for libraries to provide full-text e-book coverage that aligns with their schools’ curricula, as well as complement other e-book and database resources from EBSCO.
The overall package contains titles that support a quality learning experience across all academic subject areas. Content includes a selection of classic literary works, important historical documents and general reference materials. The collection also features a selection of Teacher Resources to support educators and administrators, and titles align with Common Core Curriculum Standards.
The eBook High School Collection is available as an annual subscription with unlimited simultaneous access for users, and titles are continually added at no additional cost.

**eBook History Collection**  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School
This robust collection of world history titles offers content to meets the needs of students in all aspects of history research. Titles encompass a variety of subjects, including medieval history, history of music, history of science, law in history, history of philosophy, art history, history of technology, history of business and economics, history of religion, military history and more. All titles are available with unlimited user access, and titles are regularly added to the collection at no additional cost.

**eBook K-8 Collection**  Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School
This collection includes e-books for K-8 students and the educators who work with them. It offers a costeffective way for libraries to provide educators with full-text e-book coverage to support their curricula, and is a great complement to other elementary and middle school e-book and database resources.
The eBook K-8 Collection contains titles chosen to support a quality learning experience for K-8 students across all subject areas taught in elementary and middle schools, with content that aligns with Common Core Curriculum Standards (for participating U.S. states). The collection also features a selection of teacher resources to support educators and administrators. This collection is available as an annual subscription with unlimited simultaneous user access, and titles are continually added at no additional cost.

**Magazine Archives**

*Architectural Digest Magazine Archive*
Grade level(s): Middle School, High School
EBSCO offers the world’s only complete digital version of the *Architectural Digest* backfile. A vibrant monthly celebration of international design talents, the *Architectural Digest Magazine Archive* provides students of art, design, and architecture with an essential research tool. It covers the history of design, includes inspirational ideas, and provides a look at culture, art, unique homes and international design concepts through the years.
Recognized as the international authority on design and architecture, and a showcase for some of the world’s most beautiful homes, *Architectural Digest* is renowned for its immeasurable influence in the world of interior design and offers nearly 90 years of publishing starting from the earliest issues in
1922 through 2011. It also features the AD100, the *Architectural Digest* list of top 100 architects and interior designers worldwide. Coverage includes:

- Coverage from 1922 to 2011
- More than 535 issues

Subjects include:

- AD 100
- Art and auctions
- Celebrity style
- Fashion
- Gardens and landscaping
- Real estate
- Renovation
- Technology
- Travel

*Bloomberg Businessweek Magazine Archive* [https://www.ebscohost.com/archives/magazine-archives/bloomberg-businessweek](https://www.ebscohost.com/archives/magazine-archives/bloomberg-businessweek)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

*Bloomberg Businessweek Magazine Archive* is the world’s only complete digital version of the *Businessweek* backfile. With coverage starting at the magazine’s first issue in 1929, the archive contains more than 65 years’ worth of content not available on any other EBSCO full-text product. *Bloomberg Businessweek* has been a leading business and financial news magazine for both business managers and consumers since 1929.

Content includes:

- Coverage from 1929 to 2000
- More than 4,100 issues
- More than 242,000 articles

Subjects include:

- Business management
- Marketing
- Labor
- Finance
- Economic policy

*Esquire Magazine Archive* [https://www.ebscohost.com/archives/magazine-archives/esquire-magazine-archive](https://www.ebscohost.com/archives/magazine-archives/esquire-magazine-archive)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

*Esquire Magazine Archive*, 1933-2014, delivers coverage of the award-winning American men’s
magazine in the areas of politics, men’s fashion, entertainment, fiction and pop culture. It includes more than 900 issues, providing a broad view of 20th-Century American thought through cultural and current events. 

*Esquire Magazine Archive* is valuable to researchers of 20th-Century current events, gender issues, politics and culture, the history of business, advertising, and more. Features:

- Cover-to-cover processing presents each issue in its entirety as originally published
- Articles and cover pages are fully indexed
- Advertisements are fully searchable

Content Includes:

- Coverage from 1933 to 2014
- More than 900 issues

Research Areas:

- Cultural studies
- Fashion/Lifestyle
- Gender studies
- Marketing/Advertising
- Men’s studies
- Politics
- Pop culture
- Sociology

*Forbes Magazine Archive* ([https://www.ebscohost.com//archives/magazine-archives/forbes](https://www.ebscohost.com//archives/magazine-archives/forbes)) Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

*Forbes Magazine Archive* is the world’s only complete digital version of the Forbes backfile. With coverage starting at the magazine’s first issue in 1917, the archive offers 70 years’ worth of content not available on any other EBSCO full-text product.

Forbes has delivered key insight on the business and financial world for nearly a century. With EBSCO’s *Forbes Magazine Archive*, researchers have unrivaled electronic access to the world’s best business news. This fully searchable full-text archive provides analysis on business leaders, politics, entertainment, technology, communication, culture and style. Content Includes:

- Coverage from 1917 to 2000
- More than 2,500 issues
- More than 118,900 articles

Subjects Include:

- Wall Street
• Healthcare
• Logistics and transportation
• Energy
• Retail
• Money and investments

**Fortune Magazine Archive**  [https://www.ebscohost.com//archives/magazine-archives/fortune-magazine-archive](https://www.ebscohost.com//archives/magazine-archives/fortune-magazine-archive)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

*Fortune Magazine Archive* presents an extensive collection of the long-running business magazine dating from its very first issue in February 1930 through December 2000 in a comprehensive cover-to-cover format.

Published monthly by Time Inc., the magazine sought to provide news and analysis of both American and, later, international business, economics, technology and industry. Each issue featured vivid color illustrations and photographs, as well as high-quality feature articles, published at a time when most business magazines were merely black and white compendiums of statistics and figures. Articles and cover pages are fully indexed and advertisements are individually identified, ensuring researchers and readers can quickly and accurately locate the information they seek. *Fortune Magazine Archive* is valuable to researchers of 20th-Century current events, politics and culture, as well as those interested in the history of business, advertising, and popular culture. Content Includes:

- Coverage from 1930 to 2000
- More than 1,100 issues

**Subjects Covered:**

- American business
- International business
- Economics
- Industry
- Technology


*Life Magazine Archive* presents an extensive collection of the famed photojournalism magazine, spanning its very first issue in November 1936 through December 2000 in a comprehensive cover-to-cover format.

Published by Time Inc., the magazine has featured story-telling through documentary photographs and informative captions. Each issue visually and powerfully depicted national and international events and topical stories, providing intimate views of real people and their real life situations. Articles and cover pages are fully indexed and advertisements are individually identified, ensuring researchers and readers can quickly and accurately locate the information they seek. *Life Magazine Archive* is valuable to researchers of 20th-Century
current events, politics and culture, as well as those interested in the history of business, advertising and popular culture. Content Includes:

- Coverage from 1936 to 2000
- More than 2,200 issues

Subjects Covered:

- National and international events
- Topical stories
- Award-winning photojournalism
- Politics
- Popular culture
- History of business
- Advertising and photography

**People Magazine Archive** [https://www.ebscohost.com//archives/magazine-archives/people-magazine-archive](https://www.ebscohost.com//archives/magazine-archives/people-magazine-archive)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

*People Magazine Archive* presents an extensive collection of the prominent, popular magazine dating from its very first issue in March 1974 through December 2000, in a comprehensive cover-to-cover format.

Published by Time Inc., the magazine has focused on the stories of people in and behind the news. Each issue contains a blend of celebrity and human interest stories. Taken as a whole, the archive chronicles popular culture and trends over time.

Articles and cover pages are fully indexed and advertisements are individually identified, ensuring researchers and readers can quickly and accurately locate the information they seek. *People Magazine Archive* is valuable to researchers of 20th-Century current events, politics and culture, as well as those interested in the history of business, advertising, and popular culture. Content Includes:

- Coverage from 1974 to 2000
- More than 1,300 issues

Subjects Covered:

- Celebrity news
- Human interest stories
- Lifestyle
- Popular culture
- Trends over time

**Sports Illustrated Magazine Archive** [https://www.ebscohost.com//archives/magazine-archives/sports-illustrated-magazine-archive](https://www.ebscohost.com//archives/magazine-archives/sports-illustrated-magazine-archive)  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School
Sports Illustrated Magazine Archive presents an extensive collection of the popular sports magazine dating from its very first issue in August 1954 through December 2000, presented in a comprehensive cover-to-cover format.

Published by Time Inc., the magazine has aimed to chronicle the weekly events in the world of sports. Each issue originally focused on more upper-class sporting activities such as polo and boating, but in the 1960s the magazine expanded its focus to include the increasingly popular professional sports of baseball, football, and, eventually, basketball.

Articles and cover pages are fully indexed and advertisements are individually identified, ensuring researchers and readers can quickly and accurately locate the information they seek. Sports Illustrated Magazine Archive is valuable to researchers of 20th-century current events, politics and culture, as well as those interested in the history of business, advertising and popular culture. Content Includes:

- Coverage from 1954 to 2000
- More than 2,500 issues

Subjects Covered:
- Professional sports
- Amateur sports
- High school and college athletics
- Celebrity culture of athletes
- Biographies of athletes and other sports figures

TIME Magazine Archive https://www.ebscohost.com/archives/magazine-archives/time-magazine-archive  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School

The TIME Magazine Archive presents an extensive collection of the prominent weekly news magazine, dating back to its first issue in March 1923, through December 2000, presented in a comprehensive cover-to-cover format.

Published weekly by Time Inc., the magazine has focused on conveying to a broad audience both domestic and international news and analysis on a spectrum of subjects.

Intended to be read in under an hour, each issue of TIME contains reports of national and international current events, politics, sports and entertainment. Capturing the relevant news for a given week, the magazine remains an important resource for researchers studying just about any aspect of 20th-Century history and life.

Articles and cover pages are fully indexed and advertisements are individually identified, ensuring researchers and readers can quickly and accurately locate the information they seek. The TIME Magazine Archive is valuable to researchers of 20th-Century current events, politics and culture, as well as those interested in the history of business, advertising and popular culture. Content Includes:

- Coverage from 1923 to 2000
- More than 4,000 issues

Subjects Covered:
• National and international news
• Current events
• Politics
• Sports
• Celebrity lifestyle


*U.S. News & World Report Magazine Archive* is unique in that it covers the magazine from the beginning of its three predecessor titles. The magazine features a broad variety of topics in current events, politics and business, and is well known for its ranked lists of businesses and institutions. This comprehensive archive, starting with the daily issues and eventually weekly ones, offers thousands of issues for research of topics and trends. Features:

• Cover-to-cover processing presents each issue in its entirety as originally published
• Articles and cover pages are fully indexed
• Advertisements are fully searchable

*U.S. News & World Report Magazine Archive* is valuable to researchers of 20th century current events, politics and business, as well as those interested in the history of journalism, advertising, and popular culture. Predecessor Titles:

• *United States Daily*, 1926-1933. “Presenting the only daily record of the official acts of legislative, executive, and judicial branches of the government of the United States of America”
• *United States News*, 1933-1948. “America's National newsweekly”
• *World Report*, 1946-1948 “The weekly newsmagazine of world affairs”

Content Includes:

• Coverage from 1926 to 1984
• More than 4,900 issues

Research Areas:

• 20th century history
• Business/Economics
• Cultural studies
• Education
• Marketing/Advertising
• Political science
• Science/Technology
LearningExpress


Job & Career Accelerator by LearningExpress is a comprehensive, online job search tool that integrates everything patrons need to conduct effective career research and a successful job search. Patrons can easily navigate through each step of the process, from exploring suitable occupations and finding available jobs, to preparing targeted resumes and improving critical workplace skills. In addition, the personalized Job Search Portfolio allows job seekers to plan, tailor and track multiple job searches simultaneously, while providing easy access to all their saved information. The result is the most efficient and effective job search possible.

With Job & Career Accelerator, patrons have 24/7 access to:

- **Comprehensive Career Guidance**: A fully integrated interest assessment, career exploration and job search platform help patrons research careers that match their interests and expectations, and then build a personalized occupation knowledge base.

- **Powerful Resume Builder**: The industry's most powerful Resume Builder—packed with model resumes, unparalleled step-by-step personalized guidance and detailed expert advice—makes creating professional resumes easier than ever.

- **Keywords**: Tens of thousands of job-specific keywords and action words.

- **Cover Letter Builder**: A guided Letter Builder, with detailed examples and tips, which prompts job seekers to create cover letters and start the application process.

- **Occupational Exploration**: Occupation profiles for patrons to explore and compare in detail, including average salaries, expected growth, key responsibilities, education requirements and more.

- **Real-Time Job and Internship Listings**: An integrated database featuring millions of up-to-date job and internship opportunities, aggregated from leading job boards, classified ads and other websites, allows patrons to search, view and save targeted job openings based on occupational interests and desired locations.

- **Task Management and Tracking Dashboards**: Individual job tracking allows patrons to create and manage tasks associated with each saved job opportunity, such as setting due dates and activating alerts. The My Accelerator home page provides instant access to all saved work and notifies users of pending tasks.

- **Recommended Learning**: Based on skill level and desired occupations, this feature is available when Job & Career Accelerator is implemented with LearningExpress Library,
providing recommendations for applicable skill-building resources and occupation practice tests in LearningExpress Library.

- **Job Application Tutorial**: An extensive interactive tutorial with explanatory descriptions and tips for completing application paperwork, which includes:
  
  - Job Application Checklist
  - Job Application Worksheet
  - Sample Job Applications

---

**Job Search and Workplace Skills Tutorials**

These interactive, self-paced tutorials and resources are aimed at helping patrons not only get the job they want, but also to improve critical business skills required in the workplace for career advancement. This includes:

- Resume-writing and interviewing courses, which guide users, step-by-step, through creating great resumes and successfully navigating the interview process
- Job search guides that help patrons determine what they want from their careers, as well as how to conduct job searches and network while looking for a job
- Business writing courses that help patrons improve their workplace writing, from grammar and word choice to proper writing formats
- Basic skills tutorials in reading, writing and math to help both adults and students obtain the basic skills they need to succeed on the job or advance their education

---

**Job & Career Accelerator offers the following benefits:**

- Superior workflow and an easy-to-use interface that provides support through every step of the job search process
- Helpful organizational tools and progress-monitoring through personalized dashboards
- Interactive design that provides expert guidance, tips and advice for an effective job search
- Access to millions of real-time job postings, including internships from the industry’s premier job listing aggregator
- Recommendations for work-related, skill-building courses, as well as career certification and licensing preparation
- A design that serves the needs of all job seekers, whether they need assistance from start to finish or just targeted guidance

---

**Occupation Matcher**

An individual wanting to explore occupations from within Job & Career Accelerator would ideally first complete the Occupation Matcher questionnaire, a set of targeted questions designed by O*Net to match an individual with a list of careers that fit their interests and experience. The results are graphed by level of interest in six categories: Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising and
conventional. Each of these categories is explained with a “roll-over” feature. The higher the match, the better chance the individual would enjoy or perform well in associated occupations.

Job & Career Accelerator displays matched occupations for the individual’s primary (highest) and secondary (second-highest) areas of interest.

The information available on occupations comes from O*Net, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, State government data, Simplyhired.com, government sites such as http://www.grants.gov, http://www.fedmoney.org, and proprietary materials developed by leading educators and subject matter experts for LearningExpress, LLC. Information includes:

- Summary, Wages and Trends
- Knowledge, Skills and Abilities
- Tasks and Activities
- Tools and Technology
- Education and Training
- Related Occupations
- Web Resources: Eligible Training Providers by State
- Available Jobs

The Occupation Cards can be saved in the My Accelerator page along with corresponding job postings, downloaded to a storage device (computer, external hard drive or flash drive), or printed from a PDF file. Individuals can then build upon this information, create relevant resumes, letters, find positions and track their application process.

Computer Skills Tutorials
The self-paced Computer Skills Tutorials provide resources for success in today’s school and work environments. The Computer Skills Center provides access to easy-to-use training courses that make learning today’s most popular programs easy and fun. All multimedia tutorials are completely interactive and help learners of any age capable of following the self-directed instruction and experience level to develop the skills they are seeking.

The Computer Skills Tutorials include two distinct groupings: the LearningExpress proprietary Computer & Internet Basics, which features practical, solid instruction on how to use a computer, access the Internet and more, and the Popular Software Tutorials, which include instruction on the most commonly used office and business software applications.

PrepSTEP for High Schools https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/prepstep-high-school-edition Grade Level(s): High School
PrepSTEP helps students succeed in high school and beyond by providing online access to comprehensive academic and career-related resources. It empowers schools with support for college-, career- and military-bound students. PrepSTEP gives students the tools to:

- Improve core English, math and science skills

Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020
Score higher on ACT®, SAT and AP exams
Acquire basic computer skills
Search for colleges
Build workplace skills
Explore interests and careers
Prepare for the ASVAB

PrepSTEP provides easy, one-stop access to interactive tutorials, practice tests, flashcards and downloadable e-books. Students have access to tools for academic skill-building, college and career exploration, college admissions test preparation, military exploration and test preparation, workplace skills development and much more. PrepSTEP helps high schools to expand student-guided resources, support post-secondary needs and provide key supplemental resources for educators.

PrepSTEP for High Schools and Job & Career Accelerator includes Computer Skills Grade Level(s): High School
For those interested in both PrepSTEP for High Schools and Job & Career Accelerator (JCA), EBSCO offers the following subscription package, inclusive of JCA’s Computer Skills Tutorials.

Job & Career Accelerator
Job & Career Accelerator by LearningExpress is a comprehensive, online job search tool that integrates everything patrons need to conduct effective career research and a successful job search. Patrons can easily navigate through each step of the process, from exploring suitable occupations and finding available jobs, to preparing targeted resumes and improving critical workplace skills. In addition, the personalized Job Search Portfolio allows job seekers to plan, tailor and track multiple job searches simultaneously, while providing easy access to all their saved information. The result is the most efficient and effective job search possible.

PrepSTEP for High Schools
PrepSTEP provides easy, one-stop access to interactive tutorials, practice tests, flashcards and downloadable e-books. Students have access to tools for academic skill-building, college and career exploration, college admissions test preparation, military exploration and test preparation, workplace skills development and much more. PrepSTEP helps high schools to expand student-guided resources, support post-secondary needs and provide key supplemental resources for educators.

Computer Skills Tutorials
The self-paced Computer Skills Tutorials provide resources for success in today’s school and work environments. The Computer Skills Center provides access to easy-to-use training courses that make learning today’s most popular programs easy and fun. All multimedia tutorials are completely interactive and help learners of any age capable of following the self-directed instruction and experience level to develop the skills they are seeking.

The Computer Skills Tutorials include two distinct groupings: the LearningExpress proprietary Computer
& Internet Basics, which features practical, solid instruction on how to use a computer, access the Internet and more, and the Popular Software Tutorials, which include instruction on the most commonly used office and business software applications.

Database Packages

**Complete Online Package** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/complete-online-package](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/complete-online-package)

The Complete Online Package is the most comprehensive collection of full-text reference resources available for secondary schools. Consisting of six online databases to support classroom success, this full-text package is designed not only for students, but also for the needs of educators:

- **Consumer Health Complete** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/consumer-health-complete](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/consumer-health-complete)
- **Education Research Complete** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/education-research-complete](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/education-research-complete)
- **ERIC** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric)
- **MAS Complete** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/mas-complete](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/mas-complete)
- **TOPICsearch** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/topicsearch](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/topicsearch)

**Core Collection – 3 Pack** Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle, High Schools

Three pack collection of former H.W. Wilson databases:


- **Middle & Junior High Core Collection** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-and-junior-high-core-collection](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-and-junior-high-core-collection)

- **Senior High Core Collection** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/senior-high-core-collection](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/senior-high-core-collection)

**DIY Package** Grade level(s): High School

The Do-it-Yourself Package contains three popular resources:

- **AutoMate** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/automate](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/automate)


- **Small Engine Repair Reference Center**
EBSCO Discovery Service Ultimate Research Database Package  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School
The following package includes:

- **EBSCO Discovery Service**  [https://www.ebscohost.com/discovery](https://www.ebscohost.com/discovery)
- **Full Text Finder**  [https://www.ebscohost.com/discovery/technology/full-text-finder](https://www.ebscohost.com/discovery/technology/full-text-finder)
- **STM Source**  [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/stm-source](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/stm-source)

General Student Research Package  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School
The following package includes:

MasterFILE Premier (Includes Ultra Online Package) https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/masterfile-premier  Grade level(s): Middle School, High School
Designed specifically for public libraries, MasterFILE Premier provides extensive full text for periodicals, covering a wide range of general reference, business, health, education, general science, multicultural issues and much more. Additional content includes full text reference books, primary source documents, and a robust Image Collection of photos, maps and flags.
MasterFILE Premier also offers PDF backfiles for key publications including American Libraries, Foreign Affairs, History Today, Judaism, Library Journal, National Review, Saturday Evening Post, etc.
Ultra Online Package: https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/ultra-online-package

Middle Online Package with NovelList https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-online-package  Grade level(s): Middle School
Consisting of six databases, the Middle Online Package offers the most complete collection of full-text reference resources available for middle schools. Designed not only for students, but also for educators, it includes the following:

Middle Search Plus
https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-search-plus


Newspaper Source https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source

TOPICsearch https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/topicsearch

ERIC https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric

Professional Development Collection https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection

Additionally, as part of this package, EBSCO is pleased to offer NovelList, a robust readers’ advisory resource featuring recommendations, read-alikes, reviews and more for fiction titles:

NovelList http://www.ebscohost.com/novelist

Middle Online Package with NovelList K-8 https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-online-package  Grade level(s): Middle School
Consisting of six databases, the Middle Online Package offers the most complete collection of full-text reference resources available for middle schools. Designed not only for students, but also for educators, it includes the following:

Middle Search Plus https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-search-plus


Newspaper Source https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source

TOPICsearch https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/topicsearch

Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020
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Additionally, as part of this package, EBSCO is pleased to offer NoveList K-8, a robust readers’ advisory resource featuring recommendations, read-alikes, reviews and more for children’s and young adult fiction titles:


---

**Middle Online Package with NoveList K-8 Plus** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-online-package](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-online-package)  
Grade level(s): Middle School  
Consisting of six databases, the *Middle Online Package* offers the most complete collection of full-text reference resources available for middle schools. Designed not only for students, but also for educators, it includes the following:

- **Middle Search Plus** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-search-plus](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-search-plus)
- **Newspaper Source** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source)
- **TOPICsearch** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/topicsearch](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/topicsearch)
- **ERIC** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric)
- **Professional Development Collection** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection)

Additionally, as part of this package, EBSCO is pleased to offer NoveList K-8 Plus, a robust readers’ advisory resource featuring recommendations, read-alikes, reviews and more for children’s and young adult titles, both fiction and nonfiction:


---

**Middle Online Package with NoveList Plus** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-online-package](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-online-package)  
Grade level(s): Middle School  
Consisting of six databases, the *Middle Online Package* offers the most complete collection of full-text reference resources available for middle schools. Designed not only for students, but also for educators, it includes the following:

- **Middle Search Plus** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-search-plus](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/middle-search-plus)
- **Newspaper Source** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source)
- **TOPICsearch** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/topicsearch](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/topicsearch)
Additionally, as part of this package, EBSCO is pleased to offer NoveList Plus, a robust readers’ advisory resource featuring recommendations, read-alikes, reviews and more for fiction and nonfiction titles:  

*Primary Online Package with NoveList K-8* [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/primary-online-package](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/primary-online-package)  
Grade level(s): Elementary  
Consisting of four collections, the *Primary Online Package* offers the most complete collection of fulltext reference resources available for elementary schools. Designed to promote both student and educator classroom success, it includes the following:

- **Primary Search** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/primary-search](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/primary-search)
- **Newspaper Source** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source)
- **ERIC** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric)
- **Professional Development Collection** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection)

Additionally, as part of this package, EBSCO is pleased to offer NoveList K-8, a robust readers’ advisory resource featuring recommendations, read-alikes, reviews and more for children’s and young adult fiction titles:  

*Primary Online Package with NoveList K-8 Plus* [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/primary-online-package](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/primary-online-package)  
Grade level(s): Elementary  
Consisting of four collections, the *Primary Online Package* offers the most complete collection of fulltext reference resources available for elementary schools. Designed to promote both student and educator classroom success, it includes the following:

- **Primary Search** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/primary-search](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/primary-search)
- **Newspaper Source** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source)
- **ERIC** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric)
- **Professional Development Collection** [https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection](https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection)

Additionally, as part of this package, EBSCO is pleased to offer NoveList K-8 Plus, a robust readers’ advisory resource featuring recommendations, read-alikes, reviews and more for children’s and young adult titles, both fiction and nonfiction:  
Ultra Online Package  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/ultra-online-package
Grade level(s): High School
Consisting of six databases, the Ultra Online Package offers a superior collection of full-text reference resources for secondary schools. Designed to promote both student and educator classroom success, it includes the following:

- **Newspaper Source**  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source
- **TOPICsearch**  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/topicsearch
- **ERIC**  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric
- **Professional Development Collection**  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection

Additionally, as part of this package, EBSCO is pleased to offer **Literary Reference Center**, a rich full-text database that provides a broad spectrum of information on thousands of authors and their works across literary disciplines and timeframes. It gives students, professors and researchers a foundation of literary reference works to meet their research need.

- **Literary Reference Center**  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/literary-reference-center
Ultra Online Package Supreme  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/ultra-online-package  Grade level(s): High School
Consisting of six databases, the Ultra Online Package offers a superior collection of full-text reference resources for secondary schools. Designed to promote both student and educator classroom success, it includes the following:

- Newspaper Source  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/newspaper-source
- TOPICsearch  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/topicsearch
- ERIC  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/eric
- Professional Development Collection  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/professional-development-collection

Additionally, as part of this package, EBSCO is pleased to offer a robust collection of value-added databases, including:

- History Reference Center  https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/history-reference-center

EBSCO Discovery Service  http://www.ebscohost.com/discovery  Grade level(s): Elementary, Middle School, High School
Today’s student researchers can be frustrated by so many interface choices and long database lists. Why can’t your library be like Google? EBSCO Discovery Service (EDS) provides a fast, streamlined, sophisticated approach to searching all of a library’s resources via a single search box—a search experience intuitive to students because it was developed to mirror the popular search engines that they are already accustomed to using. But it’s more than just a single search box. With the combination of superior relevance and value rankings and full-text searching across all of your databases, EDS provides students with complete and precise results at the top of the result list.
“The seeds for researching and training for informational literacy are planted in grade nine,” says Kate Lawrence, EBSCO’s Senior Director of User Research. “There appears to be a relationship between what students were calling research boot camp in grade nine and the confidence they feel in conducting research at a college level.” Read the entire article in School Library Journal here: Study Ties College Success to Students’ Exposure to a High School Librarian.
With EBSCO Discovery Service, your students will be better prepared and more successful researchers, and your library will achieve the maximum value in your database investment.
Flipster https://flipster.ebsco.com/files/titlelist/FlipsterTitleList.xls  Grade level(s): Elementary School, Middle School, High School
Continuing its tradition of working with libraries to help patrons quickly and conveniently find the content they want, EBSCO offers Flipster, a new way for library patrons to access digital editions of popular magazines, courtesy of their library. EBSCO currently offers more than 1,600 popular digital magazine titles with new titles being added monthly. Patrons can easily check out and download all titles and access them anytime, anywhere, on the most popular tablets and mobile devices. Flipster provides libraries with digital magazine subscriptions to popular magazines at a title-level basis. Titles are offered on an annual subscription. Usage models are predetermined by the publisher. Publishers can set the following limits per title: 50, 100, 500 or Unlimited simultaneous users. Main subjects include: academic, art and design, automotive, business, comics, consumer, entertainment, family and kids, fitness and health, food and cooking, history, hobbies, interest, DIY, home and garden, lifestyle, literary, men’s interest, news and politics, science and technology, sports, teens, travel and regional, women’s interest.

Benefits for Patrons
• Simple sign-on process requiring patrons to only log in once
• Patrons will never receive any spam, EBSCO never asks for personal email addresses
• User-friendly interface with many browsing options

Benefits for Libraries
• No platform fees, allowing the library to allocate more money towards content
• No hosting or access fees
• Wide growing selection of the most popular titles

Explora for Schools (Dedicated Student Researcher Interface) Databases available via Explora: https://help.ebsco.com/interfaces/Explora/FAQs/Which_databases_are_compatible_with_Explora
Based on extensive user research, EBSCO has released two newly-designed search interfaces geared specifically to school-aged users – Explora for Primary Schools and Explora for Secondary Schools. These next-generation platforms have been developed to meet the needs of students in grades K-5 and 6-12, respectively, and feature enhanced usability and accessibility for an improved research experience. To support the needs of students, teachers and librarians, these ADA- and COPPA-compliant interfaces include:
• Simple searching and quick delivery of relevant results, including articles, essays and primary source documents to help students feel successful in their research
• Easy-to-browse categories organized by popular topic, giving students research ideas
• Topic overviews that provide students with a starting point for research
• A colorful, mobile-friendly design with feature areas that provide context to students
• Reading level indicators (Lexile measures) to simplify discovery of grade-appropriate content
• Text-to-speech for HTML articles to assist struggling readers or those learning English
• Top videos from the Associated Press, the world’s leading news agency
• Educators’ landing page where teachers can more easily find relevant support materials

These user-friendly interfaces help young learners develop information literacy skills, supporting lifelong learning and correlating to Common Core objectives. Examples of the new interfaces can be found below:

Home Page – *Explora* for Secondary Schools (Grades 6-12)

Result List – *Explora* for Secondary Schools
System Requirements

Compatible Browsers
EBSCO’s products and services are web-based, hosted solutions that can be accessed...
through any internet-connected device. Libraries are able to search EBSCO databases and e-books with any PC, Mac or networked workstation operating a web browser. The minimum browser requirements for EBSCOhost are as follows:

- Internet Explorer: *10.0 or later*
- FireFox: Latest version plus one previous version
- Safari: Latest version plus one previous version
- Google Chrome: Latest version plus one previous version
- Other: JavaScript, Cookies enabled
- Recommended screen resolution: 1024 x 768

**Additional Requirements for Databases**

- In order to view the PDF images available on EBSCOhost, workstations must have the Adobe Acrobat Reader software installed. EBSCO provides a link on the EBSCO Help support site for users and administrators to download Adobe Reader.
- *Cookies and JavaScript* – EBSCOhost uses cookies to maintain state. Cookies can also be used as another means of authentication by a site if so desired. However, cookies are not required for searching EBSCOhost. Cookies can be allowed or disallowed through settings in the Internet Options portion of the library’s web browser. EBSCOhost also makes use of JavaScript for certain design and functionality elements.
- Additionally, Adobe Flash Player 10.0 or later is required to use Text-to-Speech on interfaces in which it is available. EBSCO also recommends the following software to run video clips that a library may choose to provide via EBSCO interfaces:
  - **Windows**: Windows 98 and 2000—use Windows Media Player 7.1 or higher
  - **Macintosh**: Mac OS X—use Windows Media Player 9 or higher for Mac OS X; Mac Classic OS—use Windows Media Player 7.1 or higher for Mac
- Additionally, to view AP Videos on the *Explora* interface, the most recent versions of Firefox, Google Chrome, Safari, or Internet Explorer 10.0 or later are required.

**Additional Requirements for eBooks**

The following no-cost plug-ins and software are necessary to run *EBSCO eBooks*:

- **Reading Online**: *EBSCO eBooks* can be viewed online by both Windows and Mac users, following the minimum EBSCOhost browser requirements. Please also note:
  - To be able to vertically scroll e-books, the following browsers are recommended: Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome or IE 10.0 or later.
  - To view an EPUB format e-book, the following browsers are recommended: Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome or Internet Explorer 10.0 or later.

- **Downloading Offline to a Computer**: If a user is downloading an e-book to a computer and would like to read it on a desktop, Adobe Digital Editions 1.7.1 or higher must be installed to access the e-book.
• **Tablets or Mobile Device:** To download e-books, devices must be supported by the Adobe eBooks Digital Rights Management Software. For some devices, a reader app must also be installed, such as the *EBSCO eBooks* mobile app for iOS and Android. For DRM-supported devices that do not use an app, downloaded e-books can also be transferred to the device from a desktop, using Adobe Digital Editions 1.7.1 or higher.

• **Additional:** JavaScript and Cookies must be enabled

**Additional Requirements for Flipster**
While the *Flipster* interface and mobile viewer should be accessible using most mobile operating systems, the following operating systems have been tested and confirmed to be supported by *Flipster*:

- iOS: Versions 9 and higher
- Android: Version 4.2.2 (Jelly Bean) and higher

Additionally, *Flipster* provides a free app for tablet devices mentioned above to manage the user’s downloaded magazines. The app is a no-cost application necessary for users to download the title offline. It is currently available for iOS, Android and Kindle Fire devices.
Edmentum empowers you with the solutions you need to be more effective. We are committed to solving your challenges with flexible tools paired with the right support to optimize student success. Whether you are trying to solve for a specific building level challenge, or a district-wide initiative, we will provide the resources and expertise required of an effective online program.

Study Island
Provide K-12 standards-based practice and assessments.

Exact Path
Individualize learning and promote growth for K-8.

Courseware
Expand and enhance your course offerings for grades 6-12.

Reading Eggs
Build foundational reading skills in grades preK-6.

Assessments
Diagnose individual strengths and needs for grades 7-12.

EdOptions Academy
Enroll in our virtual school for 6-12.

EducationCity
Support classroom instruction and reinforce learning for PreK-6.

ESL ReadingSmart
Develop English-language proficiency for grades 4-12.
ScienceDirect College Edition is an affordable subscription option for very small 2- and 4-year exclusively undergraduate institutions. Content in the College Edition covers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT AREA</th>
<th>NUMBER OF JOURNALS</th>
<th>NUMBER OF BOOKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; Life Sciences</td>
<td>1200+</td>
<td>3800+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Sciences</td>
<td>500+</td>
<td>6200+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social &amp; Behavioral Sciences</td>
<td>750+</td>
<td>1000+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Benefits of College Edition for students

- Find the relevant information needed to pursue undergraduate studies
- Learn about research and advances in science happening around the globe
- Access to a range of trusted sources to help successfully complete assignments and write papers

Benefits of College Edition for teachers

- Help faculty stay current in their fields
- Enhance access to leading peer-reviewed sources
- Keep course materials and student assignments up-to-date with the latest information

Benefits of College Edition for libraries

- Enhance the quality of teaching resources available to faculty
- Increase student achievement by providing trusted sources that support their studies
- Provide access to a leading platform dedicated to promoting scholarship and scientific advances from around the globe
Enchanted Learning

*Enchanted Learning*® produces children’s educational web sites which are designed to capture the imagination while maximizing creativity, learning, and enjoyment.

Ease of use is a hallmark of our material. Children need the clearest, simplest computer interface, and our material is created so that the navigation and controls are intuitive. Our mission is to produce the best educational material, emphasizing creativity and the pure enjoyment of learning.
Encyclopædia Britannica

Annals of American History
Annals of American History. Grade Level: 6 to 12. URL: http://america.eb.com. Explore the rich and varied history of the United States with Britannica's Annals of American History. This valuable online chronicle provides a year-by-year documentary of American thought and action. Read the original words of more than 1500 authors who made and analyzed American history through their speeches, writings, memoirs, poems, and interviews.

Britannica Escolar
Grade Level: PK-12. URL: http://escolar.eb.com. Discover the leading knowledge-building resource that is universally trusted for accurate and age-appropriate content in Spanish. New features make it more valuable than ever for native Spanish speakers, bilingual students, and students learning Spanish. Two levels: Primaria for elementary and Secundaria for middle school.

Britannica ImageQuest
Britannica ImageQuest. Grade Level: PK-College. URL: http://quest.eb.com. One Resource Over 3 Million Images Many Uses! Britannica ImageQuest brings lesson plans, assignments, and projects to life with over three million images from 62 leading collections... and growing! The Bridgeman Art Gallery, Getty Images, the Science Photo Library, Ingram Publishing, the National Geographic Society, and other trusted image sources have joined with Britannica to provide the best and broadest offering of curriculum-relevant imagery and clip art materials (infographics, signs, symbols, graphic concepts, and cool vector illustrations) all rights-cleared for educational non-commercial use.

Britannica Moderna
Grade Level: PK-12. URL: http://moderna.eb.com. Spanish-Language Resource with Age-Appropriate Content. Older students can turn to Britannica Moderna with more than 47000 articles plus about 8000 images. Complete with a dictionary and atlas, Moderna's new features now make it more valuable than ever for native Spanish speakers, bilingual students, and students learning Spanish. Britannica Moderna has been re-designed with a fresh and engaging new user interface; improved search capabilities; and a cleaner overall design. And now like all other Britannica resources it has a responsive design to provide an optimal viewing experience across a wide range of devices.

Britannica Online Japan
Grade Level: 6 to College. URL: http://japan.eb.com. The Most Extensive Japanese Language Resource for High School and University Students Available. Britannica Online Japan offers quick access to reliable comprehensive information with more than 150000 articles and 30000 images. This venerable database includes articles written by distinguished Japanese scholars, subject specialists, and Nobel laureates in addition to translations of English articles by renowned experts. Britannica Online Japan is an essential resource for conducting thorough research for both native Japanese speakers and students learning Japanese.
Britannica School
Grade Level: PK-12 URL: http://school.eb.com/. Britannica School is the go-to site for learning more about any subject-for all grades and all reading abilities-offering thousands of up-to-date curated and curriculum-relevant articles images videos audio clips primary sources maps research tools recommended Web sites and three separate databases-Elementary Middle or High.

Encyclopædia Universalis
Grade Level: 6 to College. URL: http://french.eb.com. This extensive collection of French-language resources responds to the needs of schools libraries students and anyone doing research. Trusted content from leading minds includes 38000 articles written by more than 6400 renowned authors historians professors and Nobel Prize winners along with 25000 multimedia elements.

LaunchPacks: Science
Grades PreK-12. URL: https://packs.eb.com/science. SPECIAL PILOT PROGRAM AVAILABLE (see 18-19 LAUNCHPACKS PILOT document in RFQ documents for details) LaunchPacks: Science combines up-to-date curriculum-aligned content sets with tools that make it easier for teachers to differentiate instruction and for students to understand core Pre-K-12 science topics.

LaunchPacks: Social Studies
Grades K-12. URL: https://packs.eb.com/social-studies. SPECIAL PILOT PROGRAM AVAILABLE (see 18-19 LAUNCHPACKS PILOT document in RFQ documents for details). LaunchPacks: Social Studies combines up-to-date curriculum-aligned content sets with tools that make it easier for teachers to differentiate instruction and for students to understand core K-12 social studies topics.

Merriam-Webster's Unabridged
Grade Level: 6 to 12. URL: dictionary.eb.com. America's largest most comprehensive dictionary is reinvented for today's librarian teacher and student. With up-to-date information definitions usage notes a modern layout and other exciting features Merriam-Webster Unabridged is the most authoritative source of information on the English language.

Original Sources
URL: sources.eb.com. Original Sources gives you instant access to an extensive continuously increasing collection of over 420000 e-Works of classic primary source and general reference materials in twelve subject areas. It is a reliable fact-checking reference of history-makers' greatest accomplishments-from the dawn of civilization to the present.

Pathways: Science
**Universalis Junior**
Grade Level: 1 to 12. URL: french.eb.com/junior. The new and improved intuitive interface offers access to more than 4000 articles covering all subjects. Perfect for homework projects and satisfying natural curiosity Universalis Junior is an easy-to-use and engaging tool that teaches research skills and makes learning fun. And now like all other Britannica resources it has a responsive design to provide an optimal viewing experience across a wide range of devices. Also the revised database includes 1700 English-language articles for bilingual education.
Exploring Nature Educational Resources


School subscriptions can be accessed on all the computers, tablets and smartboards in your school building at once, plus all students and educators (from your school) can access the site from home - which works well for student research and flipping classroom methodology.

Educators can use this subscription to develop their teaching content, prepare activities, diagrams and assessment. Students can use the resources for researching reports, doing inquiry, etc. All school subscriptions also provide IP authorization.

Just some of the resources provided with an Exploring Nature Subscription:

Anatomy: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/1036

Animal Database (2,000 animals): http://www.exploringnature.org/db/animals

Biomes in Depth (50): http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/1698

Classification: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/616

Earth Science Resources: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/35

Food Webs: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/1811

Graphic Organizers: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/3790

Labeling Pages (1,000): http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/3088

Life Science and Biology Resources: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/32

Next Generation Science Standards: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/36
Physical Science Resources: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/1823

Preschool Activities: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/3544


Test Bank: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/1388

Weather: http://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/1747
Facts on File

**African-American History Online**
African-American History Online covers the entire spectrum of African-American history over more than 500 years. The extensively hyperlinked entries include subject entries primary sources images and videos general and topic-specific timelines biographies maps and charts and more.

**American History Online**
American History Online spans more than 500 years of political military social and cultural history. Thousands of biographies subject entries timeline entries primary sources images and videos and maps cover the entire spectrum of the American experience providing the most comprehensive range of information in a single source.

**American Indian History Online**
American Indian History Online offers fast access to more than 15000 years of American Indian culture and history plus browseable indexes of Indian culture areas and more than 600 tribes. Event and topic entries biographies images and videos maps and charts legends primary sources and timeline entries allow for an interactive multifaceted look at the indigenous peoples of the Americas.

**Ancient and Medieval History Online**
Ancient and Medieval History Online provides thorough coverage of nine civilizations-ancient Egypt ancient Mesopotamia ancient Greece ancient Rome ancient and medieval Africa medieval Europe the Americas ancient and medieval Asia and Islamic Empire-from prehistory to the 1500s. This highly acclaimed resource is excellent for in-depth research or comparative studies across civilizations.

**Bloom’s Literary Reference Online**
ALL NEW DESIGN more content! Bloom's Literary Reference Online is the definitive source for literary criticism from Harold Bloom with essays and criticism on thousands of great writers and their works an archive of 49000 characters plus articles on topics and themes specific advice on how to write good essays on popularly assigned authors a timeline video segments and a special feature on Professor Harold Bloom's Western Literary Canon. Featuring a comprehensive Shakespeare Center for everything your students need to study Shakespeare; redesigned 'How to Write About' section; more than 800 Classic literary works - full-text; More than 200 additional full-length performance videos -total now at 400+; over 9000 discussion questions providing research and writing suggestions on a range of literary topics. Full-text of more than 2700 poems and more!

**Chelsea House Biographies Online**
Chelsea House Biographies Online is a new one-stop online resource for all the biography needs of middle and high school students. Features full-length biographies of the most important influential and interesting people in the world.

**Classroom Video On Demand**
Classroom Video On Demand is the first true dedicated high school video subscription service of its kind.
Offer your students the best visual learning experience with more than 20000 full-length videos/ 211000 + video clips. The exceptional content is both sophisticated yet easily accessible with material appropriate for basic through AP courses. All content is correlated to state and national educational and Common Core standards with dynamic citations in multiple formats.

Classroom Video On Demand OR Career & Tech Education Collection - Subscribe to one or both! Classroom Video On Demand is the first true dedicated high school video subscription service of its kind. Includes over 12000 full-length videos/ 166000 video clips. The exceptional content is both sophisticated yet easily accessible with material appropriate for basic through AP courses. All content is correlated to state and national educational standards with dynamic citations in multiple formats. ALSO Available - The Career and Technical Education Collection - Ideal for Vocational programs. Subscribe with the Master Collection or by itself. The Career and Tech Ed collection offers 1000 Full Length Videos specifically preparing students to enter and succeed in the workforce.

Core Curriculum Bundle
The Core Curriculum Bundle features six of our award-winning databases for your cross-curriculum needs: American History Science Online Blooms Literary Reference Writer’s Reference Center World Geo and Culture and World Almanac.

Curriculum Resource Center
Curriculum Resource Center provides an electronic library of easily reproduced handouts to supplement text and lesson plans used in middle school high school and junior college classrooms. This comprehensive collection features thousands of fact sheets timelines images maps full-color diagrams experiments math activities and much more!

eBook for Purchase Collections
Purchase Collections available and priced separately: Geography Collection; Teen Health and Guidance Collection; Multicultural Collection; Science Collection; US History Collection and more see PRICE SHEET.

eBook Subscription Collection (Middle/High School Collection)
NEW!!!! Give your students access to a complete library anytime anywhere! NOW AVAILABLE - eBook Subscription Collections for Middle and High School eBook Subscription. Non-fiction - from Facts On File Chelsea House and Ferguson. Contains more than $182000 worth of non-fiction content at a fraction of the price. Correlated to Common Core state and national standards our eBook subscription collection is a perfect library 24/7. Free downloadable MARC Records available.

eLearning Library (includes the complete library of eLearning Modules)
This resource gives your students access to all of the multi-media eLearning Modules on one resource. Cross curricular subjects make this a great resource for computer labs explain classroom concepts and homework or extra help.

Feature Films for Education
NEW - Hundreds of full-length feature films for classroom use. High-interest collection focuses on both current and hard-to-find titles for educational instructional purposes including literary adaptations.
blockbusters classics foreign films social issues etc. Can only access this service at school through IP Address License Agreement is needed. (NO Remote Access is available).

**Health Reference Center Online**
Redesigned to support your curriculum needs! Health Reference Center contains thousands of hyperlinked entries organized into five major categories: body systems, diseases and disorders, drug abuse and addiction, mental health and developmental disorders, and nutrition and wellness—plus important health content focusing on teens, women, men, children, and seniors.

**History Research Center**
History Research Center is the most authoritative resource for complete American and World History Coverage! Fully cross-searchable & seamlessly integrated for complete history coverage. Articles, biographies, timelines, primary source documents, video, and more! - Now Available! - Includes American History, African-American History, American Indian History, Ancient & Medieval History, and Modern World History!

**Issues and Controversies**
Issues and Controversies (All NEW & IMPROVED) helps researchers understand today's crucial issues by exploring hundreds of hot topics in politics, government, business, society, education, and popular culture. Its straightforward presentation of the key facts, arguments, history, and current context of today's most important and timely issues makes the database an ideal resource for research papers, debate preparation, and persuasive writing assignments. Includes full coverage of each National High School Debate topic. Now includes debate videos from Intelligence Squared, NPR audio content; thousands of newspaper editorials and opinions worldwide.

**Issues and Controversies in American History**
History comes to life not as a mere recitation of names and dates but as a series of turning points where the future hung in the balance and opinions raged on all sides. This educational database builds a deeper understanding of how historical events have shaped the United States. Places students and researchers at the center of the great debates in American History. New specially created educator support materials - discussion questions, enhanced lessons, short video, and other educator resources. Correlated to Common Core and state and national standards. Issues and Controversies in American History is a great value!

**Learn 360**
New Design - Learn 360 - Media Streaming K-12 solution. Thousands of videos over 124,000 multi-media resources! Key producers and publishers. Great teacher resource with activities. Teacher guides 24/7 access use with all mobile devices including iPads.

**Middle/Jr. High School eBook Subscription Collection**
More than $182,000 worth of content at a fraction of the price! Give your students access to a complete library anytime anywhere! eBook Subscription Collection for Middle and High School eBook Subscription features non-fiction titles - from Facts On File, Chelsea House, and Ferguson. Correlated to Common Core
state and national standards our eBook subscription collection is a perfect library 24/7. Free downloadable MARC Records available. Includes FREE 800+ Literary Classics!

**Modern World History Online**
Modern World History Online covers the full scope of world history from the mid-15th century to the present. Thousands of fully hyperlinked subject entries biographies images and videos maps and charts primary sources and timeline entries combine to provide a detailed and comparative view of the people places events and ideas that have defined modern world history.

**Polling the Nations**
NEW--Compiling of more than 14000 surveys conducted by more than 100 polling. Organizations in the US and 100 other countries more than 500000 questions and responses in Polling the Nations are the most comprehensive collection of polling data anywhere!

**Science Online**
Science Online - All new and redesigned! Contains extensive information on the full spectrum of scientific disciplines in a variety of useful formats including printable diagrams illustrations experiments images videos and flash animations. The content is organized by subject area and type of resource and state and national education standards as well as STEM Standards and Next Generation Science Standards! New core topic centers enhanced with 10 full-text eLearning modules activities and interactives!

**The Mailbox**
NEW - NOW AVAILABLE - Enterprise Edition--Offers educators access to more than 45000 various activities (printable worksheets crafts forms songs games cards clip art and more) in a variety of subject areas supporting the Pre-K through Grade 6 curriculum.

**The World Almanac for Kids – Elementary**
NEW - Multi-subject exclusive age-appropriate content for primary grades that is engaging and makes learning fun. Articles images videos Fun Facts maps flags games puzzles and more! Teacher resources include diagrams lessons worksheets and more!

**The World Almanac for Kids Online**
The World Almanac® for Kids Online offers 27 subject-specific areas to enhance your elementary/middle school lessons. This engaging resource contains kid-friendly content resources for reports and research and a dynamic home page with daily features. A natural complement to the curriculum this entertaining online site helps kids develop online research skills with a trusted source. Now includes teacher resources interactives lesson plans quizzes videos trivia games science projects and more!

**The World Almanac Online**
World Almanac Online expands on the most useful reference book The World Almanac and provides students and researchers access to authoritative essential statistics on hundreds of topics in a searchable online format. Perfect for any school or library. Great quick reference source.
Today's Science
New and Improved! Today's Science bridges the gap between the science taught in the classroom and real-world discoveries. Boasting a fresh redesign and powerful new features Today’s Science gives in-depth explanations of important advances in biology chemistry environmental science space physics and technology. Interviews with Scientists bring research to life. Science Fair guide embedded glossary and curriculum tools make this a must have science resource!

World Almanac for Kids Bundle
Bundle includes both World Almanac for Kids (Middle Schools) and World Almanac for Kids Elementary. Age appropriate general reference with video games projects features etc. Elementary/Middle School curriculum subjects with easy navigation.

World Cinema Video Collection
The best of contemporary and classic cinema from around the world. (Limited to High School only) More than 380 feature films providing a glimpse into the cultures and issues of countries around the world.

World Geography and Culture Online
World Geography and Culture Online enhances the study of countries U.S. states places peoples and geography concepts and skills providing both facts at a glance and in-depth coverage through country and U.S. state entries maps flags images statistics news articles a gazetteer compare and rank tools and much more.

World News Digest
New and Improved - World News Digest presents more than seven decades of authoritative news summaries and background articles. The redesign now features a unique archive in a dynamic new topic-based presentation. Instant access by topic to the most current news and perspective offered by our issue overviews and specially selected archival news articles.

World Religions Online
World Religions Online features all new redesign and focuses on thorough coverage of religions and spiritual traditions from around the world. Ideal for religious studies and social studies classrooms this user-friendly online resource features an easy-to-navigate interface gateway pages that focus on the world’s major religions timelines fact files media galleries and much more.

Writer’s Reference Center
The ultimate online service with all the tools necessary to research and write effectively. 92000 definitions from acclaimed thematic dictionaries encyclopedias and other reference books. Writing Fundamentals Writing resources homework help!
Flocabulary

Flocabulary Digital Subscription
Flocabulary builds core academic vocabulary through a web-based library of almost 5,000 videos, activities, formative assessments and interactive writing platforms. All content is standards-aligned and covers grades K-12.

Flocabulary On-Site Professional Development
A full day of in-person, engaging sessions, tailored to the needs of your district. Trainings run 90 to 120 minutes, and multiple sessions can be scheduled for specific content areas or grade levels.

Flocabulary Webinar
Participants are led through a customized one-hour training and onboarding session. This interactive experience engages teachers with strategies to implement Flocabulary in their classrooms. Webinar recording included.

Writing Rhymes for Academic Purpose Workshop
A 3-hour, in-person workshop that guides teachers through the Flocab rhyme-writing formula and gives them the tools and confidence to lead intensive, cross-curricular rhyme-writing projects to help students master key terms, facts, and concepts.

FlocabX
FlocabX is Flocabulary’s newest product offering. An innovative, student-centered writing initiative for school districts that transforms classroom culture and engages the entire community.
Follett

Classroom Books & Materials: Transform your classroom into a learning environment that meets curriculum standards

Library Books: Building your print digital collection with Titlewave

Early Learning: Encourage young learners to exceed their potential

Textbooks: Engage your students in active learning with new and pre-owned textbooks

Digital Content: Engage students with interactive books, eBooks, Lightbox, and more

Makerspace: Engage students in STEM creativity and exploration

Library Management System: Promote discovery and learning with Destiny Library Manager

Resource Management: Track, organize, and create accountability with Destiny Resource Manager

Student Information System: Manage student data, streamline planning, and empower reporting

Virtual Bookstore: Have a complete ecommerce and material adoption solution
19th Century U.S. Newspapers

Historical newspapers are a key source of information on national as well as local affairs, events, and people. They offer incomparable insight into all areas of life, often capturing the political and philosophical viewpoints of the time. These resources provide countless opportunities for researchers and scholars at any level and are essential for an accurate understanding of the vitality and diversity of life in any given time period—especially important for genealogical research. This compelling and comprehensive new database provides access to approximately 1.7 million pages (over 28 million articles) of primary source newspaper content from the 19th-century featuring full-text content and images from numerous newspapers from a range of urban and rural regions throughout the U.S. The collection encompasses the entire 19th century with an emphasis on such topics as the American Civil War, African-American culture and history, Western migration, and the Antebellum-era among other subjects. Content was sourced from a variety of Institutions including:

- The Library of Congress
- Wisconsin Historical Society
- Mississippi Department of Archives and History
- South Caroliniana Library
- University of Georgia
- Tennessee State Library and Archives
- Kansas State Historical Society
- Boston Public Library
- Syracuse University
- Harvard University
- Scholarly Resources Archives
- North Carolina Office of Archives and History
- Nebraska State Historical Society
- Pennsylvania State Archives
- Western Reserve Historical Society
- Idaho Historical Society
- Colorado Historical Society

Academic OneFile

http://www.gale.cengage.com/tlist/aone.xls Academic OneFile is the premier source for peer-reviewed full-text articles from more than 14500 of the world’s leading journals and reference sources. With extensive coverage of the physical sciences, technology, medicine, social sciences, the arts, theology, literature, and other subjects, Academic OneFile is both authoritative and comprehensive. With millions of articles available in both PDF and HTML full-text with no restrictions, both undergraduate and graduate researchers are able to find accurate information quickly. The focus of Academic OneFile is to provide libraries with content that compliments their existing collections without duplicating them. The majority of the content in Academic OneFile is peer-reviewed content that is unique to Gale. Gale’s agreements with publishers like Sage and Mary Ann Liebert Inc. provide unrestricted access to content that typically is only available through direct subscriptions with the publisher. Gale is not interested in duplicating large collections and then imposing lengthy embargoes. Instead, we focus on developing long-term relationships with publishers that allow Gale to provide access without embargoes. Gale is also focused on providing full-text access to content that is cited or included in major bibliographic indices. The chart below illustrates Gale’s progress in securing content included in some of these indices. This list is not inclusive of all the indices that Gale focuses on. In addition to all of the traditional services available through InfoTrac, Gale is proud to announce a number of unique resources offered through collaboration with Thomson Scientific. Mutual subscribers of Academic OneFile and Thomson Scientific’s Web of Science® and Journal Citation Reports® are provided seamless access to cited references, digital object identifier (DOI) links, and additional article-level metadata. Users are also able to view the impact factor history for selected journals. Further Thomson Scientific customers will be able to pull the full-text of an article directly from their InfoTrac subscription. This close collaboration allows fully integrated and seamless access to the best in full-text academic content and the indexing around it. Academic OneFile can also be seamlessly accessed through Google Scholar. Through a special partnership with Google users are able to activate Academic OneFile links through Google Scholar’s advanced preferences. Academic OneFile also includes a linking arrangement with JSTOR for archival access to a number of...
periodicals. This product like all other products on the PowerSearch platform maintains full OpenURL compliance for e-journal and subscription access. Academic OneFile features a fully updated intuitive interface -- providing multiple pathways to key information. Featuring the latest technology available on the groundbreaking PowerSearch® platform this essential resource is versatile and easy to use.

**Archives of Sexuality & Gender: LGBTQ History and Culture**
Repositories for this collection include: Lesbian History Educational Foundation; Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives; Women's Energy Bank; GLBT Historical Society; National Library of Medicine; among other archives.

**Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD)**
With more than 170000 members the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) is one of the largest professional development organizations for educators. It provides world-class education information services and cutting-edge professional development and supports activities designed to foster educational equity for all students. Gale is proud to offer access to eBooks from the ASCD that cultivate professional growth; assess and enhance work design; and promote innovative new processes that help develop student success. eBooks from the ASCD span a wide range of popular titles and new favorites that address the ongoing professional development needs of today's educators. Available as a complete 56-title package this essential resource offers instant access to titles including: • Align the Design: A Blueprint for School Improvement • Better Learning Through Structured Teaching • Building Background Knowledge for Academic Achievement • Checking for Understanding: Formative Assessment Strategies for Your Classroom • Classroom Assessment and Grading That Work • Learning on Display: Student - Built Museums that Build Understanding • Managing Diverse Classrooms: How to Build on Students' Cultural Strengths • Mobilizing the Community to Help Students Succeed • Reframing Teacher Leadership to Improve Your School • Research-Based Strategies to Ignite Student Learning: Insights from a Neurologist and Classroom Teacher

**Biography in Context**
Virtually every course of study - from history to science to literature - is ultimately tied to the study of people. Biography in Context (BIC) delivers outstanding research support with more than 654000 biographical entries covering more than 380000 notable international figures from all time periods and areas of study including science and technology arts and entertainment literature sports and fitness history popular culture politics and more. Now in Cengage Learning's new portal environment-which provides focused coverage of the most-searched and studied people-BIC includes more than 725 portal pages on the most notable contemporary and historical figures. Examples of individuals featured include Barack Obama Hosni Mubarak Tina Fey Hilary Rodham Clinton Benjamin Netanyahu Hamid Karzai Leonardo da Vinci Lady Gaga Toni Morrison F. Scott Fitzgerald and many more. More than 45 categories are covered in BIC including Actors African Americans American Presidents Ancient Greeks and Romans Authors EnvironmentalistsHistoric World Leaders Contemporary World Leaders Nobel Peace Prize Winners Notable Women Scientists Writers and World Explorers. Multimedia is also a key component of BIC and video audio and images are featured prominently on people pages and in search results. • Portal pages are edited by a large staff of experienced editors dedicated to ensuring the credibility relevancy and currency of BIC. Editors collaborate with a large network of contributors who are considered subject-matter experts in their respective fields. • Portal pages cover the most-studied people and are intended to provide students and educators with a starting point for research: • The biographical overview is hand-selected by editors and subject experts and is intended to provide users with a comprehensive yet accessible summary of the person • Featured content is also hand-selected and is meant to be the best of the best. A special effort is made to provide selections that cover all aspects of
the person include a good mix of content types create relationships between people and truly put the person into social and historical context for students. • BIC topic pages include the following content buckets or sections: reference news magazines academic journals primary sources websites images video and audio. The first results that appear in content buckets other than academic journals magazines and news are often hand-selected so that students and educators are able to quickly access some of the best and most authoritative content on a particular person. • Portal pages also include related topics to create connections between people: For example the Nathaniel Hawthorne page in BIC references the following related pages: Edgar Allan Poe Emily Dickinson Henry David Thoreau John Keats Louis May Alcott Ralph Waldo Emerson and William Blake. • More than 475 new people pages have been added to BIC since August 2010 including 60 that were added in August 2011. Examples include: Catherine Duchess of Cambridge Shaun White Mahalia Jackson John G. Roberts Maurice Sendak John A. Boehner Nancy Pelosi Jane Lynch Rudy Giuliani Elizabeth Taylor And many more!

Books and Authors
Books & Authors is specially designed to complement the browsing habits of today's Web user integrating easy-to-follow menus that allow users to broaden and narrow their searches according to author title series awards and other criteria. An 'if you like' search connects readers to themes and genres that may have otherwise gone unnoticed. At the same time its meticulously edited database - developed by a team of genre experts - delivers up-to-date reliable information not found in the random and unverified results of the Web. It's a 'best of both worlds' arrangement that combines the depth of Gale expertise in literature with the Internet's unique capacity to create build and foster communities of readers. Readers can use Books & Authors to enhance the experience of the book they are reading; dig deeper into its themes and origins; or learn how the author's life and times contributed to the work. Ideal for reading groups and book clubs Books & Authors is also a valuable reference source for public libraries that serve everyone from students and professionals to the casual reader.

Career Transitions
Career Transitions from Cengage Learning (product overview attached) was developed through collaboration between two Cengage business units: Gale and the Career & Professional Group (CPG). Gale is a world leader in e-research and educational publishing for libraries schools and businesses and CPG is a leading producer of textbooks instructional materials and online learning for the adult education and training markets. Career Transitions is the first in a new family of Cengage Learning solutions based on practical life skills and learning. It provides people in mid-life--in the midst of job or career change--with an end-to-end workflow for discovering planning and pursuing their next career step. Career Transitions appeals to people with varying levels of comfort with technology helping them perform confidence-building activities as they navigate the 21st Century employment environment. In today's challenging economy-or tomorrow's knowledge economy--Career Transitions is a practical and timely resource. Bringing together the most pertinent and current career and job resources Career Transitions walks users through the five steps of career change in one comprehensive and consistent online experience: Discover My Interests: This assessment section integrates Career Transition's own digital version of the U.S. Department of Labor's popular O*Net Interest Profiler. Users simply point-and-click in response to questions about various work activities and Career Transitions recommends
career paths based on their scores in six career interest categories and the level of preparation or experience necessary for the career. As users browse the recommendations they can compare job and growth opportunities in their state and across the county targeting the ones they like best. Explore Careers: Here users can explore and compare growth opportunities across over 900 careers and 1200 industries in their states or states across the country. Users can target the best choices for themselves and the system saves their choices automatically for later use in finding jobs. Unique Learn More About portals quickly and conveniently provide users with the most pertinent details of the career including recommended education and training salary growth projections and a helpful list of common daily tasks. Longer narrative overviews often complement this information; the portals also pull in national and local job listings opportunities to take online courses listings of associations and companies associated with the specific career or industry and news articles with recent trends and information. Gale assembles this cross-referenced content from O*Net the Occupational Outlook Handbook Indeed and Gale's authoritative encyclopedias directories and news sources. By using its unique abilities to map disparate content into an intelligent organized experience Gale provides a single consolidated place where users find everything they need to know without having to access and navigate multiple sites or systems. Prepare Resume: This section contains an intelligent and fully-integrated resume wizard based on the popular Cengage Delmar title Resume Writer's Workbook. Career Transitions helps users construct an effective and well positioned resume in six easy steps by providing useful tips advice and examples. Users can also create targeted cover letters post their resume to the Web and apply for jobs online. Work is saved automatically for easy retrieval updating and output including printing e-mailing and saving in a number of formats. Improve my Chances: Users can find easily accessible and useful tips and advice on topics such as Networking Applying Interviewing and Negotiation in this important section as well as access to a personal library of saved articles companies associations and courses. Users can also browse through the ed2go online course catalog for more opportunities to improve their skills knowledge or experience and overall job chances. Find Jobs provides a robust job-search environment that enables users to create focused job search profiles using their Career Transitions targets or search free-form around keywords and location. Through a partnership with Indeed the Career Transitions job search engine pulls posting from all over the Web including major job boards company sites education/military/government sites and local classified ads. Gale's mapping capabilities ensure top functionality and suitability for users. Additional features: • Although Career Transitions is designed to walk users through the job change process individual modules can also be accessed directly. • Career Transitions can be fully customized to integrate local resources highlight local employers promote location-specific classes and workshops link to customized resources and more. • All content including resumes career and industry targets assessment results bookmarks for articles associations and classes and even job searches are automatically saved to the user's account. Disk drives and flash drives are not required - it's anytime anywhere access via the Internet. • Since Career Transitions is fully-automated users can take as much time with each section that they require and update as frequently as desired. • An integrated blog highlights current news and resources that may be of interest to users. • A special section-- Unemployed? Get Help Now --finds unemployment services and social services for users in every state. • Videos embedded in each section tell the user what to expect from that part of the service. 

Children's Literature Review Archive
Covers more than 600 writers and illustrators for children and young adults. Typical entries consist of a listing of major works and awards and criticism from reviews and commentaries on the authors or artists.

Chilton Library
No title list associated with this product Current vehicle coverage begins in 1929 having selective make
and model coverage from 1929-1934. Most manufacturers of domestic and imported vehicles are covered from 1945 forward. Repair information for 2010 makes and models is under development and will be posted to the database soon. ChiltonLibrary.com provides exclusive photographs diagnostics designed by instructors step-by-step repair procedures Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) maintenance schedules wiring diagrams recalls and Technical Service Bulletins (TSBs) for automobiles and light trucks.

Classical and Medieval Literature Criticism Archive
Assembles and contextualizes critical responses to the works of writers of all sorts-poets playwrights chroniclers philosophers religious figures and writers from other genres-from every region of of the world and early times to modern era.

Contemporary Literary Criticism – Select
Since the appearance of the first volume of Contemporary Literary Criticism (CLC) in 1973 researchers have grown to depend upon the RUSA (Reference Users Services Association) award-winning reference work for critiques of key contemporary works. With Contemporary Literary Criticism Select you have the benefits of Internet access to extensive biographical and critical information combined with subject-term accessibility and other powerful search options. And with an integrated index that extends to every print volume in this expansive series cross-referencing is a snap. Users will find that Contemporary Literary Criticism Select offers many new advantages when accessing literary criticism information: • Search by author name title subject/genre critic name or a full-text search to find information quickly • Combine search criteria to target results • Access from any Web-capable computer (including 24-hour remote access) • Data updates are automatic -- no download or discs to handle Contemporary Literary Criticism Select encompasses more than 600 significant authors and includes more than 266 major retrospective authors re-crafted from the series' earlier volumes. Updates occur bi-monthly

Corwin
Corwin Press is the premier publisher of professional learning resources that give PreK-12 educators innovative tools to improve teaching and learning.

David Burgess
This collection features 21 eBooks from Dave Burgess Consulting Powerful Inspirational and innovative Books an independent publisher with the mission of connecting people and ideas to create a world that works for all.

Dictionary of Literary Biography
This award-winning series is dedicated to making literature and its creators better understood and more accessible to students and interested readers while satisfying the standards of librarians teachers and scholars. Dictionary of Literary Biography now available online provides reliable information in an easily comprehensible format while placing writers in the larger perspective of literary history. While Dictionary of Literary Biography will continue to be an important reference work in print the addition of online access extends the functionality of this rich reference resource and make it available to smaller collections. Dictionary of Literary Biography addresses your patrons' needs for overall indexing and subject term accessibility of this extensive series helping them locate multiple entries for the same author within the print series or enter a subject term to find writers by a genre or topic. Dictionary of Literary Biography also offers researchers many new channels to access the information they're looking for. These comprehensive search options include: • Author name • Title • Subjects • Birth and death dates • Nationality • Ethnicity • Gender • Full Text Additionally you can search for essays on publishing houses and literary topics. You can search a single parameter or combine several for a detailed search.
on a selected author. And intratext hyperlinks to other notable authors encourage the exploration and study of other authors in Dictionary of Literary Biography. Here's a few of the many authors highlighted in Dictionary of Literary Biography: • James Agee • William Burroughs • Don DeLillo • William Faulkner • Gail Godwin • Jerzy Kosinski • Margaret Mitchell • Toni Morrison • Amy Tan • Booth Tarkington

Drama Criticism Archive
For each play or playwright featured a full range of critical opinion is presented along with a biographical sketch a chronological list of the writer's major works and more.

Educator's Reference Complete
http://www.gale.cengage.com/tlist/edu_ref.xls This collection of more than 1300 periodicals and thousands of education reports is a great resource for any educator -- from the school teacher and administrator to those studying in the field at the collegiate and graduate level. Educator's Reference Complete includes the full ERIC database and provides full-text results for nearly half of the journal titles found in ERIC. This database covers multiple levels of education from preschool to college and every educational specialty - such as technology bilingual education health education and testing. Educator's Reference Complete also focuses on issues in administration funding and policy.

Expanded Academic ASAP
http://www.gale.cengage.com/tlist/sb5019.xls The scope and depth of coverage in Expanded Academic ASAP will satisfy the broad spectrum of students faculty and graduate researchers who depend on your library for answers every day. Balanced coverage is available through more than 5500 indexed and nearly 3200 full-text titles in a wide variety of disciplines including: social science journals humanities journals science and technology journals national news periodicals general interest magazines newswires The New York Times and many others. More than 3700 journals are refereed and more than 20 years of backfile coverage is included with your subscription. And now through a unique partnership between Gale and IngentaConnect InfoTrac Web provides seamless access to electronic journals in a familiar easy-to-use interface. The integrated collection allows searching and access to articles from more than 6000 scholarly journals based on the institution's subscriptions. Access to IngentaConnect content is free of charge to customers of Expanded Academic ASAP.

General Reference Center
General Reference Center provides access to an integrated set of general interest sources: magazines newspaper articles children's magazines almanacs encyclopedias dictionaries reference books and more. With more than 1000 full-text titles specifically selected for public libraries you won't have any frustrated off-site users complaining about access. Because your researchers need complete answers to general reference questions - anytime anywhere - there's General Reference Center. A 20-year backfile is integrated and included with your subscription. And with InfoTrac's linking between source types it's easy for users to find comprehensive answers in one seamless self-directed search process.

General Reference Center Gold
http://www.gale.cengage.com/tlist/sb5017.xls This resource center integrates a vast array of key business and general interest titles to fully answer your patrons' reference questions -- all in a single database. From national news magazines and encyclopedias to core business journals General Reference Center GoldT has the full-text and image resources students and researchers need. This comprehensive reference database quickly delivers the answers to a wide variety of reference questions both at the library or from remote sites. And InfoTrac's powerful intuitive interface makes it easy for users to search all of these different sources in one seamless process. General Reference Center Gold features hyperlinks between and even within sources providing point-and-click navigation to related topics and
articles. For instance you can click on highlighted works within a full-text article from The Columbia Encyclopedia and go right to related articles within the encyclopedia. Many articles also provide links to related sources outside of the current article: reference books, magazine and newspaper articles.

General Reference Center Gold features a wide variety of general interest and business magazines and periodicals including: • Knight-Ridder/Tribune News Service Newspaper articles • The New York Times • The Wall Street Journal • The Christian Science Monitor • Children’s magazines • More than 20 reference books • More than 5700 titles including 4300+ in full text A 25-year backfile is integrated and included with your subscription.

Global Issues in Context
Global Issues in Context (GIC) offers global perspectives on issues and current events of international importance (with more added each month). This is not a pro vs. con database. Rather GIC ties together a variety of sources to present a rich analysis of social political military economic environmental cultural science and health-related issues as well as headline news from around the world. It provides information seekers with a framework to better understand 21st-century issues and events while highlighting global connections and the interdependence of all nations. GIC focuses on broad issues such as counterterrorism business ethics human rights famine globalization world trade nuclear proliferation and global warming as well as more specific events and topics in the news that are related to these broader issues such as genocide in Darfur product safety of Chinese imports the Gulf oil spill the 2012 presidential election and the tsunami that hit Japan. It also includes detailed demographic and cultural information on 245 countries and 21 standalone country dependencies providing a foundation for cross-cultural studies and international periodicals and news sources that bring additional insight and currency. Each issue/country covered in this database has a dedicated portal page which includes a variety of content sources and media formats organized by type: • Overviews summarizing background information historical context contemporary stances and the impact of each of the issues and news events featured • Expert Perspectives analyzing an issue or event through multiple aspects for example cultural religious political social economic scientific or health-related • Reference documents providing background information on all issues and nations • Full-text international Magazines Academic Journals and News Sources. • Primary Sources such as legislation and court proceedings • Statistics including interactive graphs tables and charts • Such Multimedia elements as images video podcasts and audio • Links to Web sites including government sites and organizations GIC also features robust tools such as a curriculum standards search lexile’s reading scores for periodicals a translation feature research tools and a research guide and more. Also the World News section of the home page is customizable allowing you to choose the news sources that are of the most interest to your patrons.

GREENR
http://www.gale.cengage.com/tlist/greenr.xls GREENR (Global Reference on the Environment Energy and Natural Resources) is a new authoritative online resource that focuses on the academic study of sustainability and the environment. GREENR allows users to navigate issue organization and country portals. A one-stop site this resource provides news video primary source documents and more in highly accessible research areas covering relevant categories such as energy systems healthcare food and others. Researchers view content in a way that resembles the Web allowing them to easily browse to find answers. Other features include: • Interactive World Map allowing users to browse by country or topic • Contextual multimedia customizable journals and news and refereed case studies From topics like food safety to the impact of economic development on international relations today’s important environmental issues are shaping the future and reach far beyond the United States. Additionally as green collar jobs grow this resource supports students preparing for future careers in the industry. GREENR helps information-seekers understand emerging GREEN technologies issues around the
environment and sustainability. Recent additions to GREENR include: • Videos & images - More than 800 images and 150 videos were selected especially for GREENR from third-party sources. • Case Studies - Almost 700 case studies were collected especially for GREENR from the Internet all providing full-text. • Websites & Blogs - Nearly 2000 websites were hand-selected for GREENR. • Conferences - Almost 700 conference announcements presentations and reports were selected for GREENR directly from the sponsoring organizations' websites. • References - Most reference articles come from Gale's award-winning reference works as well as approved third-party sources new essays unique to GREENR are being commissioned every day. • Primary Sources - More than 700 full-text primary documents were selected from the Internet especially for GREENR.

Health and Wellness Resource Center
http://www.gale.cengage.com/tlist/sb5118.xls Rated highest in user satisfaction Health & Wellness Resource Center has established itself as the go-to consumer health reference in libraries everywhere. With Health & Wellness Resource Center Gale has brought together all of the rich content that health professionals students and researchers want and made it accessible in an intuitive interface. Health & Wellness Resource Center includes access to: • A broad collection of Gale's exclusive medical reference titles • Medically-reviewed streaming videos • Harvard doctors' answers to patients' questions • Authoritative articles from trusted medical journals • Current and continually updated material with answers to your patrons' most pressing medical questions • Full-text articles from reference and periodical literature with a single search query • A fully updated easy-to-use interface with InfoTrac searching functionality • Clearly organized search results • Seamless Print Email and Download options for every article What is in the Health and Wellness Resource Center? • Health and medical journals and pamphlets (over 75% in full-text). • Health articles from 3000+ general-interest periodical publications. • Over 800 streaming videos from Healthology. • Reputable sources including the PDR drug guides from Thomson Healthcare and Gale's Medical and Health Information Directory. • Instant access to key trusted health Web sites. • Mosby's Medical Nursing and Allied Health Dictionary accessible from every page. • Links to Health Assessment Tools and Calculators. • Disease and Conditions summaries from the Gale Encyclopedia of Medicine. • Key terms defined for the reader in every article. • A custom Drugs and Herbal Remedies search. Where does the content for Health & Wellness Resource Center Come from? Gale's proprietary reference sources • Body by Design • Gale Encyclopedia of Medicine 3rd Ed. • Gale Encyclopedia of Cancer 2nd Ed. • Gale Encyclopedia of Genetic Disorders 2nd Ed. • Nutrition and Well-Being A-Z • Medical and Health Information Directory • Sick! Additional reference content from top health information providers • CareNotes System • Clinical Reference Systems • Harvard Special Health Reports • Consumer Health Information Source Book • Mosby's Medical Nursing and Allied Health Dictionary • The PDR Family Guide to Over-the-Counter Drugs • The PDR Family Guide to Prescription Drugs • USPDI Vol. 2: Advice for the Patient Periodicals and pamphlets • More than 1100 journals magazines and newsletters from 1980 - present • More than 860 full text publications • More than 550 refereed journals • More than 1000 publications with full color images and PDFs • Only 27 embargoed publications in total • More than 2700 pamphlets updated regularly Intuitive fully updated interface The Health & Wellness Resource Center features a fully updated intuitive interface -- providing multiple pathways to key information. Its browser style format enables users to browse the latest news review a set of subject areas review and select a particular resource or search across the entire database. With its time-tested InfoTrac search functionality this essential resource is versatile and easy to use. The Alternative Health Module The Alternative Health Module provides a one stop full-service resource for alternative and complimentary therapies. It provides a rich collection of books journals magazines and pamphlets for consumers and health care professionals. This module provides additional information on alternative topics such as herbal remedies yoga homeopathy.
midwifery chiropractic and more. This body of information is the perfect seamless extension of your Health & Wellness Resource Center subscription. Some of the references and periodicals included in this module are: • AltCareDex System • Gale Encyclopedia of Alternative Medicine • PDR for Herbal Medicines • PDR Family Guide to Natural Medicines and Healing Therapies • PDR for Nutritional Supplements • Complementary and Alternative Medicine Information Sourcebook • Acupuncture Today • Alternative Medicine Review • Complementary Therapies in Medicine • Complementary Therapies in Chronic Care • Healthy Villages • Herbal Medicine: From the Heart of the Earth • International Midwifery • Journal of Chinese Medicine • Legal Status of Traditional Medicine and Complementary/Alternative Medicine • Massage Therapy Journal • Midwifery Today

Health Reference Center Academic
http://www.gale.cengage.com/tlist/sb5012.xls Health Reference Center Academic is a health-journal collection geared toward the academic researcher. It provides access to full text of professional and refereed journals plus a wide variety of personal health information sources. This database offers full indexing to more than 2900 health and medical periodicals more than 1900 refereed titles and more than 1000 publications with images/PDFs. Health Reference Center Academic also includes the full collection of Nature publications and more than 1000 videos of surgeries from hospitals across the world.

Informe
http://www.gale.cengage.com/tlist/sb5022.xls Expand your library's services to meet the needs of the growing Hispanic population in your community with ¡Informe! Created exclusively for Spanish-speaking users this full-text electronic reference tool is the first system to provide indexing images and full text of popular Hispanic magazines -- not just translations. Vocabulary terms are based on the expressions Spanish-speakers commonly use allowing users to easily navigate through the database without experiencing inaccurate search terms. The titles include popular news magazines key newspapers from throughout the Spanish-speaking world and more scholarly journals providing something for everyone.

InfoTrac Custom Journals (per 100 titles)
Gale customers know that our periodical collection is among the largest online collections of current full-text periodicals available featuring more than 17000 titles in all. Many customers however may want additional control over their database. In response Gale developed Custom Journals an optional suite of features to enhance periodical subscriptions. With Custom Journals librarians have the ability to customize their subscription in a number of useful ways. For example they have the freedom to select the journals that are appropriate for their library as well as manipulate the search interface and search functionality. These enhancements are perfect for libraries serving populations with unique discipline-specific reference needs.

InfoTrac Elite 500
A collection of authoritative periodicals and scholarly journals.

InfoTrac Student Edition
http://www.gale.cengage.com/tlist/sc3020.xls InfoTrac Student Edition is designed to handle student requests and delivers results for both wide-ranging and narrowly targeted searches. Logical search paths and context-sensitive help screens assure students that the information they retrieve is information they can use making InfoTrac Student Edition - the ideal alternative to the random and often inaccurate results that can come from Web surfing. Comprehensive coverage Offer your students full-text content from 14 reference books including: • Asimov's Chronology of Science & Discovery • The Columbia Encyclopedia • Encyclopedia of American Facts and Dates • Merriam-Webster's Biographical Dictionary...
• World Almanac and Book of Facts The collection also includes: • More than 1300 full-text titles in total • More than 10 million articles from periodicals that are updated daily • Hundreds of maps to complement papers projects and presentations What will students find? • Subject Keyword and Advanced searches to broaden or narrow results • Limited searches to newspapers magazines encyclopedias maps and more • Three Merriam-Webster’s dictionaries for fast look-ups • A homework-helping Toolbox

ISTE
Technology leaders and teachers need specialized resources to help keep them abreast of the most up-to-date technology strategies equipment and services research and best practices on integrating technology into the classroom. These titles also support administrators coaches and classroom teachers helping them more effectively understand how technology can change teaching and learning. Digital access means multiple users can access this professional collection anytime anywhere. Plus these titles are not currently available from anyone else in digital format. Bundle One includes: • 1 to 1 Learning: Laptop Programs That Work 2nd Ed. • Differentiating Instruction with Technology in K-5 Classrooms • Differentiating Instruction with Technology in Middle School Classrooms • Digital Citizenship in Schools • Digital Storytelling Guide for Educators • From Fear to Facebook • Global Education • National Educational Technology Standards for Administrators • National Educational Technology Standards for Students 2nd Ed. • National Educational Technology Standards for Teachers 2nd Ed. • Reinventing Project-Based Learning • Retool Your School • RSS for Educators • Safe Practices for Life Online • Security vs. Access • Student-Powered Podcasting • Teaching with Digital Video • The Practical (and Fun) Guide to Assistive Technology in Public Schools • Toys to Tools • Transforming Classroom Practice • Web 2.0 How-To for Educators • Web 2.0 New Tools New Schools • What Works in K-12 Online Learning

Bundle Two Bundle Two includes: • Educator’s Podcast Guide • English Language Arts Units for Grades 9-12 • Interactive Videoconferencing • ISTE’s Technology Facilitation and Leadership Standards • IT’s Elementary! • Multiple Intelligences and Instructional Technology 2nd Ed. • Project-Based Learning Using Information Technology 2nd Ed. • Raising a Digital Child • Tablet PCs in K-12 Education • The Best of Learning & Leading with Technology: Sections from Volumes 31 - 35 • The Technology Coordinator’s Handbook • The Technology Director’s Guide to Leadership • Videoconferencing for K-12 Classrooms 2nd Ed. • Visual Arts Units for All Levels

Kids InfoBits
http://www.gale.cengage.com/tlist/sc3024.xls. Kids InfoBits targets the research needs of students in Kindergarten through Grade 5. Because of the wide age rage represented in those grades Kids InfoBits is designed to serve two distinct groups; children in kindergarten through grade two and the more research-savvy kids in grades three through five. It features a developmentally appropriate and visual graphic interface a subject-based topic tree search and full-text age-appropriate curriculum-related magazine and reference content. Kids InfoBits features: • A drilldown subject topic tree for users who need helping identifying a particular topic • A simple and visually appealing graphic interface. • The ability to listen to or download any article as an MP3 file. • Full-text proprietary reference content from Blackbirch Press that supports the K-5 curriculum • Approximately 100 full-text age appropriate magazines • Over 7000 searchable indexed images • A 5-year backfile that offers relevant and manageable results lists Reference content in Kids InfoBits includes: • Kidbits 3rd Ed. (Blackbirch Press) • The Blackbirch Encyclopedia of Science and Invention • The Blackbirch Kid’s Almanac of Geography • The Blackbirch Kid’s Visual Reference of the World • The Columbia Encyclopedia 6th Edition (includes annual updates) • Merriam-Webster’s Elementary Dictionary • Animals with Jobs (KidHaven Press) • Creatures of the Sea (KidHaven Press) • Endangered Animals and Habitats (Lucent Books) • Eye Opener series (Blackbirch Press) • First Facts series (Blackbirch Press) • Natures Predators series (Blackbirch
Press) • Returning to Wildlife series (Blackbirch Press) • Tribes of Native America series (Blackbirch Press) • Wild series (Blackbirch Press)

Literature Criticism From 1400 To 1800 Archive
1800 Literature Criticism From 1400 To 1800 assembles critical responses to the literatures of the 15th through the 18th centuries covering writers and works of fiction poetry drama journalism philosophy political theory science math and

Literature Resource Center
Literature Resource Center is the world's most current comprehensive and reliable online literature database. Uniquely relevant to today's curriculum Literature Resource Center's rich critical biographical and contextual materials support interdisciplinary approaches information literacy and the development of critical thinking skills. Researchers at all levels will find the information they need on authors and their works in all genres and disciplines from all time periods and from around the world. Included in Literature Resource Center: • Biographical entries on more than 135000 authors from Contemporary Authors Contemporary Authors New Revisions Dictionary of Literary Biography Contemporary Literary Criticism and other Gale sources providing detailed biographical bibliographical and contextual information about authors' lives and works • More than 75000 selected full-text critical essays and reviews from Contemporary Literary Criticism Classical and Medieval Literature Criticism Literature Criticism from 1400-1800 Nineteenth-Century Literature Criticism Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism as well as Drama Criticism Poetry Criticism Shakespearean Criticism Short Story Criticism and Children's Literature Review. • More than 11000 overviews of frequently studied works from sources including Gale's For Students series Literature and Its Times and Characters in 20th-Century Fiction. • More than 850000 full-text articles critical essays and reviews from over 390 scholarly journals and literary magazines. • More than 30000 full-text poems short stories and plays. • More than 4500 interviews. • Nearly 5000 links to selected Web sites and more than 2800 author portraits. • The ability to identify groups of authors who share characteristics such as genre time period themes nationality ethnicity and gender. • Merriam-Webster's® Encyclopedia of Literature featuring 10000 definitions of literary terms. New and updated material is added continuously. Materials from forthcoming volumes of Gale's print literature series are added to Literature Resource Center throughout the year along with full-text journal articles and Web sites. Web sites are checked and death dates major awards major literary works newsworthy events and career-related events are added to biographical essays to keep content accurate and reliable. Navigation & Functionality Literature Resource Center provides a 'simple but rich' user experience which is designed to support the diverse needs and search habits of library users with: • Easy and accurate results from the homepage whether searching on author names titles or topics • Multiple options to refine searches and browse indexes • 'Tabbed' results reflect the way literature is studied and encourages further exploration via related subjects links searches within the source publication and links to other articles by the same person • Tools like Print e-mail Download Citation Tools and Bookmark are clearly and easily accessible • Browsable search indexes help users identify the most useful search terms for their needs • Person Search and Works Search create representative lists of authors or works that share characteristics like nationality gender genre or century • Sort by Relevance Publication Date and Document Title Features include: • Improved usability based on extensive research into end-user needs • Cross-searchability with resources such as LitFinder Gale Virtual Reference Library MLA International Bibliography Scribner Writers Series and Twayne's Authors Series. • Browse publications and other search indexes • 'How to Cite’ feature with export to citation tools • Multiple options for sorting and filtering results • Enhanced Person Search and Works Search options • ReadSpeaker audio technology • And much more

Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020
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LitFinder
The flagship of Gale's full-text collections of literary works LitFinder brings the works in today's literary canon-and those aspiring to it-online in an easy to use database. The works and citations available in LitFinder cover all time periods and are international in scope and chosen as most-studied and representative of the time period they represent. LitFinder provides the opportunity for complete appreciation and study of great literary works by offering access to more than 150,000 full-text poems 850,000 poem citations and excerpts 5000 full-text short stories 2800 full-text essays 1800 full-text speeches and 1000 full-text plays and more. As a stand-alone resource or as a fantastic complement to Gale's Literature Resource Center LitFinder puts complete works - and additional information sources such as biographies essays and explanations - into the hands and minds of students and researchers for further study evaluation and enjoyment.

National Geographic Archive 1888-1994
This collection brings together a complete archive of National Geographic magazine every page of every issue - along with a cross-searchable collection of National Geographic books maps images and videos.

National Geographic Kids
Engage young students and broaden their horizons with reputable authoritative and age-appropriate content that brings them the world in a way they've never seen it before. Fun and substantive National Geographic Kids will take them on amazing adve

National Geographic Magazine Archive 1995-Current
Comprehensive timely articles and legendary photographs and maps the magazine documents life on our planet and beyond and interprets the world’s sweeping changes through the lens of personal experience. National Geographic Magazine Archive 1995-

National Geographic: People Animals and the World
An unparalleled National Geographic experience by subscribing to all parts of the National Geographic Virtual Library -- search the vivid photographs and historic articles the same time as engaging videos and detailed maps.

Nineteenth-Century Literary Criticism Archive
This long-standing series profiles approximately four to eight literary figures who died between 1800 and 1899

NSTA
NSTA is the largest organization in the world promoting excellence and innovation in science teaching and learning. Titles featured in this collection specifically target STEM instruction and include lesson plans experiments and more.

Opposing Viewpoints in Context
Opposing Viewpoints in Context (OVIC) is the premier online resource covering today's hottest social issues from Offshore Drilling to Climate Change Health Care to Unemployment. OVIC is cross-curricular and supports science social studies current events and language arts classes. Now in Cengage Learning's new portal environment-which provides focused coverage of the most-searched and studied topics- OVIC includes more than 250 topic or portal pages on the most pressing issues of our time. Examples of portal pages include the Federal Budget Deficit the Energy Crises Online Social Networks Childhood Obesity Bullying Freedom of Speech Coal Organic Food and Judicial Activism. Broader categories covered in OVIC include: Business and Economics; Energy and Environmentalism; Family Issues; Health and Medicine; Law and Politics; Science Technology and Ethics; Society and Culture; and War and Diplomacy.

Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020
OVIC also includes a category on the National Debate Topic providing quick and easy access to content on these frequently studied and discussed issues. Additionally multimedia is a key component of OVIC and video audio interactive maps and images are featured prominently on the topic pages and in search results. • Portal pages are edited by a large staff of experienced editors dedicated to ensuring the credibility relevancy and currency of OVIC. Editors collaborate with a large network of contributors who are considered subject-matter experts in their respective fields. • Portal pages cover the most-studied issues and are intended to provide students and educators with a starting point for research: The overview is hand-selected by editors and subject experts and is intended to provide users with a comprehensive yet accessible summary of the issue. Featured viewpoints are also hand-selected and are meant to be the best of the best. A special effort is made to provide current selections that cover differing viewpoints on the issue. • OVIC topic pages include the following content buckets or sections: viewpoints reference news magazines academic journals statistics primary sources websites images video and audio. The first results that appear in content buckets other than academic journals magazines and news are often hand-selected so that students and educators are able to quickly access some of the best and most authoritative content on a particular issue. • Portal pages also include related topics to create connections between subjects. For example the Gun Control topic page in OVIC references the following related pages: Activism Arms Trade Crime Guns and Violence Juvenile Offenders Media Violence Right to Bear Arms and School Violence. • More than 70 new portal pages have been added to OVIC since August 2010 including 6 new pages in August: Cancer Espionage and Intelligence Organic Food Sexting Socialism • On average between 6 and 8 new portal pages are added per month with the goal of having more 345 topic pages by June 2012. New portal topics focus primarily on U.S.-focused social issues from an American perspective. Other considerations include hot topics in the news and other current events top searches customer input and national standards across major subject areas. • More than 2000 videos have been added to OVIC since August 2010 including: Treating Eating Disorders Homosexuality and the Church The Increase in Unemployment The Slippery Slope of Texting And more! • More than 80 new interactive maps have been added since August 2010 including: American Housing Collapse Guns and Violence Online Education Texting while Driving And more! The Charleston Advisor is now publishing its twelfth year and for the tenth consecutive year the journal is sponsoring a series of awards for the best and worst electronic services and databases of interest to libraries. The awards are not necessarily limited to products covered by TCA but TCA reviews (if available) were consulted in the final consideration. These awards are published on an annual basis. Members of the editorial board made the final selections in a September 2010 conference call. Awards are given in a group of standard categories; special one-time kudos are periodically given and labeled below as a Special One Time award. Most Improved Product: Opposing Viewpoints in Context - Gale Cengage has come up not only with a new name for what was the Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center they have improved it as a learning tool. The editorial content is great for the undergraduate rhetoric paper but where the older version required much explanation - both of its value and method - Opposing Viewpoints in Context simplifies finding both textual and media information on important controversial topics.

**Poetry Criticism Archive**
Substantial critical essays and biographical information on four to eight major poets from all eras.

**Powerspeak Languages**
Powerspeak Languages is a proven effective learning system that combines systematic learning processes with innovative methods in courses tailored specifically to language and culture. By taking users beyond remote memorization or the listen/repeat drill of other systems Powerspeak Languages delivers a unique mix of progressive proven teaching methods that truly resonate with language.
learners. With this affordable online resource you'll be able to satisfy 80% of language requests from adult and student patrons who want to learn a language for work school travel or personal enrichment: • Spanish • French • Mandarin • German • English for Spanish Speakers Additional languages releasing in 2011: • Italian • Japanese • Korean • Russian Based on the time-tested methods of linguist Dr. Robert Blair Powerspeak Languages uses an arsenal of approaches that combine systematic learning processes with innovative yet proven methods in courses tailored specifically to each language. Powerspeak Languages is a web-based learning solution that runs entirely on Flash 10 and can be accessed via a MAC computer or a PC. Powerspeak Languages can be accessed through the library or remotely 24 hours a day 7 days a week. Powerspeak Languages works because it: • Simulates gradual immersion through Powerspeak Language's unique 'diglot weave' method where learners go from their native language to a new one through a series of gradually immersive stories activities and innovative learning tools • Guides users toward proficiency -- not just words and phrases but listening speaking writing grammar and pronunciation skills • Leverages multiple methods of teaching -- encourages multi-sensory learning and reinforcing connections through the use of interactive lessons video rich graphics audio expert guidance and learning activities that appeal to all learning styles; visual auditory and tactile. • Explores and teaches about culture in addition to the language • Is structured around common practical everyday themes such as getting acquainted at the café/restaurant leisure time shopping at the hotel and getting around. • Offers an intuitive self-paced learning environment that tracks a user's progress throughout the course and enables them to stop and pick up where they left off via a personalized login system. Auto-complete and restart functionality is available and accommodates learners who are just beginning or those that are more advanced. Usage statistics are available for all languages. Powerspeak Languages currently offers Spanish French Mandarin Chinese German and English for Spanish Speakers. Additional languages are being created now and will be available before the end of the year. Powerspeak Languages is updated throughout the year. You Tube Link http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUxoIoFr9iQ

Questia High School and Archive Bundle
Users of Questia High School have 24/7 access to this online collection of 14000+ copyrighted books digitized from cover to cover to include full text and ranked by Lexile level. Each subscriber logs in with an individual user name and password for access to his/her personal workspace that includes research tools for advanced searching book marking highlighting in six colors note-taking and automatic citation and bibliography generation. The American Heritage Dictionary a thesaurus and World Encyclopedia are also included.

Research in Context
RIC will replace & enhance five separate middle-school resources:Discovering Collection Junior Reference Collection Student Resource Center Jr. InfoTrac Jr Edition and InfoTrac Junior Graphic Edition. Choose Student Resource Center to get RIC.

Rosen Teen Health and Wellness
With comprehensive curricular support and self-help tools on topics including diseases drugs alcohol nutrition mental health and much more Rosen Teen Health & Wellness is an instant online support network secondary students can always turn to. Developed as a resource for teens to find comfort and knowledge regarding their unique personal concerns Rosen Teen Health & Wellness draws on Rosen's award-winning series which includes Coping Need to Know and others. Thoroughly updated and revised for online use all content is reviewed by leading professionals in medicine mental health nutrition guidance and career counseling. A free trial of Rosen Teen Health & Wellness will show you first-hand why the resource has received critical acclaim and won numerous awards including an EDDIE (Annual Education Software Review) Award an Association of Educational Publishers (AEP) Distinguished
Achievement Award and others. Features that teens demand and librarians and educators expect: • Clean easy-to-use teen-friendly interface • Authentic first-person teen narratives • Interactive polls and quizzes • Customizable local hotlines plus national twenty-four-hour hotlines for teens in crisis • Regularly updated homepage • Multiple paths to information via browse search and high-interest features • RSS feeds • Expanded Librarian/Educator Resources • Advanced search functionality including 'Did you mean?' searching • Content aligned to state and national curriculum standards • Custom glossary • Automatically generated citations plus robust print and email functions • Resource sections with Web sites organizations and recommended reading annotated and reviewed by Rosen editors

Science in Context
Science in Context (SCIC) supports high school curricula and university coursework and features authoritative information for science assignments and projects. From earth science and life science to space technology mathematics science history and biography this curriculum-oriented online experience is designed to boost achievement for students and researchers and assist educators in creating lesson plans and units of study. Now in Cengage Learning's new portal environment—which provides focused coverage of the most-searched and studied topics-SCIC includes more than 485 topic or portal pages. Portal pages fall into the following types: topic and person. Examples of portal pages include: Endangered Species Stem Cells and Stem Cell Research Forensic Science Chemical Compounds Earthquakes Leonardo da Vinci Stephen Hawking Big Bang Theory Cancer Green Engineering Weather Modeling Human Geography and more. Broader categories covered in SCIC include: Biology Chemistry Earth and Environmental Science Health and Medicine Math and Technology and Physics and Astronomy. Two new categories—Scientists and General Science—were added in spring 2011. SCIC provides a premium selection of reference titles including Chemical Elements Encyclopedia of Endangered Species Genetics Space Sciences When Technology Fails World of Biology World of Forensic Science and many more. It also includes more than 440 periodicals and newspapers. Multimedia is also a key component of SCIC and video audio and images are featured prominently on the topic pages and in search results. • Portal pages are edited by a large staff of experienced editors dedicated to ensuring the credibility relevancy and currency of SCIC. Editors collaborate with a large network of contributors who are considered subject-matter experts in their respective fields. • Portal pages cover the most-studied subjects and are intended to provide students and educators with a starting point for research: • The overview is hand-selected by editors and subject experts and is intended to provide users with a comprehensive yet accessible summary of the topic. • Featured Content is also hand-selected and is meant to be the best of the best. A special effort is made to provide selections that cover all aspects of the topic include a good mix of content types create relationships between topics and truly put the topic into context for students. • Generally speaking SCIC topic pages can include the following content buckets or sections depending on the topic page type: reference experiments academic journals magazines news video audio images and websites. The first results that appear in content buckets other than academic journals magazines and news are often hand-selected so that students and educators are able to quickly access some of the best and most authoritative content on a particular subject. • Portal pages also include related topics to create connections between subjects. For example the Global Warming and Climate Change topic page in SCIC references the following topics: Carbon Dioxide Climate and Weather Deforestation Greenhouse Effect and Greenhouse Gases and Ice Ages. • 97 new portal pages have been added since August 2010 with 24 added in September 2011 including: ♦ Stephen Hawking ♦ Dian Fossey ♦ Rene Descartes ♦ Sharks ♦ Jellyfish ♦ Extremophiles ♦ Animal Testing ♦ Rare Earth Elements ♦ Schizophrenia ♦ And more • Continuous updating of core content sets is ongoing; this includes titles such as Gale Encyclopedia of Science World of Biology Gale Encyclopedia of Medicine World of Chemistry Earth Sciences and more. For example 71 entries were updated in August 2011. • On average between 4 and 6 new portal pages are added per month with the goal of having more 425 topic titles.
pages by June 2011. New portal topics are primarily driven by the science curriculum and focus on 1) core science areas and science standards 2) top searches 3) hot topics in science (from a scientific viewpoint not issues driven) and 4) customer and advisor/user group input. • More than 170 hand-picked websites have been added to SCIC since August 2010. • Images videos and audio files are continuously added.

**Scribner Writers Series**

Scribner Writers Series contains signed scholarly 15-20 page articles on authors from a range of Scribner Writers series including: British Writers American Writers African American Writers African Writers European Writers Latin American Writers Modern American Women Writers Mystery and Suspense Writers Poets: American and British Science Fiction Writers Supernatural Fiction Writers and Writers for Young Adults

**Shakespeare Collection**

Gale is proud to announce the latest innovation in database research. The Shakespeare Collection -- a global online environment for scholarly research -- offers enriched functionality and entirely new possibilities for the study of Shakespeare and his works. Quite simply The Shakespeare Collection is the subject's most comprehensive and authoritative online resource bringing together general reference data full-text scholarly periodicals reprinted criticism primary source material and the full-text annotated works from The Arden Shakespeare the world’s most recognized scholarly edition. More specifically this new online environment offers: • The Arden full-text annotated scholarly editions of the complete works of Shakespeare together with the introduction and critical essays and appendices included in each Arden edition • Full-text criticism on Shakespeare his works and performance • Full-text journals focusing on a range of literary and interdisciplinary topics such as the Renaissance Elizabethan studies Early Modern English studies film studies and much more • Selections from Primary Source Microfilm’s Prompt book collections • Proprietary reference related to Shakespeare's works social and historical context relevant to the study of the works and more

**Shakespearean Criticism Archive**

Provides comprehensive coverage of critical interpretations of the plays of Shakespeare.

**Short Story Criticism Archive**

Assembles critical responses to the writings of the world's most renowned short fiction writers and provides supplementary biographical context and bibliographic material to guide the reader to a greater understanding of the genre and its creators

**Smithsonian Primary Sources in U.S. History**

Brings the past to life with a hand curated collection of primary source images and documents directly from the Smithsonian archives and Gale's leading digital collections.

**Solution Tree**

Solution Tree is a premier provider of professional development; striving to increase student achievement and ensure that every child in every school or district gets the world-class education he or she deserves.

**Something About the Author Online Archive**

This critically acclaimed series spotlights more than 12000 individuals in entries that typically cover personal life career writings adaptations and additional sources.
Sources in US History - Civil War
Sources in U.S. History Online is a series of archival digital collections intended for public library patrons as well as high school community college and university students. The Civil War digital collection contains nearly 500 significant documents of the time--personal narratives monographs regimental histories collected essays sermons songs legal tracts and political speeches--enabling students faculty and patrons to study one of the key events in American history.

Sources in US History - Slavery in America
Sources in U.S. History Online is a series of archival digital collections intended for public library patrons as well as high school and community college students. The Slavery in America digital collection contains more than 600 significant documents of the time--personal narratives pamphlets addresses monographs sermons and political speeches--enabling students faculty and patrons to study the institution of slavery from the 17th century through the end of the 19th century.

Sources in US History - The American Revolution
Sources in U.S. History Online is a series of archival digital collections intended for public library patrons as well as high school community college and university students. The American Revolution digital collection contains nearly 500 significant documents of the time--official correspondence personal letters collected writings of key figures political speeches memoirs and narratives of soldiers and civilians histories biographies contemporary reference works and other kinds of documents--enabling students faculty and patrons to study one of the key events in American history.

Stenhouse Publishing
Professional resources - by teachers for teachers. Their products model the collaborative and reflective relationships that foster deep learning and elevate teacher excellence.

Student Resources in Context
Student Resources in Context (SRIC) offers easy access to award-winning content based on national curriculum standards. SRIC is interdisciplinary by nature and covers the major subject areas including biography geography history government literature science and health and social studies allowing students to create connections between subject areas and to truly put topics into larger cultural social and historical context. SRIC includes more than 530 topic or portal pages across broad categories such as History Science and Literature. SRIC provides a premium selection of reference titles including Encyclopedia of World Biography Discovering Authors Gale Encyclopedia of Science UXL Biographies American Decades World of Health Gale Encyclopedia of U.S. History numerous Worldmark encyclopedias and many more.

Testing and Education Reference Center
Powered by Peterson's and brought to you by Gale the Testing & Education Reference Center helps users prepare for higher education and the work world in a variety of ways. This detailed database includes information on private high schools undergraduate and graduate programs and executive education programs searchable by location major tuition sports and more. Also features interactive online practice tests for preparatory examinations including entrance exams and certification and licensing tests including: • ACT (American College Test) • CLEP (College Level Examination Program) • GED (General Education Development) • GMAT CAT (Graduate Management Admission Test) • GRE® CAT (Graduate Record Examination General Test) • SAT (Scholastic Achievement Test) ACT Assessment® Success • AP Success Series • Civil Service Handbook • Clerical Exams • EMT Basic Certification Exam • LSAT Success • Military Flight Aptitude Tests • Postal Clerk and Carrier • Real Estate • State Trooper Exam • U.S. Citizenship • And many others The Testing & Education Reference Center also includes over
70 PDF versions of respected college and career handbooks that include test preparation tips as well as practice exams in written form.

**Testing and Education Reference Center Plus Careers**
This helps students of all ages and their parents find undergraduate and graduate school programs get tuition assistance and explore careers.

**The Times Digital Archive (London)**
The Times Digital Archive the first of several online digitized newspapers from Gale's highly anticipated Historical Newspapers Archive initiative. By taking our microfilm collection of The Times (London) and turning it into a high-resolution digital format with searchable images The Times Digital Archive presents online access to one of the most highly regarded resources for the study of 19th- and 20th-century history. With The Times Digital Archive researchers now have an unparalleled opportunity to search and view the best-known and most cited newspaper in the world online in its original published context. Every complete page of every issue of The Times (London) from 1785 to 1985. Every headline article and image. Every front page editorial birth and death notice advertisement and classified ad that appeared within the pages of The Times (London) will be easily accessible from what promises to be a complete virtual chronicle of history for this period.

**Twayne's Authors Online**
Twayne's Authors Online provides faculty students and library patrons a unique perspective on the most important authors - their lives their works and the worlds they lived in. Twayne's Authors Online was created with input from librarians and ed

**Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism Archive**
This highly useful series presents substantial excerpts from the best criticism on the major literary figures and nonfiction writers including novelists poets playwrights and literary theorists of 1900 to 1999 -- the era most frequently studied

**U.S. History in Context**
U.S. History in Context (UHIC) delivers comprehensive contextual media-rich search results from one of the most extensive online collections of historical information available. Providing a complete overview of U.S. history that covers the most-studied events decades wars and conflicts political and cultural movements people and more UHIC is aligned to state and national curriculum standards. Now in Cengage Learning’s new portal environment—which provides focused coverage of the most-searched and studied topics—UHIC includes more than 260 topic or portal pages. Portal pages fall into the following types: event person and topic. Examples of portal pages include Abolition and the Underground Railroad Salem Witch Trials Great Depression Declaration of Independence Civil Rights Movement The Civil War Brown v. Board of Education the Executive Branch and more. Broader categories covered in UHIC include: African American Perspectives; American Decades; Biographies; Court Cases and the Supreme Court; Economics; Events Decades and Cultural Trends; Government Documents; Native Americans; Political Constructs Movements and Organizations; and Wars and Conflicts. UHIC provides a premium selection of reference titles from the following imprints: Gale Primary Source Media Macmillan Scribner UXL and Lucent. Specific titles include American Decades American Journey Gale Encyclopedia of U.S. History Dictionary of American History Gale Encyclopedia of Multicultural America and more. It also includes nearly 200 periodicals and newspapers and thousands of primary sources. Multimedia is also a key component of UHIC and video audio and images are featured prominently on the topic pages and in search results. • Portal pages are edited by a large staff of experienced editors dedicated to ensuring the credibility relevancy and currency of UHIC. Editors collaborate with a large network of contributors who
are considered subject-matter experts in their respective fields. • Portal pages cover the most-studied subjects and are intended to provide students and educators with a starting point for research: The overview is hand-selected by editors and subject experts and is intended to provide users with a comprehensive yet accessible summary of the topic. • Featured Content is also hand-selected and is meant to be the best of the best. A special effort is made to provide selections that cover all aspects of the topic include a good mix of content types create relationships between topics and truly put the topic into context for students. • Generally speaking UHIC topic pages can include the following content buckets or sections depending on the topic page type: reference primary sources court cases academic journals magazines news video audio images and websites. The first results that appear in content buckets other than academic journals magazines and news are often hand-selected so that students and educators are able to quickly access some of the best and most authoritative content on a particular subject. • Portal pages also include related topics to create connections between subjects. For example the Abolition and Underground Railroad topic page in UHIC references the following topics: The Civil War Emancipation Proclamation Frederick Douglass Harriet Tubman John Brown Racism in Post-Empemcipation America Slave Rebellions Slavery and the Antebellum South and William Lloyd Garrison. • 26 portal pages have been added to UHIC since August 2010 including the following added in August 2011: Executive Branch Legislative Branch Judicial Branch Haymarket Square Riot Daniel Boone Harriet Beecher Stowe • Between 5 and 8 new portal pages are added per month with the goal of having more 330 topic pages by June 2012. New portal topics are primarily driven by the U.S. history curriculum and focus on 1) core U.S. history areas and history standards 2) top searches 3) filling out particular categories in product and 3) customer and advisor/user group input. Areas of focus include economics court cases Native Americans and events. • Images videos and audio files are continuously added.

World History in Context
World History in Context (WHIC) delivers comprehensive contextual media-rich search results from one of the most extensive online collections of historical information available. Providing a complete overview of world history that covers the most-studied events periods cultures and civilizations world religions wars and conflicts political and cultural movements people and more WHIC is aligned to state and national curriculum standards. Now in Cengage Learning’s new portal environment—which provides focused coverage of the most-searched and studied topics-WHIC includes more than 245 topic or portal pages. Portal pages fall into the following types: event person and topic. Examples of portal pages include Renaissance Victorian Era French Revolution World War II Israeli-Arab Conflict Globalization Propaganda Islam Industrial Revolution Ancient Egypt Mayas United Nations and more. Broader categories covered in WHIC include: Biographies; Countries Cultures and Civilizations; Economics; Events Periods and Cultural Trends; Human Rights; Political Con structs Movements and Organizations; Religions; and Wars and Conflicts. WHIC provides a premium selection of reference titles from the following imprints: Gale Primary Source Media Macmillan Scribner UXL and Lucent. Specific titles include Gale Encyclopedia of World History Encyclopedia of Modern Asia Encyclopedia of Islam and the Muslim World Encyclopedia of the Renaissance World Eras Historic World Leaders and more. It also includes more than 440 periodicals and newspapers and thousands of primary sources. Multimedia is also a key component of WHIC and video audio and images are featured prominently on the topic pages and in search results. Note that WHIC is cross-searchable with U.S. History in Context (UHIC); users can simply choose to search Both U.S. & World after entering a term or phrase in the basic search box. • Portal pages are edited by a large staff of experienced editors dedicated to ensuring the credibility relevancy and currency of WHIC. Editors collaborate with a large network of contributors who are considered subject-matter experts in their respective fields. • Portal pages cover the most-studied subjects and are intended to provide students and educators with a starting point for research: The overview is hand-
selected by editors and subject experts and is intended to provide users with a comprehensive yet accessible summary of the topic. Featured Content is also hand-selected and is meant to be the best of the best. A special effort is made to provide selections that cover all aspects of the topic include a good mix of content types create relationships between topics and truly put the topic into context for students. Generally speaking WHIC topic pages can include the following content buckets or sections depending on the topic page type: reference primary sources academic journals magazines news video audio images and websites. The first results that appear in content buckets other than academic journals magazines and news are often hand-selected so that students and educators are able to quickly access some of the best and most authoritative content on a particular subject. Portal pages also include related topics to create connections between subjects. For example the United Nations topic page in WHIC references the following related portal pages: Austria since 1914 France since 1945 Germany 1945-1990 Great Britain since 1914 Human Rights Movements Italy since 1914 Japan since 1945 League of Nations Slavery throughout the World Soviet Union 1917-1991 Women's Rights and World War II. 27 portal pages have been added to WHIC since August 2010 including the following added in August 2011: Propaganda Globalization Fairs and Markets Oil and Oil Production Calendar Immanuel Kant 42 new full-text periodicals were added in August 2011 including: African Studies Quarterly The Middle East World and I UN Chronicle Quebec Studies Asian Culture and History Review of European Studies And more On average between 5 and 8 new portal pages are added per month with the goal of having more than 310 topic pages by June 2012. New portal topics are primarily driven by the World history curriculum and focus on 1) core World history areas and history standards 2) top searches 3) filling out particular categories in product and 3) customer and advisor/user group input. Areas of focus include non-western people and civilizations events economics human rights and wars and conflicts. Images videos and audio files are continuously added.
Gareth Stevens Publishing

Angry Earth - Blinding Blizzards
9781433975790 Blinding Blizzards Interactive E-book

Angry Earth - Deadly Floods
9781433976384 Deadly Floods Interactive ebook

Angry Earth - Destructive Hurricanes
9781433976407 Destructive Hurricanes Interactive ebook

Angry Earth - Powerful Earthquakes
9781433976421 Powerful Earthquakes - Interactive ebook

Angry Earth - Savage Tsunamis
9781433976445 Savage Tsunamis - Interactive ebook

Angry Earth - set of 6 interactive ebooks
9781433979217 Angry Earth - set of 6 interactive ebooks

Angry Earth - Terrifying Tornadoes
9781433976469 Terrifying Tornadoes - Interactive ebook

Animal Attack Set 1
9781433979071 Animal Attack Set 1 - set of 6 interactive ebooks

GS Report Builder - People in My Community
9781482465570 Report Builder's interactive question-and-answer approach helps emerging readers find the information they need to write reports. Curriculum-based topics are concise and supported by eye-catching visuals

GS Report Builder - Solar System
9781482465587 Report Builder's interactive question-and-answer approach helps emerging readers find the information they need to write reports. Curriculum-based topics are concise and supported by eye-catching visuals

GS Report Builder - U.S. Presidents
9781482465594 Report Builder's interactive question-and-answer approach helps emerging readers find the information they need to write reports. Curriculum-based topics are concise and supported by eye-catching visuals

GS Report Builder - Animal Habitats and Homes
9781482465662 Report Builder's interactive question-and-answer approach helps emerging readers find
the information they need to write reports. Curriculum-based topics are concise and supported by eye-catching visuals

**GS Report Builder- Birds**
9781482465563 Report Builder's interactive question-and-answer approach helps emerging readers find the information they need to write reports. Curriculum-based topics are concise and supported by eye-catching visuals

**GS Report Builder- Dinosaurs and Fossils**
9781482465655 Report Builder's interactive question-and-answer approach helps emerging readers find the information they need to write reports. Curriculum-based topics are concise and supported by eye-catching visuals

**GS Report Builder- Holidays and Celebrations**
9781482465679 Report Builder's interactive question-and-answer approach helps emerging readers find the information they need to write reports. Curriculum-based topics are concise and supported by eye-catching visuals

**GS Report Builder- Reptiles and Amphibians**
9781482465617 Report Builder's interactive question-and-answer approach helps emerging readers find the information they need to write reports. Curriculum-based topics are concise and supported by eye-catching visuals

**GS Report Builder- US Symbols and Landmarks**
9781482465631 Report Builder's interactive question-and-answer approach helps emerging readers find the information they need to write reports. Curriculum-based topics are concise and supported by eye-catching visuals

**GS Report Builder- Weather and Seasons**
9781482465624 Report Builder's interactive question-and-answer approach helps emerging readers find the information they need to write reports. Curriculum-based topics are concise and supported by eye-catching visuals
Generation Genius

The next generation of science videos

Video lessons made in partnership with the National Science Teachers Association that engage, educate and inspire kids in science.

- Next Generation Science Standards
- Lesson Plans and Activities
- Stopping Points for Class Discussion
**Glogster**

An interactive platform for digital learning providing users with engaging multimedia content and a tool for its creation.

**Glog:** Express ideas with ease by combining images, graphics, audio, video and text on one digital canvas.

**Glogpedia:** Get inspired by our library of hand-picked glogs and templates from classrooms around the world.

**iPad App:** Explore, create and share glogs on the go. Add media wherever and whenever inspiration strikes.

**Why Glogster?** Develops presentation skills, develops creativity, increases digital literacy, media rich, cloud solution, paperless
JSTOR is a not-for-profit digital library of academic journals, books, and primary sources. JSTOR helps people discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content through a powerful research and teaching platform.

A substantial portion of the academic journals on JSTOR are offered as a single package for secondary schools. All of the touchstone disciplines on the JSTOR platform are included—from literature and history to biology and mathematics. The package contains more than 2,500 leading journals as well as primary source collections containing pamphlets, manuscripts, letters, oral histories, government documents, images, 3-D models, spatial data, type specimens, drawings, paintings, and more. Archival issues start from the first issue of the journal published and extend up to a publication date usually set in the past three to five years. Secondary schools gain access to the same collections as colleges and four-year universities at a small fraction of the cost.

Website: https://about.jstor.org/secondaryschools/

Social Media: https://twitter.com/JSTOR
               https://www.facebook.com/JSTOR.org
               http://jstor.tumblr.com/

Website Support: Monday - Friday
                 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
                 888-388-3574 Toll Free; USA only 734-887-7001
                 https://support.jstor.org/
                 https://twitter.com/JSTORSupport

Contact: participation@ithaka.org
Kids Discover Online

Kids Discover Online packs science, social studies, and high-interest nonfiction into one easy-to-use, vibrant platform. Perfect for grades 3-8.

Why Choose KIDS DISCOVER ONLINE?
1,500+ ARTICLES: Science, Social Studies, and High-Interest Nonfiction Reading
5,000+ QUESTIONS: Pre-made questions for creating customizable assessments
3 READING LEVELS: Differentiate instruction based on student reading ability
SINGLE SIGN-ON: Sign on seamlessly using your Google or Clever account
STANDARDS: State, Common Core, and Next Generation Science Standards alignment
Learning A-Z

Classic Complete Collection
Includes six classic Learning A-Z collections of leveled online resources (Reading A-Z Raz-Kids Science A-Z Writing A-Z and Vocabulary A-Z) and technology-enabled instructional tools.

Complete Collection
The Complete Collection includes seven dynamic PreK-6 resources (Reading A-Z Raz-Kids Headsprout Science A-Z Writing A-Z Vocabulary A-Z ReadyTest A-Z) to provide a comprehensive package of differentiated resources for teachers and students.

ELL Collection
The ELL Collection includes Raz-Plus and the ELL Edition a set of specifically designed resources and research-based strategies that help English language learners achieve success with academic and social English.

Headsprout
Headsprout (https://www.headsprout.com/) is a research-proven online reading program that takes students in grades K-5 on a digital journey where they learn critical foundational reading and reading comprehension skills along the way.

Headsprout Classic Collection
Includes six classic Learning A-Z collections of leveled online resources (Reading A-Z Raz-Kids Science A-Z Writing A-Z and Vocabulary A-Z) along with the adaptive online instruction of Headsprout.

Raz-Kids
Raz-Kids (https://www.raz-kids.com/) makes practicing reading fun with a library of computer-based and mobile eBooks and corresponding eQuizzes at 29 levels of difficulty students can access at school at home or on the go.

Raz-Plus
Raz-Plus (https://www.raz-plus.com/) combines Reading A-Z and Raz-Kids to deliver a personalized learning approach to literacy for grades preK-6. The program blends teacher-led whole-class and small-group instruction with online technology-enabled resources that are printable projectable and digital.

Reading A-Z
Reading A-Z (https://www.readinga-z.com/) includes an extensive online collection of resources including leveled books lesson plans and teaching materials ideal for whole-class small-group and one-to-one reading instruction for grades preK-6.

Reading Essentials Collection
The Reading Essentials Collection includes Raz-Plus and Headsprout to provide an array of reading resources and online adaptive instruction for PreK-6 grade students.
ReadyTest A-Z
ReadyTest A-Z (https://www.readytesta-z.com/) develops grade 3-5 students' test-taking stamina and confidence with a collection of grade-appropriate practice tests and lessons that prepare them for the rigors of high-stakes assessments.

Science A-Z
Science A-Z (https://www.sciencea-z.com/) provides a captivating K-6 science curriculum that combines engaging multilevel content and lessons with hands-on activities and experiments that encourage students to think and act like scientists.

Science Literacy Collection
The Science Literacy Collection includes Raz-Plus and Science A-Z to deliver the leveled content and hands-on learning experiences teachers need to strengthen K-6 students' reading skills and scientific literacy.

Vocabulary A-Z
Vocabulary A-Z (https://www.vocabularya-z.com/) contains an online database of 15000+ words teachers can use to create their own custom vocabulary word lists and five-day lessons or choose from an abundance of pre-made word lists.

Writing A-Z
Writing A-Z (https://www.writinga-z.com/) delivers leveled lessons and resources at five developmental levels for differentiated instruction and a collection of interactive tools for K-5 students to practice their writing online.
LexisNexis

LexisNexis Scholastic is an online service designed for students in the grades 9-12. This resource provides access to over 10000 news business legal and legislative titles. Access is provided through IP authentication. Remote access is also available.
LibGuides

LibGuides
LibGuides in more than 5000 libraries worldwide allows Librarians of any technical skill level to quickly create & maintain rich dynamic guides. Curate & share information by creating Guides on any topic subject course any process any thing

LibGuides CMS
LibGuides CMS is the upgraded version of LibGuides & has exclusive features. It has access controls with Password Protection and IP Address Restriction. It has customizable groups each with its own banner & URL. It comes with LibSurveys & much more.

LibWizard
LibWizard combines feedback and assessment functionality into one easy to use platform. Create surveys or forms to embed on your library website. You can also create quizzess or interactive tutorials to test user understanding.
Lincoln Library Press

FactCite 1-2-3!
FactCite 1-2-3! for primary grade researchers: modules include biographies mythology animals the planets elements the solar system U.S. states and countries. New modules for 2018-19 include Biomes and Landmarks. Simple screen designs audio read-along accessible text illustrated.

FactCite Lincoln Library Online Complete
This bundle includes the complete collection of FactCite Lincoln Library Online resource databases: FactCite 123 Biography for Beginners Essential Biographies (Sports Champs Shapers of Society World Biography) Mythology American History Defining Moments Science Essential Information and Countries and Cultures; all entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.

FactCite: 4-database bundle
Select any four databases (see descriptions) with capability to search across all databases. NOTE: BUNDLE MAY NOT INCLUDE Defining Moments. All entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.

FactCite: American History 3-Database Bundle
This bundle includes access to FactCite American History World Biography and Defining Moments in U.S. History all with audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.

FactCite: American History Online
More than 6000 illustrated articles with audio read-along. People places and events in American History. Includes American Indians eras in American history and comprehensive section on U.S. states. New York State history timeline places of interest and notable people; all entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.

FactCite: Biographies database bundle
Essential Biographies (Sports Champions - with new GOAT by sport Shapers of Society and World Biography) plus Biography for Beginners. Includes audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration. Thousands of biographies of historic and contemporary figures with capability to search across all databases.

FactCite: Biography for Beginners Online
Grades 3 through 8. 800+ biographies with audio read-along: human rights activists U.S. presidents explorers authors inventors notable African-Americans women and people from Colonial America and the Revolutionary War eras. Based on acclaimed Biography for Beginners print series. Updated with new profiles added regularly. Indexes by topic place of birth and Lexile. All entries have Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.
**FactCite: Countries and Cultures**
Coverage of the land environment culture language religion population history government strategic alliances and interests economy and infrastructure of the countries of the world; all entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration. Great resource for Model UN.

**FactCite: Defining Moments in American History Online**
'Recommended' by ARBA Online for middle and high schools. Presents authoritative accounts of major moments in history from the writing of the Constitution to the events of September 11. Based on the acclaimed print series from Omnigraphics Defining Moments provides a user-friendly resource for anyone researching these fascinating events and movements. Supports New York State social studies curriculum. Features: • Narrative essays - perfect for Common Core nonfiction close-reading assignments • Hundreds of primary source documents and illustrations • Biographies • Thoroughly indexed; all entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.

**FactCite: Elementary School 'Step-Up' Bundle**
Collection of 5 acclaimed resource databases from Lincoln Library for elementary researchers: FactCite 123! Biography for Beginners Mythology Science and American History. Indexes illustrated with capability to ‘Step up’ from 2nd grade reading level to an entry on the same topic at a higher reading level; all entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.

**FactCite: Elementary School Bundle**
Collection of 4 resource databases from Lincoln Library for elementary researchers from grade 3. Indexed illustrated with capability to search across all databases. Includes Biography for Beginners Mythology American History and Science; all entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.

**FactCite: Essential Biographies Online**
Formerly three databases: Sports Champions Shapers of Society and World Biography. Includes 10000+ biographies with 750 sports champions 100 notable historic figures (with primary source documents) and famous people from around the world. Includes audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration. Capability to search across all databases.

**FactCite: Lincoln Library of Essential Information**
Authoritative and comprehensive database. Great place to jump-start research. Covers most areas of curriculum including world and American literature world and American history government and government documents physical sciences biology chemistry and social science. Accessible from anywhere. Cross-references and links to web sites for further reading; all entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.

**FactCite: Middle/High School Bundle**
This bundle includes 8 FactCite databases: Biography for Beginners Essential Biographies (Sports Champs Shapers of Society World Biography) Mythology American History Defining Moments Science Essential Information and Countries and Cultures. All entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.

**Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020**
Revised 05/28/19
FactCite: Mythology Online
Winner of an EDDIE for middle school language arts and with audio read-along and Easy-Reading versions of key entries database includes Greek and Roman gods goddesses heroes and places. Egyptian Norse Mesopotamian Persian and other world mythologies. Illustrations include great works of art scientific images and line drawings. Multidisciplinary approach; all entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.

FactCite: Science Online
More than 1000 entries illustrated with information on the elements planets ecosystems animals and plants; all entries have audio read-along and Google Classroom and NoodleTools integration.
Maps101

AccessScience® from McGraw-Hill is an authoritative online STEM education resource written by world-renowned scientists and skillfully edited to engage and inform students.

Leading to success in STEM education:
Bridge the gap from the classroom to independent STEM research, study and discovery.

AccessScience® is:

**Credible:**
~Thousands of expert scientists and engineers have contributed, including more than 40 Nobel Prize Laureates

**Comprehensive:**
~More than 8,700 articles and briefings cover all scientific disciplines and encompass the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology
~3,000 biographies of well-known scientists

**Current:**
~New and updated content on the latest discoveries, phenomena, and scientific breakthroughs

**Convenient:**
~Mobile access allows users to easily connect on or off campus
~Smart search delivers fast and easy results with type-ahead prompts, “Did you mean?” suggestions, and advanced search tools
~Curriculum maps help faculty develop interactive lessons

**Captivating:**
~Curated multimedia collection from the American Chemical Society
~Engaging video biographies of award-winning scientists
~19,000+ downloadable images

- More than 16,000 downloadable images and embeddable animations illustrating key topics
MediaFlex

**MediaFlex-CERF Info** ([http://www.cerfinfo.com/](http://www.cerfinfo.com/)): A database collection of reviewed Websites about the arts, literature, mathematics, science, technology, social studies and social issues.

**OPALS Library Automation**

**OPALS Equipment (IT) Management Module**

**OPALS Testbook Management Module**
Mitinet

Mitinet is the virtual library staff of your dreams. Tell us what you need to create and maintain your MARC record database and we do it, quickly and accurately. You spend less time updating records and fixing database problems and more time on what really matters...your patrons.

**Step 1:** Request our Free Database Diagnostic Report. We analyze your existing database and tell you exactly what you need to have the cleanest, most effective database possible. *And did we mention that it's FREE?*

**Step 2:** Decide which of our products or services you need. From Full Circle Support, where we do it all, to individual software tools used for very specific cataloging tasks, we have what you need and our sales and support staff are ready to answer any questions.

**Step 3:** Begin using the best tools available to make your MARC records database complete and error free.
Naxos

Complete catalogues or selected recordings of over 800 labels such as BIS, Capriccio, Chandos, CPO, CSO, Resound, Decca, Deutsche Grammophon, Erato, Dynamic, Finlandia, Grand Piano, Hänssler Classic, Harmonia Mundi, Hungaroton, LSO Live, Marco Polo, Naïve, Naxos, New York Philharmonic, Nimbus, Nonesuch, Ondine, Orfeo, PentaTone, RCA Records, Sony Classical, Supraphon, Teldec, Universal Classics, Vanguard Classics, Warner Classics, Warner Classics - Parlophone (former EMI Classics) and many more

- Classical music
- Wide range of standard and specialist repertoire
- More than 143,370 CD-length recordings, equivalent to 2,221,400 tracks are available, with an average addition of 1,150 CDs every month
- Music notes, cover artwork, tracklist, instrumentation and publisher information
- Libretti and synopses of more than 700 operas
- More than 40,000 composer and artist biographies
- Pronunciation guide for composer and artist names
- Glossary, guide to musical terms and work analyses
- Interactive music courses for Australia, Canada, Ireland, South Korea, UK and USA
- Graded music-exam playlists (ABRSM, Trinity/Guildhall)
- Junior section
- Regular podcasts

Features and Benefits

- Multiple simultaneous access
- Search by composer and works
- Easy-to-use keyword search
- Advanced search enables search by 10 different categories, including playing time, year of composition, label, instrument and category
- Professor playlists for different assignments and courses
- Individual subscribers or students of subscribing institutions can create their own playlists
• Dedicated sub-domain and different levels of access for institutional subscribers, access by IP-authentication, referring URLs or passwords

• Standard sound quality and premium sound quality flash streams

• Online statistics and sophisticated functions for administrators of institutions

• Simple set up without having to install special software

• Static URLs to works and tracks can be placed in teaching resources or sent by email

• Access with computers or mobile devices from anywhere, anytime, in-campus or remote access
NBC Learn

For more than 80 years, NBC News has been documenting the people, places, and events that shape our world. NBC News Learn, the educational arm of NBC News, is dedicated to making these historic stories, images and primary source documents available on-demand to teachers, students, and parents. NBC News Learn has already digitized more than 12,000 stories from the NBC News archives — one of the largest news archives in the world, dating back to the 1920s. In addition, collections are updated with current events every day, Monday through Friday, with stories from such celebrated programs as NBC Nightly News, the TODAY show, Meet the Press, Dateline NBC, as well as the networks of MSNBC, CNBC, and Telemundo.

NBC News Learn is staffed by veteran NBC News producers, who have created scores of original stories and Town Hall events around the country, in partnership with the National Science Foundation, the Kellogg Foundation, and others. These include such award-winning collections as Chemistry Now, Changing Planet, Science of NFL Football, Science of the Winter Olympic Games, and Finishing the Dream.

Our original videos and archival news stories are correlated to state standards and the Common Core, and aligned to more than 25 K-12 and 30 Higher Ed collections. Videos are generally short — less than six minutes in length — enabling instructors to engage and enlighten their students without wasting precious class time. Yet these brief videos are full stories, with a beginning, middle and end, reported by some of the most famous journalists in broadcast history, including John Chancellor, Tom Brokaw, Tim Russert, Brian Williams, and many others.

To deliver these stories in a safe, collaborative online learning environment, NBC News Learn has developed the most advanced media player in existence. Called a Cue Card™, the player supports videos, photographs, newspaper articles, primary source documents, and other media. It is “flippable,” providing bibliographic information, clickable keywords and a citation generator on the back, a full transcript along the side, and additional tabs along the bottom that let users annotate each resource with their own research notes, and to save it to personal play lists. The Cue Card offers a closed captioning option and can easily be shared on the Internet or by email.

The collections of NBC News Learn are available through Internet streaming or for via download. They are also accessible as a stand-alone resource or as a Blackboard building block, which allows users to embed videos directly into Blackboard learning management systems.

Our Help Desk is staffed 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, and is unmatched in quality of customer service. Subscribers are offered free and unlimited training via Webinar. On-location training is also available.

For a school, a district, or a state, NBC News Learn has the tools, technology and innovative content to meet all your 21st century educational needs.
NewsBank

Access World News
Access World News is a comprehensive resource that includes a variety of news publications worldwide. These sources include major national and international newspapers as well as local and regional titles as well as newswires blogs web-only content videos journals magazines transcripts and more. (Recommended for Grades 6-12.)

African American Newspapers
African American Newspapers provides insight into the culture and contributions of African Americans from 1827 to 1998. Primary sources from 35 states includes the Freedom's Journal (NY) - the first African American newspaper published in the US. (Grades 7-12)

African Newspapers 1800-1922
African Newspapers provides over 60 searchable African papers published. Featuring English and foreign-language titles it offers unparalleled coverage of the issues and events that shaped the continent and its people between 1800 and 1922. (Grades 7-12)

America's Historical Newspapers
America's Historical Newspapers provides primary sources from hundreds of historical US papers dated 1690 to 2000. Features a timeline/topic-based interface complete editions of the paper including illustrations advertisements cartoons and more. (Grades 7-12)

American Broadsides and Ephemera
American Broadsides and Ephemera is a full-color digital edition of 15000 broadsides printed between 1820-1900 and 15000 pieces of ephemera printed between 1749-1900. A uniquely powerful resource for visual teaching and learning. (Grades 7-12)

American Civil War Collection 1860-1922
American Civil War Collection contains over 13500 works addressing all facets of the War. The coverage extends throughout the Civil War and beyond into the postwar period a time in which modern interpretations of the conflict began to take shape. (Grades 7-12)

American Race Relations: Global Perspectives 1941-1996
American Race Relations: Global Perspectives is the only archive covering foreign perspectives of American racial issues in the mid-20th century. This is a unique collection of primary source documents on racial justice from around the world. (Grades 7-12)

Apartheid: Global Perspectives 1946-1996
Apartheid: Global Perspectives. This collection contains thousands of translated news broadcasts and publications written by both the people who experienced apartheid and those around the world who watched reacted to and analyzed it. (Grades 7-12)
Black Authors 1556-1922
Black Authors 1556-1922 has more than 550 fully catalogued and searchable works by black authors from the Americas, Europe, and Africa compiled by the curators of the Afro-Americana Imprints collection, the largest existing collection of its kind. (Grades 7-12)

Early American Imprints Series I: Evans 1639-1800
Early American Imprints Series I: Evans 1639-1800 is the definitive resource for researching every aspect of 17th and 18th century America. The collection contains almost every book pamphlet and broadside published in America during this period. (Grades 7-12)

Early American Imprints Series II: Shaw-Shoemaker 1801-1819
Early American Imprints Series II: Shaw-Shoemaker provides a comprehensive set of American books pamphlets and broadsides published in the early part of the 19th century. (Grades 7-12)

Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS)
Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) has been the U.S. 's principal historical record of political open source intelligence for over half a century. Foreign perspectives are presented on issues past and present from actual transcripts. (Grades 7-12)

Hispanic American Newspapers 1808-1980
Hispanic American Newspapers represents the single largest compilation of Spanish-language newspapers printed in the US during the 19th and 20th centuries. (Grades 7-12)

Immigrations Migrations and Refugees: Global Perspectives 1941-1996
Immigrations Migrations and Refugees: Global Perspectives. This archive from sources around the world covers post-World War II Jewish resettlement, South African apartheid, Latin American migrations to the United States and much more. (Grades 7-12)

KidsPage
KidsPage offers Web-based access to articles from relevant age-specific publications many which include photographs and images. KidsPage offers useful learning materials for all subject areas. (Grade K-6)

Latin American Newspapers 1805-1922
Latin American Newspapers covers the issues and events that shaped this region from 1805-1922. Over 280 titles chronicle the evolution of Latin America through eyewitness reporting, editorials, legislative information, letters, poetry, and more. (Grades 7-12)

Middle East and North Africa: Global Perspectives 1958-1994
Middle East and North Africa: Global Perspectives. This online archive offers firsthand reporting and deep analysis on important issues and historic events from Morocco to Egypt to Afghanistan with content not available anywhere else. (Grades 7-12)

Popular Periodicals
Popular Periodicals Premier is a collection of some of the most popular and widely read magazines.
published covering topics relevant to the curriculum including world news people health culture education business science sports and more. (Grades 6-12)

Science Source Collection
ScienceSource Collection offers access to digests based on articles from scientific journals and magazines. The collection clarifies complex concepts and provides important facts ideas results and conclusions from the original article. (Grades 6-12)

South Asian Newspapers 1864-1922
South Asian Newspapers has English Gujarati and Bengali-language papers published in India in the regions of Pakistan and Ceylon now Sri Lanka. It has coverage of the people issues and events that shaped the Indian Subcontinent from 1864-1922. (Grades 7-12)

The Cold War: Global Perspectives on East-West Tensions. The Cold War was a force in global politics from the end of WWII and 1990. These primary source documents from around the world shed light on this crucial time in world history. (Grades 7-12)

The Rand Daily Mail 1902-1985
The Rand Daily Mail published daily in Johannesburg is a critically important title that pioneered popular journalism in South Africa. It is renowned today for being the first newspaper to openly oppose apartheid and contribute to its downfall. (Grades 7-12)
Newsela

Newsela is an Instructional Content Platform that brings together engaging, accessible content with integrated assessments and insights to supercharge reading engagement and learning in every subject. Content on Newsela covers topics students care about, that connect to core curriculum, and are aligned to standards. Each article on Newsela is published at 5 reading levels so that every article is accessible to every student in a class, regardless of reading ability. Thousands of articles are leveled specifically for grades 2-6, ensuring that you'll find content that is accessible for younger readers too. Additionally, many articles available in both English and Spanish.

Assessments are integrated directly into articles to help students engage with the content and to give teachers and principals actionable insights on students’ activity. The result is more engaged readers—and engaged readers are better learners.
NoodleTools

NoodleTools
Research platform for grades 4 and up providing accurate citation tools paperless note-taking and outlining document archiving/annotation student team collaboration student/teacher feedback loop Google Drive integration and more.


NoodleTools is a responsive, user-friendly research management platform with baked-in wisdom accumulated over years, and a proven track record across thousands of schools and universities.
Ebooks, Audiobooks & More For Your School
THE LEADING SCHOOL DIGITAL READING PLATFORM FOR THE CLASSROOM, LIBRARY & HOME

No matter where you are on your journey to bring ebooks and audiobooks to the classroom, library and home, OverDrive is here to help. We understand what it takes for a successful transition. Digital is all we do, and we’ve helped more than 18,000 districts and schools implement content plans customized to meet their students’ and educators’ needs. You can even share ebooks and audiobooks across schools and districts in a state or region to expand access.

OverDrive Education is the leading global digital reading platform for K-12, offering the industry’s largest catalog of eBooks, audiobooks, streaming video and periodicals. As a 100% digital company serving 36,000 libraries and schools worldwide, OverDrive combines the technology you need with the content you want to support learning and reading in the classroom, library and home. With an easy-to-use central platform, students get the right titles at the right time, online or offline, on all major devices. Founded in 1986, OverDrive and OverDrive Education are based in Cleveland, Ohio USA.
Oxford University Press

Oxford University Press currently publishes more than 6,000 titles a year worldwide, in a variety of formats. Our range includes dictionaries, English language teaching materials, children's books, journals, scholarly monographs, printed music, higher education textbooks, and schoolbooks.

Many of these titles are created specifically for local markets and are published by our regional publishing branches. We sell more than 110 million units each year, and most of those sales are outside the UK.

Our publications regularly win prizes and awards at national and international level.

We also look beyond traditional publishing to develop new ways of supporting our customers. Just a few examples include:

- offering support to teachers
- delivering digital learning and assessment platforms, such as Oxfordenglishtesting.com
- creating online research tools, such as Oxford Bibliographies Online, that enable students and researchers to find relevant content quickly and easily
- providing freely available digital language resources on www.oxforddictionaries.com
ProQuest

**Academic Video Online (AVON)**
Academic Video Online: Premium is the largest and most comprehensive video subscription available to libraries. It delivers more than 60000 video titles spanning essential subject areas including anthropology business counseling film health his

**Alexander Street Press Collections**
Over 100 new databases and video collections from recently acquired Alexander Street Press Including: American Civil War Online American Civil War Research Database American Civil War: Letters and Diaries American Film Scripts: Films Scripts Online See price list

**Alt-Press Watch**
Alt-Press Watch™ showcases unique independent voices from some of our nation's most respected and cited grassroots newspapers magazines and journals. The database features over 670000 articles from more than 230 full-text publications.

**American Periodicals Series Online**
American Periodicals Series Online™ (APS Online) includes digitized images of the pages of American magazines and journals published from colonial days to the dawn of the 20th century. Titles range from Benjamin Franklin’s General Magazine and America’s first scientific journal Medical Repository; popular magazines such as Vanity Fair and Ladies’ Home Journal; regional and niche publications; and groundbreaking journals like The Dial Puck and McClure’s. APS Online chronicles the development of America across 150 years. The journals in this collection cover three broad periods:

**Ancestry Library Edition**
Ancestry® Library Edition distributed exclusively by ProQuest and powered by Ancestry.com delivers billions of records in census data vital records directories photos and more. Ancestry Library Edition brings the world’s most popular consumer online genealogy resource to your library. It’s an unprecedented online collection of individuals from North America the UK Europe Australia and more. Answers await everyone—whether professional or hobbyist expert or novice genealogist or historian—inside the more than 7000 available databases. Here you can unlock the story of you with sources like censuses vital records immigration records family histories military records court and legal documents directories photos maps and more.

**Best of ProQuest: Common Core 4**
Save an extra 10% on 4 key resources that support the new Common Core standards. Bundle of eLibrary CultureGrams SIRS Issues Researcher and eBooks (choice of either 11800 or 118000 ebooks): School and Educators Complete or Academic Complete

**Best of ProQuest: Junior High or Middle School Bundle**
Save an extra 5% on the bundle that best supports Junior High or Middle School research. eLibrary CultureGrams SIRS Discoverer

Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020
Revised 05/28/19
Civil War Era
ProQuest Civil War Era is the resource American history scholars have been waiting for--comprehensive primary source materials that were previously unavailable digitally cover a vast range of topics including the formative economic factors and other forces that led to the abolitionist movement the 600000 battle casualties and the emancipation of nearly 4 million slaves.

Cultural Edition bundle add-on
Add cultural perspective to you research when you bundle Ethnic Newswatch and U.S. Hispanic Newsstream to ProQuest Gen Ref collections for a greatly reduced price. Typical High School saves over $600 by adding this in bundle form.

CultureGrams Online
ProQuest's most popular K through 12 and beyond resource: CultureGrams helps you and your students discover the world with concise cultural and statistical snapshots of every country recognized by the United Nations -- from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe.

ebook Central eBooks Academic Complete
Over 130000+ ebooks subscription for High Schools wanting a rich collection in: Business & Economics Computers & IT Education Engineering & Technology History & Political Science Humanities Interdisciplinary & Area Studies Language Lit etc.

ebook Central eBooks College Complete
Subscribe to Over 39000 eAccounting Career Development & Guidance Computers Crime & Criminology Emergency Medicine Human Resources Industrial Management Nursing & Allied Health Project Management U.S. History Vocational Ed & Guidance

ebook Central eBooks Education Subscription
Over 5500+ ebooks covering various topics on education. Great for classroom applications or for Masters or Doctoral studies. Incl: Administration Adult & Continuing Education Counseling & Career Guidance Distance Education & E-Learning Early..etc

ebook Central eBooks Schools and Educators Complete
great for Districts or Combined Schools: Subscribe to over 12000+ ebooks in the following disciplines: Education History Language Literature Political Science Psychology Religion Sciences Social Sciences Study Guides. Create teaching Bookshelf/bookshelves or student bookshelf/s

ebook Central Purchase Individual Titles
Choose from over 750000 titles from leading academic publishers. Titles from ASCD Corwin Britannica Soultion Tree Press etc.

eBook Central Reference Subscription
An authoritative user-friendly reference point for researchers teachers and students the Reference Ebook Subscription makes 500+ high-demand handbooks encyclopedias manuals guides and dictionaries available to more Academic and Public Libraries
eLibrary
Now bundled with Learning Literature eLibrary is the perfect general reference resource for delivering essentials. Researchers find the answers they need from more than 2500 full-text magazines, newspapers, books, websites, and transcripts plus thousands of maps, pictures, web links, and audio/video files.

**eLibrary Curriculum Edition Bundle**
eLibrary Curriculum Edition (CE) Bundle is a comprehensive set of full-text research databases for middle and high school students that includes ALL of eLibrary (above) and has been expanded to include ProQuest Learning Literature and History Study Center STEM Database and ProQuest Research Companion. Look for new eLib platform in December 2017.

**Ethnic Newswatch Complete**
Ethnic NewsWatch™ (ENW) is a current resource of full-text newspapers, magazines, and journals of the ethnic and minority press providing researchers access to essential often overlooked perspectives. It may be combined with Ethnic NewsWatch: A History™ which provides historical coverage of Native American, African American, and Hispanic American periodicals from 1959-1989. Together these resources present an unmatched comprehensive full-text collection of more than 2.5 million articles from over 330 publications. Perhaps the most valuable aspect of the resources is the inclusion of unique community publications not found in any other database as well as top scholarly journals on ethnicities and ethnic studies.

**GenderWatch**
GenderWatch enhances gender and women's studies and gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender (GLBT) research by providing authoritative perspectives from 1970 to present. This resource offers over 300 titles (HS recommendation only)

**Global Newsstream**
Global Newsstream enables users to search the most recent global news content - with archives that stretch back into the 1980s - from over 2500 news sources including newspapers, newswires, news journals, television, and radio transcripts, blogs, and pod

**Harper's Bazaar Archive**
Gain insight into fashion and culture from the mid-19th century forward with the complete U.S. Harper's Bazaar's (1867 to present). Approximately 350,000 full-color pages facilitate research in fields from marketing to gender studies.

**HeritageQuest Online**
Discover the amazing history of you with HeritageQuest Online. It delivers an essential collection of genealogical and historical sources-with coverage dating back to the 1700s-that can help people find their ancestors and discover a place's past.
Historic News Pick-3-Bundle
Pick any three ProQuest Historic Newspapers for one low price. Choose from over 40 newspapers (NY Times not included in this offer. NY Times Sold separately). Full List in SCORE

Historic NY Times 1851-2014
The Historical NY Times (includes Historic Hartford Courant) makes the entire back file (1851-2012) of The New York Times available in full-page images. This database contains over 3.5 million pages of primary source documents to support all areas of school curriculum and standards achievement. Now includes the oldest continuous U.S. newspaper the Hartford Courant 1764-1987

Historical NY Times and Current US Newsstream Bundle
Bundle contains Historic NY Times and Current NY Times Wall Street Journal and hundreds of additional current newspapers. Exclusive access to WSJ LA Times Boston Globe Chicago Tribune

History Study Center
History Study Center brings together in one place a variety of resources for students including reference materials images (photographs and illustrations video and interactive maps) primary source documents web sites and study units.

History Vault Bundle
$500 for one or $950 for two or Pick any 3 for $1200 or Pick any 4 for $1400 or Pick any 5 for $1500.

International Datasets
This product aggregates over 50000 numeric datasets from international organizations economic research firms and national government statistical offices. This unique collection is designed to answer the three most common types of data questions.

Latin American Newsstream
ProQuest Latin American Newsstand provides over 100 full text newspapers in Spanish and Portuguese from across Latin America. The complete articles are available in ASCII format.Key newspaper titles include: El Universal Mexico City's largest

Literature Online
Literature Online contains a full library of up-to-date fully searchable criticism and reference resources in addition to the full text of poetry drama and prose fiction from the seventh century to the present day. It not only provides the materials for the historical study of almost every period and genre of literature in English but also features increasing numbers of works by the major authors of the twentieth century. Contemporary criticism is available through the full text of over 320 current literature journals that can be accessed through the renowned literary index Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature (ABELL) which contains over 950000 records of literary criticism from 1920 to current.

Newsday
Current Newsday Newspaper 1985-Current
NY Direct PLUS: Research Library and U.S. Newsstream
ProQuest Research Library's extensive online collection provides one-stop access to more than 6100 scholarly journals, magazines, and newspapers—with more than 4600 titles in full-text and over 600 full-text newspapers plus Career and Tech.

NY Direct: Cultural Edition
Includes all NY Direct Content and adds Ethnic NewsWatch and U.S. Hispanic Newsstand for a uncovering wider cultural perspective on issues and events.

NY Direct: General Reference with Career & Tech Journals
NY Direct (Research Library) is an affordable general reference package that includes thousands of full text journals, detailed information on popular topics including the arts, business, education, literature, politics, and psychology. Includes Career and Tech Journals.

Periodicals Archive Online
A major electronic archive of over 700 digitized full-image journal articles Periodicals Archive Online offers unprecedented access to international scholarly literature in the humanities and social sciences disciplines.

ProQuest Career and Technical Education
ProQuest Career and Technical Education is a source for vocational information enhanced with additional trade and technology publications from diverse range of resources including new full-text journals, trade publications, reference reports, books, and blogs. (Included in NY Direct NY Direct Plus Research Library Bundles)

ProQuest Central K12
ProQuest Central K12 It delivers millions of articles from more than 8000 full-text scholarly journals, magazines, and newspapers. All via the award-winning ProQuest search engine. With ProQuest Central K12 you get more of what you need to serve high school and college-prep level programs including: more full text, more current coverage, more college prep coverage.

ProQuest Central K12 w/ABI Complete
Add 2495+ full-text business journals to ProQuest Central K12 ProQuest's largest K12 Journal Collection delivers millions of articles from more than 4600 full-text scholarly journals, magazines, and newspapers. All via the award-winning ProQuest search engine. With ProQuest Central K12 you get more of what you need to serve high school and college-prep level programs.

ProQuest Education Journals
ProQuest Education Journals. ProQuest's largest education collection delivers more than 600 magazine and journal titles with nearly 100% full-text for the continuing professional and educational development of teachers and administrators.

ProQuest Environmental Sci and Pollution Mgmt.
Environmental Science & Pollution Management This multidisciplinary database provides unparalleled...
and comprehensive coverage of the environmental sciences. Abstracts and citations are drawn from over 10000 serials including scientific journals

**ProQuest Environmental Science Collection**
Over 1100 leading full-text journals from around the world are included as well as over 4000 full-text government reports and over 1.2 million digitized pages from over 1700 Environmental Impact Statements.

**ProQuest Learning Literature**
Learning Literature offers: a comprehensive literary resource for original full text works 3000 author biographies and contemporary criticisms in one integrated source covering 600 years of literature.

**ProQuest Natural Science Collection**

**ProQuest Newsstand: (NYT WSJ Current)**
Includes the current editions of the NY Times Wall Street Journals and hundreds of additional newspapers

**ProQuest Psychology Journals**
ProQuest Psychology Journals™ provides abstracts and indexing for more than 1080 titles with over 690 titles available in full text. Users get access to charts diagrams graphs tables photos and other graphical elements essential to study psych.

**ProQuest Research Companion**
ProQuest Research Companion is a new intuitive and self-guided product (through compelling videos) that supports information literacy writing and research skills instruction occurring in today's libraries classrooms and online learning environments. It provides a new foundation and companion to 'one-shot' sessions allowing librarians and educators to focus on teaching the more complex research and writing principles.

**ProQuest Statistical Abstract of the U.S.**
Updated Quarterly the Statistical Abstract of the United States is the best-known statistical reference publication in the country and perhaps the world. As a comprehensive collection of statistics on the social political and economic conditions of the United States

**ProQuest Statistical Abstract of the World**
Building on the positive response to ProQuest Statistical Abstract of the United States this new product aggregates the statistical abstracts of approximately 40 countries and makes the content available through a single-search interface. These stat

**ProQuest STEM Database**
With coverage dating back to 1986 ProQuest STEM database features over 1600 titles-with more than
1270 available in full text. In full-text format researchers have access to all the charts diagrams graphs tables photos and other graphical. (Consider upgrading to PQ Central K12)

ProQuest Teacher's Professional Ed Collection
ProQuest Professional Education Collection. It delivers more than 300 magazine and journal titles with nearly 100% full-text for the continuing professional and educational development of teachers and administrators.

ProQuest Technology Collection
Over 3500 full text journals. Subject coverage includes: Aeronautics Biochemistry Biomechanics Civil engineering Computer science Earthquake engineering Electrical engineering Environmental engineering Materials science Nano-tech

Psych Info
Via the APA requires custom Quote from the APA

SIRS Discoverer
The all-new ProQuest SIRS Discoverer is a multidisciplinary database for elementary and middle school learners researchers and educators covering curriculum areas content sets such as current events history health language arts math science social studies and technology. All newspaper magazine and reference content is 100% full text editorially-selected and indexed from over 2200 reliable high-quality domestic and international sources. The collection includes 9000 integrated educational weblinks and reference materials such as the Compton's by Britannica encyclopedia and DK Eyewitness books.

SIRS Issues Researcher
SIRS ISSUES Researcher provides Pro/Con viewpoints and analysis in an online reference database containing more than 330 Leading Issues AND thousands of carefully selected full-text articles exploring social scientific health historic business political and global issues. and choice of Alt-Press Watch or Research Companion

SIRS Issues Researcher & Discoverer Bundle
Contains SIRS Issues Researcher and SIRS Discoverer and choice of Alt-Press Watch or Research Companion

SIRS Knowledge Source (SKS Bundle)
SIRS Knowledge Source (SKS) Contains SIRS Issues Researcher SIRS Government Reporter SIRS Renaissance and both Alt-Press Watch or Research Companion

SIRS Knowledge Source (SKS Bundle) w/Discoverer
SIRS Knowledge Source (SKS)w/ Discoverer Contains SIRS Issues Researcher SIRS Government Reporter SIRS Renaissance and SIRS Discoverer and both Alt-Press Watch or Research Companion

The Vogue Archive
The Vogue Archive contains the entire run of Vogue magazine (US edition) from 1892 to the present day
reproduced in high-resolution color page images. More than 400000 pages are included constituting a treasure trove of the work from the greatest

**The Women's Wear Daily Archive**
The Women's Wear Daily Archive provides online access to the definitive fashion and retail publication Women's Wear Daily (WWD). The entire archive of WWD previously unavailable in digital form opens up new opportunities for research. This authori

**U.S. Hispanic Newspaper Collection**
ProQuest U.S. Hispanic Newsstand is the largest collection of leading Hispanic newspapers available to libraries. With titles from around the U.S. including El Diario/LA PRENSA (New York City) La Opinión (Los Angeles) Conexión (San Antonio) and Extra (Chicago) U.S. Hispanic Newsstand provides local regional national and international news from the Hispanic perspective.

**U.S. Newsstream**
U.S. Newsstream enables users to search current U.S. news content as well as archives that stretch back into the 1980s. It features top newspapers wires broadcast transcripts blogs and news sites in full-text format. U.S. Newsstream provides key
Rand McNally

For more than 130 years, Rand McNally Education has remained committed to creating innovative products that give students a lifelong love of discovery and the world around them. Teachers trust and rely on our print and digital tools to build collaborative classrooms and integrate geography across the curriculum.

WorldAtlas Digital Teaching Tool

Open your classroom to the world with World Atlas—our interactive, web-based, geography-focused teaching platform. World Atlas enables teachers and students to discover the world around them right from their computers through dynamic, customizable maps, social studies content, and reading and writing lesson plans that are easy to navigate and integrate into the classroom—and are aligned with Common Core State Standards and National Geography Standards. World Atlas is accessible from any desktop or mobile device, making it easy to collaborate, teach, and learn both inside and outside of the classroom.
Exploring Issues

*Exploring Issues* is a new, cost-effective, and accessible digital resource that provides focused coverage and clear analysis of timely, complex, and controversial issues. Every topic is covered with an unbiased overview, thorough and clear pro/con presentations, critical-thinking questions, color infographics and statistics that support positions, cited primary and secondary source quotes, and an annotated list of related organizations for further research. The easy site navigation is enhanced with tools such as Google Drive, PDF download, e-mail/share, and MLA/APA citation export. Its user-friendly and clean design make it a “must have” resource for *middle and high school research papers, debate preparation, persuasive writing, and class discussions.*
Rosen Publishing Group

Character Strength
Grades 3-5. 7 Interactive eBooks teach students to discover and develop character traits research-proven to predict success. Interactive writing prompts guide users through activities to create digital projects. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/characterstrength.php)

Core Concepts Suite/Online Databases Bundle
Grades 6-12. Core Concepts Suite includes the following three Online Databases: Core Concepts: Biology Chemistry and Periodic Table.

Core Concepts: Biology
Grades 6-12. Database supports STEM learning and Next Gen Science Standards. Covers the study of life including: animal systems cell biology ecology genetics microbes plant structures and more. (http://biology.rosendigital.com/)

Core Concepts: Chemistry
Grades 6-12. Interactive database helps students explore the properties of matter and how they interact and change in real world settings. Supports STEM learning and Next Gen Science. (http://chemistry.rosendigital.com/)

Core Concepts: Periodic Table
Grades 6-12. Interactive database reinforces skills and core ideas allowing students to explore atomic theory and master the science behind the periodic table. Supports STEM learning and Next Gen Science. (http://periodictable.rosendigital.com/)

CyberSmarts: Staying Safe Online
Grades 3-6. 5 Interactive eBooks teach students to make smart choices as they develop their online presence. Students get hands-on experience navigating online through chat email and social network simulations. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/cybersmarts.php)

Digital Literacy
Grades 7-12. Database provides 21st-century learners with the knowledge and skills to safely and effectively navigate the digital world while preparing students to use the digital tools at their fingertips. (http://digitalliteracy.rosendigital.com/)

Financial Literacy
Grades 7-12. Database makes economics and finance comprehensible and engaging. Newly expanded content on social entrepreneurship student loan smarts and career skills like networking and managing online reputation. (http://financialliteracy.rosendigital.com/)
Life Skills Tool Kit / Online Databases Bundle
Grades 7-12. Life Skills Tool Kit includes the following three Online Databases: Digital Literacy Financial Literacy and the NEWLY UPDATED Teen Health and Wellness.

PowerKnowledge Earth and Space Science
(Part of PK Science Suite) ‘ Grades 3-6+. Comprised of curriculum correlated content it promotes digital literacy and 21st century learning skills while offering research report and homework help. Database articles and interactive content support the Next Generation Science Standards and STEM learning initiatives. (http://www.pkearthandspace.com/)

PowerKnowledge Life Science
(Part of PK Science Suite) ‘ Grades 3-6+. Comprised of curriculum correlated content it promotes digital literacy and 21st century learning skills while offering research report and homework help. Database articles and interactive content support the Next Generation Science Standards and STEM learning initiatives. (http://www.pk lifescience.com/)

PowerKnowledge Physical Science
(Part of PK Science Suite) ‘ Grades 3-6+. Comprised of curriculum correlated content it promotes digital literacy and 21st century learning skills while offering research report and homework help. Database articles and interactive content support the Next Generation Science Standards and STEM learning initiatives. (http://www.pkphysicalscience.com/)

PowerKnowledge Science Suite / Online Databases Bundle

Rosen Interactive eBooks with Digital Content Creation Tools

Rosen Web-Hosted eBooks on ePointPlus.com
Grades K-12+. Over 7500 curriculum-based high-interest nonfiction eBooks that meet national and state curriculum standards as well as the Common Core standards. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/epointplus.php)

Spotlight on American History
Spotlight on Ancient Civilizations Bundle

Spotlight on Ancient Civilizations: Egypt
Grades 4-7. Interactive eBooks integrate core social studies content with rich media support. Rich media such as audio videos photos maps biographies dynamic timelines and primary sources help users explore life in ancient Egypt. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/ancientciv.php)

Spotlight on Ancient Civilizations: Greece
Gr. 4-7. 6 Interactive eBooks integrate core social studies content with rich media such as audio videos photos maps biographies timelines and primary sources. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/ancientciv.php)

Spotlight on Ancient Civilizations: Rome
Gr. 4-7. 6 Interactive eBooks integrate core social studies content with rich media such as audio videos photos maps biographies timelines and primary sources. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/ancientciv.php)

Spotlight on Civic Action
Grades 4-8. 12 Interactive eBooks (coming Jan 2018). This timely series empowers readers to explore the complex questions surrounding immigration issues. Readers will learn about contemporary issues affecting immigrants from six different countries.

Spotlight on Earth Science
Grades 3-8. 12 Interactive eBooks. Learners will go on a journey around the planet to witness many amazing natural locations and fascinating forces that shape and reshape our planet. Study Earth’s landforms erosion oceans weather and more. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/spotlight_earth-science.php)

Spotlight on Ecology and Life Science
Grades 3-8. 12 Interactive eBooks. Readers discover essential life science concepts including adaptations migration natural selection and more. Designed to build on prior science knowledge and abilities learners will see the relationship between living creatures and their environment. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/spotlight_ecology-life-science.php)

Spotlight on Explorers and Colonization
Grades 5-10. Two sets of 12 Interactive eBooks. From the Vikings to the Spanish conquistadors Europeans were fascinated with exploration. European explorers brought their religions customs and even diseases with them to the New World. Learners will investigate the motivations effects and influences of European explorers on the New World and vice versa. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/spotlight_explorers-colonization.php)
Spotlight On Immigration and Migration  
Grades 3-8. 12 Interactive eBooks. This set focuses on immigrant and migrant groups in America from colonial times to the 20th century. Features maps charts biographies timelines and instructional materials supporting the C3 Framework for SS State Standards. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/spotlight_im.php)

Spotlight on Kids Can Code  
Grades 3-8. 26 Interactive eBooks (Set 1 of 14 and Set 2 of 12 Interactive eBooks). Coding isn't just for professionals coders as young as ten years old are learning to create their own apps games and animations too. Introduce learners to concepts essential to this skill set including algorithms Boolean logic and conditionals. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/spotlight_kids-can-code.php)

Spotlight on Native Americans  
Two sets of 12 Interactive eBooks each provide a narrative history of Native American peoples from across North America from before European settlers arrived to modern life on reservations today. Features maps timelines crafts recipes treaties and instructional materials supporting the C3 Framework for SS State Standards. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/spotlight-nativeamericans.php)

Spotlight on New York  
Grades 4-7. 14 Interactive eBooks built to support NY's history culture and government units with video timelines and primary sources. Includes instruction and assessments on NY's Essential and Guiding Questions and NY Common Core Learning Standards. (http://rosenpub.net/marketing/SONY_flyer.pdf)

Spotlight on Space Science  
Grades 4-7. 14 Interactive eBooks. The set covers the formation of planets their climate and major features the history of their exploration and more. Interactive eBooks feature lesson plans and worksheets maps charts quizzes NASA mission photos and videos. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/spotlight_sp.php)

Spotlight on the 13 Colonies: Birth of a Nation  
Grades 3-8. This set delves into the evolution of the colonies featuring 14 titles one on each colony including the lost colony of Roanoke. Features maps charts biographies timelines and instructional materials supporting the C3 Framework for SS State Standards. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/spotlight-13colonies.php)

Spotlight on the Civil Rights Movement  
Grades 5-10. 12 Interactive eBooks (coming Jan 2018). Each eBook presents a key figure/event of the civil rights movement in accessible language to engage readers at any level. These visual treasures record the 20th century's struggle for equality.

Spotlight on the Maya Aztec and Inca Civilizations  
Grades 4-8. 18 Interactive eBooks. EDDIE Award Winner. Readers will be transported to the ancient civilizations of the Americas! Learners will discover how these ancient peoples lived through their
artwork technology and by engaging with primary sources.
(http://rosendigital.com/resources/spotlight_maya-aztec-inca-civ.php)

Spotlight on Weather and Natural Disasters
Grades 4-6. (Coming August 2018) Interactive eBooks explore essential concepts about weather and natural disasters including extreme weather the water cycle meteorology floods erosion and more.

Teen Character Strength: The 7 Character Strengths of Highly Successful Students
Grades 6-8. Interactive eBooks teach students to discover and develop key character traits that are research-proven to predict success. Interactive writing prompts guide users through content-creation activities to create digital projects. (http://issuu.com/rosenpublishing/docs/rd_2015/27)

Teen CyberSmarts: Staying Safe Online
Grades 7-12. 5 Interactive eBooks simulate teens’ real Internet experience within a safe guided platform. Students gain hands-on experience navigating the online world through engaging chat email and social network simulations. (http://rosendigital.com/resources/teen_cybersmarts.php)

Teen Health and Wellness
Grades 7-12. Award-winning database provides up-to-date nonjudgmental straightforward curricular and self-help support. Teens can share their own stories for publication. Expanded content on gender identity FGC human trafficking stalking and more. (http://teenhealthandwellness.com)
Sage Publishing | CQ Press

CQ Researcher


Offers in-depth non-biased coverage of today's most important issues. Each report is on a single topic - more than 12000 words in text and extensive bibliographies. Forty-four (44) reports are published each year and now approximately 20 annual update reports. CQ Researcher Online is your complete source for in-depth analysis reporting on the most current and controversial issues of the day.
Scholastic Grolier Online

BookFlix
BookFlix is an engaging online literacy resource that pairs classic fictional video storybooks from Weston Woods with related non-fiction ebooks from Scholastic. BookFlix was created for students that are pre-kindergarten through grade 3. BookFlix consists of the following: • 130 fiction/non-fiction pairs build background knowledge and introduce content-area information. • Spanish language versions of 36 pairs offer first language support. • Read-along option for both fiction and non-fiction develops listening and reading comprehension. • Interactive educational games informally assess learning. • Narrated definitions and text build vocabulary and support early readers. • Author biographies introduce children to favorite writers. • Safe age-appropriate Web links extend learning on high-interest topics. • Educator resources including lesson plans and correlations support teachers, librarians and parents. Each BookFlix pair matches classic fictional video storybooks with top-quality high-interest non-fiction ebooks to reinforce early reading skills and develop essential real-world knowledge and understanding. With the power of multimedia BookFlix offers a thoroughly engaging reading and learning environment.

FreedomFlix
FreedomFlix is an exciting digital resource that will engage even the most reluctant readers! With more than 65 social studies units spanning ten core curricula areas FreedomFlix provides a wealth of learning opportunities. Each unit includes an introductory video a dynamic ebook related articles primary sources and vetted weblinks that expose students to a range of text types and media on the same subject. Multimedia popups provide even more contextualization while offering different points of view on the subject areas being explored.

Scholastic GO
The product will no longer be separated by individual databases giving all customers access to the entire offering of more than 115,000 articles at multiple reading levels 80,000 editorially vetted websites and hundreds of videos, images, maps, fact boxes, and world newspapers. The search return page will now present all types of texts and media around a specific search term for easier access to a desired content area.

Scholastic Teachables
Scholastic Teachables is an online database of tens of thousands of searchable and printable educational materials. Our teacher-authors create and vet thousands of high-quality ready-to-use resources so that your teachers do not have to spend countless hours searching for reliable content to support their instruction. Search the 25,000 skills and activity sheets mini-books and lesson plans by topic. Easily filter your search returns by grade, subject theme, & resource type. 100+ new assets added monthly with unlimited access.

ScienceFlix
ScienceFlix™ is transforming the way students access science topics acquire scientific knowledge and
build a lasting interest in science technology and engineering. Curriculum-driven leveled content is integrated with interactive features and intuitive navigation in this highly engaging mobile-ready science resource. Emphasizing the latest STEM thinking and the Next Generation Science Standards ScienceFlix provides students with a better understanding of science concepts and ideas through hands-on projects, videos, multiple text types, and so much more.

**TrueFlix**
Offering dozens of units to supplement social studies and science core curricula learning TrueFlix is a highly-engaging multimedia resource that can be used in the library, the classroom, on mobile devices or at home. Beautiful authentic eBooks are enhanced with a deep and diverse reservoir of related content in a variety of text types and media-including primary sources, fiction, videos, audio clips, images, and related websites. TrueFlix helps students improve literacy skills, build content-area knowledge, and cultivate the critical skills necessary for academic success and college and career readiness.
Soundzabound


**Volume 3** ([http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/29](http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/29)) Decades of Music: Dance, Rap, Blues, Swing, Themes, Loops & Stingers, Game Show Themes, TV, Movie, Cartoon Themes, Sports James, Groovy Loops, Stingers and Sound Effects! Everything INCLUDING the Kitchen Sink!


Volume 6 - Global Bands and Artists ([http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/585](http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/585)) Artists, bands and producers from around the world. Includes both vocal and non-vocal content with styles ranging from RAP to ROCK, COUNTRY to OPERA, and modern / traditional music from the U.S., Africa, Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, Hungary, Indonesia, Jamaica, and Ukraine.

Volume 7 - Global Bands and Artists 2 ([http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/1428](http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/1428)) A new budget-friendly volume of bands and artists from around the World. It contains full length songs with no time cuts. The web maintenance fee will only be $49 for those who are licensed for this single volume.

Volume 8 - Supreme Soundz ([http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/2727](http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/2727)) Professionally produced music for any production, project or purpose (videos, presentations, book trailers, sporting events, fashion, app development, dance, Phys Ed and much more), certain to help students, teachers and administrators educate, engage and interact by enhancing their multi-media creations.


Media Music Madness ([http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/2150](http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/2150)) This is the updated version of our "workhorse" of a production music library. Ionics Music, producers of music for film, TV and video games present a well-rounded collection of music-this one is essential for anyone using music in multimedia.

Cinematic Magic ([http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/2533](http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/2533)) Masters of music production FADER VIXEN deliver audio for anime, animation, gaming, story-boarding and avatars, perfect for real world production and especially those virtual projects that border the fantastic and beyond.


Animal Soundz - Sound Effects ([http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/1456](http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/1456)) No production music library is complete without the sounds made by animals. From the barn yard to the city, we brought them all to you - chickens, lions, horses, dogs and more. Go ahead, release your animal instincts and use Animal Soundz to bring your multimedia creations to life.
Background Soundz - Sound Effects (http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/1104) Every location has distinct and subtle sounds created by its environment. This Volume of ambient sounds and noises will give your productions and presentations an extra-special touch - that critical attention to details that will bring your project to life.

People Soundz - Sound Effects (http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/1857) Humans are marvelous beings, and just like everything else in nature, they make amazing sounds. Cheering, crying, laughing, sneezing, coughing, gasps, kisses, the sounds of various bodily functions, and much more will humanize your multimedia project.

Production Soundz - Sound Effects (http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/1352) 21st century technology demands 21st century sound effects. These production sound effects are perfect for your modern-day and future media creations including game development, videos, podcasts, digital stories, animation, 3-D creations and much more. No limitations to the applications, just use your imagination!

Scary Soundz - Sound Effects (http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/1485) Erie, spooky, creepy and crawly. The best of the best in professional horror film production sounds such as chainsaws, monsters and bloody beating hearts are right here for you. Keep these in your trap door for use when you want to be the master of macabre.

Sports Soundz - Sound Effects (http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/1256) Sporting events that take place in arenas, parks and gymnasiums have their own unique sounds. Bouncing balls, whistles, organs, cheering, chants, booing and ambience are just some of the many sounds you will find in this collection. Great enhancers that are essential to your sports-related multimedia projects.
Transportation Soundz - Sound Effects (http://www.soundzabound.com/sab/sales/2333) Various forms of transit, including bikes, boats, cars, planes, helicopters, subways, trolleys and trains and the people who operate them have been a vital part of everyday life. This complete transportation collection will put your multi-media productions in motion.

StarWalk Kids Media is the publisher of an award-winning collection of engaging, enhanced eBooks for children in grades PreK-8, including mentor texts from authors such as Seymour Simon, Johanna Hurwitz, Laura Vaccaro Seeger, Pat Mora, Bernard Waber and Jane Yolen. Schools and libraries purchase affordable, annual subscriptions to this premier collection of professionally narrated, high-quality fiction and nonfiction titles, which allow multiple-user access and work on any device.

The StarWalk Kids Media Digital Collection delivers highest quality children’s eBook titles from a wide variety of well-known and highly respected children's book authors and illustrators. These are not work-for-hire titles, but proven, successful, and unique eBooks from award-winning authors and illustrators. Each title has been carefully re-created to provide a true digital reading experience, with studio-quality narration and other features not normally available in typical eBooks. Children can choose from three reading modes: they can read for themselves without sound, read-along at their own pace accompanied by professional narration, or simply follow the narration throughout the book for an auto-play, read-to-me experience.

With over 521 titles in our current collection and many more being published this year the subject areas include Animals, Art, Biography, Character and Values, Classic Literature, Concepts, Fiction, History, How-To, Mathematics, Memoir, Music, Poetry, Science, Social Science, and Social Studies.

The proprietary StarWalk Reader™ delivers enhanced eBooks in an attractive display that enables either an individual user or an educator displaying the book on an interactive whiteboard to employ tools such as Synchronized word highlighting (individual word highlights synchronized to narration), Notes, (capturing key words, themes or other notes in a ‘sticky note’ that remains on the page until it is deleted by the user), Highlight, (highlighting key words or phrases, remains until deleted by the user), Zoom, and Search, (searching for any word in the eBook; click and user is taken to that page with the word highlighted). In addition, the user can click on the author and/or illustrator name on the top right
to access biographical information and photographs, as well as a complete list of titles in the collection by that author.

Our platform has been designed to deliver unlimited 24/7 multiple simultaneous access to our collection of children’s eBooks. The proprietary, browser-based StarWalk Reader™ works on virtually any Internet-enabled device, including desktop and laptop computers, interactive whiteboards, and tablets. Users can read at school, in the library, on whiteboards, or at home; effectively anywhere where there is Internet access.

An extensive metadata collection process was employed in order to create robust search capability and support for educators, with books coded by Guided Reading, Lexile®, Accelerated Reader®, alphabetic level, subject, age, grade, keywords, genre, subject and Common Core State Standards.

For more information, visit [www.StarWalkKids.com](http://www.StarWalkKids.com) where you can sign up for a free full-access 14 day trial of the program and the entire collection of titles.

The forthcoming StarWalk Writer™ is a cloud-based platform that creates a single collaborative environment for reading, writing and research. Designed to work with our mentor texts, the StarWalk Writer supports educators with sample writing assignments, built-in rubrics and organizers, group and individual assessment tools, always-available training videos, and LMS compatibility. This revolutionary platform allows groups of students to:

- read complex texts (with narration support if needed)
- copy text and images with citations
- take and share notes in a digital “scratchpad”
- collaborate in person or at a distance
- synthesize the information into a finished, research-based report
- practice these skills for forthcoming, online, standardized tests

No more opening and closing programs, or juggling multiple windows! The StarWalk Writer™, developed with funding from National Science Foundation (NSF) Grant No.1415774, is a fully-integrated, collaborative software environment unlike anything else available. Available now for the September 2015 school term; recommended for grades 3 — 8.

Storyboard That

Storyboard That’s award-winning, browser based Storyboard Creator is the perfect tool to create storyboards, graphic organizers, and powerful visual assets for use in an education, business, or personal setting. The application includes 7 layouts, and hundreds of characters, scenes, and search items. Once a storyboard is created, the user can present via PowerPoint, Google Slides, or Apple Keynote, or they can email the storyboard, post to social media, or embed on a blog. Storyboards are stored in the users’ account for access anywhere, from any device, no download needed. Storyboard That helps anyone be creative and add a visual component to any and every idea. What will you create today?

Great For:

- Re-enforcing English, History, Special Ed, STEM, ESL, & World Language Curricula
- Creating Graphic Organizers
- Presentation Creation and Delivery
Tales2Go

Tales2go is a subscription audio book service for K12 schools. Founded by committed entrepreneurs and former educators, the company believes that every student can achieve reading proficiency through repeated exposure to spoken sophisticated words. Many students lack such an exposure, which is the basis of vocabulary acquisition and retention. Word knowledge (i.e., vocabulary and fluency) is a key component of reading proficiency.

Tales2go provides instant, unlimited and simultaneous access to over 9,100 audio book titles to use on desktops, laptops and mobile devices in the classroom and beyond. In addition to its other resource capabilities, Tales2go is used as a literacy tool in a growing number of schools and districts across the U.S., including Los Angeles USD, Berkeley USD and Heartland AEA.

The Tales2go catalog includes name-brand titles from leading publishers and spans fiction and non-fiction, Pre-K through high school and includes Spanish language titles and music for younger children. Publishing partners include Scholastic, Recorded Books, Blackstone Audio, Weston Woods Studios and leading storytellers such as Bill Harley, Odds Bodkin, Regi Carpenter and Willy Claflin.
TeachingBooks.net

TeachingBooks.net is provided to all member school libraries by PNW BOCES School Library System

Bring your books to life
Create joyful literacy experiences throughout your community.

Literacy Connections
- Balance Literacy
- Critical Reading
- Text Complexity
Manage literacy instruction

Authors! Authors! Authors!
Learn directly from authors

Teach a specific book
Find relevant resources

School Library System-provided access now available!
www.TeachingBooks.net/NYSLS

You already have access.
Discover resources that expand each reader’s experiences with books.
www.TeachingBooks.net/NYSLS

Questions? Contact Kym Davick • kym@teachingbooks.net • (800) 596-0710
Tumbleweed Press

**TumbleBookCloud (Middle/High Schools)**
TumbleBookCloud(www.tumblebookcloud.com) is an online collection of ebooks and read-along chapter books non-fiction books graphic novels educational videos and audio books for middle/high schools. Collection includes FREE Common Core Portal.

**TumbleDeluxe (TumbleBookLibrary) (K-3)**
TumbleDeluxe is our core collection which includes 900 titles of animated talking picture books books in English French and Spanish read-alongs non-fiction books and National Geographic Videos and educator resources in a FREE Common Core Portal (www.tumblebooklibrary.com)

**TumblePremium (K-6)**
TumblePremium includes 1400 titles and growing. It includes everything in the TumbleBookLibrary-Deluxe core collection as well as graphic novel and math stories categories (not in Deluxe version). It also includes FREE common core portals: K-5 English and Math Common Core Portals. (www.tumblebooklibrary.com)
Turnitin/iParadigms

**Campus Fee**
Per building campus fee to cover setup and admin of the account 24/7 technical support updates and upgrades

**LMS Integration**
Learning Management System (LMS) integration per-student fee.

**Training Package #1**
Training Package #1- REQUIRED FOR NEW SCHOOLS Essential Package • Account setup and administrator walk through 1-hour • Online training session 2-hour • Curated support materials • Standard Support

**Training Package #2**
Training Package #2- OPTIONAL FOR RENEWAL CUSTOMERS Dedicated online webinar - up to 2-hours

**Training Package #3**
Training Package #3 - Onsite Workshop Full day hands-on training workshop: • Standardized learning objectives • Customization options Options for variation in audience and multiple sessions A total of 6 hours

**Turnitin Feedback Studio**
Feedback Studio provides educators the most efficient way to ensure academic integrity and facilitate rich feedback on the grammar mechanics and content of student writing. Originality and citation checking and online rubrics-based grading.
Unicheck

All-Around Plagiarism Detection in Schools & Universities

Seamlessly embedded into your eLearning system, Unicheck automatically scans every paper and provides easy-to-read similarity results.

Serving more than 1,300,000 students and 10,000 educators from over 1,100 institutions in 69 countries worldwide.
**Voice Thread**

VoiceThread is a tool that brings teachers and K-12 students together in an engaging multimedia format, providing a platform for meaningful interaction. It is both secure and easy to use, allowing users to jump right in to conversations.

VoiceThread is a cloud application, so there is no software to install. The only system requirement is an up-to-date version of Adobe Flash. VoiceThread will work in any modern web browser and on almost any internet connection.

VoiceThread vastly improves instructor presence and immediacy while maintaining a fluid, asynchronous learning environment. Educators consistently report increased quantity and quality of student participation and are better able to assess student comprehension.

A School License provides accounts for student and educators in one school building to create VoiceThreads remotely in our secure collaborative network and features:

- Ability to create student accounts without valid email addresses
- Simple Manager tool to create student accounts and classes
- Educator accounts for teachers
- Custom homepage to showcase student work
- Integrates perfectly with Google Apps for Education
WALDO

The Westchester Academic Library Directors Organization offers consortial pricing for web accessible databases and services. FMI: http://www.waldolib.org/eresources.asp

WALDO Core Plus Package is comprised of seven online resources:

ABI/INFORM Complete -


By keeping up with the needs of business researchers worldwide we have grown ABI/INFORM into the world's most comprehensive and diverse business database available. The number of journals available in active full text has more than doubled in 3 years, but we have been adding a whole lot more than just journals based on feedback from business researchers into the types of content that is vital to their research.

ProQuest Research Library -


From business and political science to literature and psychology, ProQuest Research Library™ provides one-stop access to a wide range of popular academic subjects. The database includes more than 5,060 titles—over 3,600 in full text—from 1971 forward. It features a highly-respected, diversified mix of scholarly journals, trade publications, magazines, and newspapers. This combination of general reference volume and scope makes it one of the broadest, most inclusive general reference databases ProQuest has to offer.

ProQuest Health Management


ProQuest Health Management™ is designed to meet the needs of researchers studying the field of health administration. This high-demand healthcare management content provides the most reliable and relevant information on a wide range of topics, including:

- Hospitals
- Insurance
- Law
- Statistics
- Business management
- Personnel management
- Ethics
- Health economics
- Public health administration
Coverage for more than 840 key journals with over 4,500 Doctoral Dissertations and Theses, ProQuest Health Management provides users with the highest quality content, much of which is not available elsewhere.

**National Newspapers Premier including Current Black Newspapers**


ProQuest National Newspaper packages provide your library with online access to the most respected national and regional newspapers from across the U.S. The titles in ProQuest National Newspapers offer researchers thorough coverage of local, national, and international events with journalistic balance and perspective. ProQuest National Newspapers offers the most read and widely-respected papers in the U.S. including:

- The New York Times
- The Wall Street Journal
- Los Angeles Times
- Chicago Tribune
- Christian Science Monitor

**ERIC:** provides unlimited access to more than 1.2 million bibliographic records of journal articles and other education-related materials, with hundreds of new records added twice weekly. If available, links to full text are included.

ERIC indexes education journals, the majority of which are peer-reviewed. Most of these journals are indexed comprehensively - that is, a record for every article in each issue is included in ERIC. Some journals are indexed selectively - that is, only those articles that are education-related are selected for indexing.

In addition to the journal literature, ERIC indexes education-related materials from scholarly organizations, professional associations, research centers, policy organizations, university presses, the U.S. Department of Education and other federal agencies, and state and local agencies. Individual contributors submit conference papers, research papers, dissertations, and theses.

**Ovid MEDLINE:** Updated daily, MEDLINE on OvidSP offers you seamless and up–to–the–minute access to the latest bibliographic citations and author abstracts from more than 5,500 biomedicine and life sciences journals in nearly 40 languages (60 languages for older journals). English abstracts are included in more than 80% of the records.
**PsycINFO:** The essential psychology tool for researchers, practitioners, and students in numerous disciplines, PsycINFO is an abstract database that provides systematic coverage of the psychological literature from the 1800s to the present.

**PsychARTICLES (not included in the WALDO Core Plus Package):** PsychARTICLES is a robust database offering complete access to the full text of more than 90 landmark journals in behavioral science and related fields ranging from education, to nursing, to business, to neuroscience. PsychARTICLES features:

- Full-text journal articles – current issue back to volume 1, issue 1 for most titles, creating over a century of psychology coverage with articles from as early as 1894
- All APA published journals plus those from the Canadian Psychological Association and English-language journals from Hogrefe Publishing Group
- Complete coverage of all subject areas relevant to psychological science including basic/experimental psychology, clinical psychology, developmental psychology, education and school psychology, health psychology, industrial/organizational psychology, social psychology and social processes
- Entire catalog of peer-reviewed journals with a long history of fine scholarship and rigorous research. Participate in the CrossRef CrossCheck program to guard against plagiarism.
World Book

A: Power Pack
Everything: Advanced Reference Suite + Discover + EWOL + all 3 Digital Libraries + Dramatic Learning + Activity Corner + Hispanica + Decouverte; Save to Google Drive read-aloud capability and language (100+) translations in all articles

B: AD Package w/ EWOL
Advanced Reference Suite + Discover + EWOL. Discover aids differentiated instruction provides easy-to-read articles with a 'Q & A' video library. EWOL adds a component for K-2. Save to Google Drive Read-aloud capability and language (100+) translations in all articles. For K-12 bldgs.

C: AD Package
Advanced Student WB Kids Spanish WB Kids Timelines plus Discover. The Discover site aids differentiated instruction and provides easy-to-read articles with an engaging Q & A video library. All articles have Save to Google Drive read-aloud and language translations (100+). For MSs & HSs

D: Advanced Reference Suite
World Book Advanced Student WB Kids and Spanish WB Kids and Timelines. Everything the School and Library Edition offers plus access to primary sources U.S. and world newspaper links plus Save to Google Drive read-aloud and language translations (100+) in all articles. For MSs & HSs

E: Children's Edition
World Book Student WB Kids Discover Spanish WB Kids Timelines plus the Early World of Learning. Save to Google Drive read-aloud and language translations (100+) in all articles The Discover site aids differentiated instruction with easy-to-read articles and a 'Q & A' video library. Highly recommended for elementary and intermediate schools

F: School & Library (S & L) Edition
World Book Student WB Kids Timelines and Spanish WB Kids: World Book's online encyclopedia includes Save to Google Drive read-aloud and language translations (100+) in all articles a citation builder curriculum correlations and an electronic briefcase to save research media and articles.

G: Activity Corner
Thousands of projects and activities with easy-to-follow steps and a list of materials. Searchable by keyword or category such as grade theme cost time needed and type of activity.

H: Early World of Learning (EWOL)
The Early World of Learning is for preschoolers and children in early elementary with interactive learning environments: Watch: a video and picture library Trek's Travels offers narrated stories. Welcome to Reading provides leveled reading that helps strengthen phonics vocabulary and comprehension skills.

Subscription Database Offerings: 2019-2020
Revised 05/28/19
Know It is a visual interactive encyclopedia with videos and pictures. Classics introduces Nursery Rhymes Songs and a Story Corner

I: Dramatic Learning
A 'Theatre for the Classroom' resource with original scripts skits and adaptations of the classics.

J: Gran Enciclopedia Hispanica
Gran Enciclopedia Hispanica is the online edition of the world's largest and most respected Spanish language encyclopedia.

K: Enciclopedie Decouverte
L'Encyclopedie Decouverte is the French translation of World Book Kids.

L: Digital Libraries (add-on)
World Book Digital Libraries includes Early Peoples Living Green and Inventions and Discoveries. Each library is the e-book format of the original print set with videos animations and read-aloud capability.

M: Science Power for classroom
A Science classroom resource for upper elementary and middle school. Science Power is curriculum based with 100 read-aloud lessons with dual Lexile levels. Each lesson includes pre and post assessments with extension activities inquiry projects experiments critical thinking challenges vocabulary quizzes and links to World Book Online articles. Teachers may search lessons by state curriculum standards or view current textbook standards which are then are linked to lessons.

N: Social Studies Power for classroom
A new social studies classroom resource for upper elementary and middle school. Social Studies Power is curriculum based with 100 read-aloud lessons with dual Lexile levels. Each lesson includes pre and post assessments with geography and civics tools extension activities inquiry projects critical thinking challenges vocabulary quizzes and links to World Book Online articles. Teachers may search lessons by state curriculum standards or view current textbook standards which are then are linked to lessons.

O: Science & Social Studies Power Combo Pack
Both 'Power' classroom resources together with a cost savings.

P: World Book eBooks
The WB eBooks Suite is a premier collection of WB's acclaimed circulating non-fiction titles in e-Book format that supports a span of curriculum areas and reading levels. Subscribers to World Book eBooks receive 24/7 unlimited simultaneous access to the entire exclusive collection of 380 highly illustrated and engaging titles with over 1900 full text classic literature and non-fiction titles including novels plays poems fairy tales and fables. PC Mac iPad and Android compatible; Marc records ePub3 level format.
Xello | Career Cruising

Career Cruising for K-12
Career Cruising K12 is a complete solution that includes comprehensive assessments career and college planning information workflows to streamline course planning and college application tracking and curriculum. Demonstrations not trials are available by request.

Customized Training
Web-based and in-person training options help schools understand how they can use our programs to support school and district outcomes.

Method Test Prep (SAT/ACT Test Prep)
Method Test Prep is the most efficient effective and economical way to help students increase SAT by 150 points on average and ACT test scores by 3 points. Through personalized reporting tools students are able to follow a pathway of learning that measures their strengths online. Demonstrations limited trials are available by request. Works with Career Cruising for K-12 and Xello.

Success Services
Success Services are a one-time per school at the beginning of your contract for either Xello or Career Cruising for K-12 and covers data integration developing an implementation plan and scope and sequence for the district or school.

The Real Game
The Real Game is an award-winning financial literacy program that helps students build 21st-century skills like budgeting working with others and managing change; there are two versions: a middle school version (The Real Game) and a high school version (The Be Real Game).

Xello
Xello helps students discover the pathway that's right for them whether it involves a trade college university entrepreneurship or other training. As students gain self-knowledge through assessments and reflection they save careers schools programs and experiences to form a vibrant visual roadmap that's easy to update and share.